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with paragraph 5b, AR 525-15. Evaluations and corrective actions should
"be reported to ACSFOR OT UT, Operational Reports Branch, within 90 days
of receipt of covering letter.

2. Information contained in this report is provided to insure that the --

Army realises current benefits from lessons learned during recent opera-
tions.

3. To insure that the information provided through the Lessons Learned
Program is readily available on a continuous basis, a cumulative Lessons
Learned Index containing alphabetical listings of items appearing in the
reports is compiled and distributed periodically. Recipients of the
attached report are encouraged to recommend items from it for inclusion
in the. Indax by completing and returning the self-addressed form provided
at the end of this report.-
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CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEADQUA7?T-%S
5T71 SPECIAL FOr3ES GRWP (A3-,'E), 1ST SF•CIAL FORCES

APO San Francisco 96240

AVGB-C 15 August 1965

SUBJECT- Operational Report of 5th Snecial Forces Group (Abn) for Period Ending
31 July 1968. RCS CSFOP-65 (RI) (U)

THRU: Cammanding General, United States Army, Vietnam
ATTN: AVHGC-DST, APO San Francisco 96375
Caornander-in-Chief, United States Army, Pacific
ATTN: GPOP-DT, APO San Francisco 96553

TO- Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Develornent
Department of the Army
1Washington, D.C. 20310

1. (C) Seztion 1, Operations: Sirnificant Activities.

a. General.

(1) Mission. The missions assigned to the 5th SFOA are as follows:

(•) To exercise ccmand and control of subordinate dstach.ents.

(b) To advise and assist the VITSF.

kc) To act as Sector/Subsector advisors as directed by CY.USMACV.

(d) To provide inteliigence to CC(1¶USAC7.

(c) To conduct special onerations.

(f) To conduct the MACV Recondo School.

9 %CONFIDENTIAL

Inclosure 1
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31 July 1968. RCS CSFOR-65 (Ri) (U)

k2 ) O:tanizational Structure. See organiTational chart at Incl..surs ,
t po disposition list at inclosure 3, and CTZ naps at inclosiwe 4.

(3) £Cr 'an2d Re.ationships. See Annex B (Ccmnnd Relationship) to study

(Synopsis of the CILG Program) found at inclosure 7.

(4) Commanders m.' Key Personnel. See I ist, at inclosure 2.

(5) Situation at the Beginni-ng of the Renortin DPeriod. At the end of the
last quarter, intelligence indicatad that enamy forces were probably p.reorrinn
for anotU.er .-o'ntr-y-wide offensive. Enemy forces in all four Corps Tactical
Zones appeared to be avoiling major contacts with friendly forces in an effort
tz regroup and resupply for t' -q.-ond general cffenqive.. Special Forces campn
in 'southern I CTZ and northwestern II CTZ were in the greatest'danger of majlor
attacks by enemy forces. Cam-) Tnu.,..v,,uwt, %1-LU'9) continnea to 'e tnreatenen
by the 31st ?VA Regiment and ,I•J.! PlJC (A-105) n-v increasingly being threatened
by elements of the 2nd NVA Division. Camp TM PJC (%-lO02) was under threat
of attfck by the let NVA Regiment. Camrs BEE ! rT, DAX TO, 1AK PK, and P1L`I.
XIZNG in II CTZ were under pressure from the weqt, northwest, and north. At
t"e end of the l-st reportine period, it was still not clear whether the ?nd.
N7A Division planned to push soith down highway lh toward cami7 'AR PEI (A-?Ii2)
in northloestern II CTZ or swing northwest toward "'k&M "'U in. southern I ,

rn,;reased enemy activity in DWIf LOt0 Province (III CTZ) nosxd possible threats
to 1IIH QUOR (03-33) and LOC NI{H (A-331); hororver attacks were really not
a:.ticipated since the majority of enemy rorces in III CTZ were believed to be
marginally to non-combat effective. In IV CTZ, MOC 'ICA (B-h4), MY Pm' TAT
(A-411) and MY DI13 II (A-416) continued to be threatened by several V': local-
for'-'e battalions while CAO IAWJH continued to be threatened by the 502nd battalion.

, Operations, The statistical data on operitions cond-.i--. izing the
;eportinr period are shown at inclos-.- q. Th. -4.t sl-nlifc, L.on durini.
the quarter occurred at Srn-ial For, es camp F.IAM 2T.JC. CO III -'W' iiiainst reco m~end-
ations by 3pecial Forces personnal) ai~ueeo ttiat. auL assets be withdrawn from

*;iGA4 DUC on 12 May after FOB NGOK TAVAY was attarkeJ by an estimated reinfor-ed
b.t'aiion of the 2nd NVA Division on 10 May. A maz'sive air evacuation. was
e:,:---iicd :•hile IJVA forces directed heavy machine -in fire on the aircraft anTi
mcrtar and ground ittacks against the frie',Q. -1'cments at VTAl¶ rTC. ,See"

' r Action Report, a2t inclosure 8 and the LAX '-I - V"AI( DUG Coarnritive
:.jdy at, inclosure 9. The increase in CTDG Or. .',alti'13 over those ijfe"-'

d, ý, 4he last quarter is due largely to thd,. atta:r, on ?" NGC'"AVAT,
"�:.D•UC and on FCB BA CHUC in r" CTZ. (S -,'e le'.t3 cn this attack ernmd
A- LT..losires 10 and ll.P

07) C.anp-s in OroAnization.

(a) The following chanes in organization were iade effectiv- by. 5th
SFi3A General Order 809 Onated 23 May 1968. Special Forcin Liaison Detachment

2
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B-55 (SAIGkAi) was redesignated the Cor'nnd Liaison Detachment. Detachment A-5O3
(NIIA .MAG) was redesignated Detachment B-55 and assumed commnnd and control
over the 55th Hobile Strike Force Command (MSFC). Detachments B-16 (DAIANO),
B.-20 (PLEIKU), B-36 (LOJ "'AI), and B-4O (C.'J THO), were officially activated
for command and control of the 16tn, 20th, 36th, and 40th M3FIC respectively.
Detachment B-44 (?,Pi QUrZ) was inactivated and p3rsonnel were reassigned to
Detachment B-hO.

(b) The Snecial Forces camp at KRA.A 'UC (A-l05) ens closed .n 12 May 1968.
On 24 June, porsonnel assets from KHAM DUC (A-lOS) officially opened camp NmOW
SON. Personnel included 10 US&SF, four VNSF, 81 CSF, and 65 KSF.

(c) Camp MAI LOC (A-1O0) wis o'ficially onened on ý4 June ny the following
personnell 13 tSASF, 18 VNSF, 114 CSF, 2-1 KSF, one enninper plitonn with heavy
equipmentp and one US Hiarine company. Detachment A-1l0 was formerly located at
WAIG VEI.

(d) On 15 June, the CIDG Assote on PITl QUOC ISLAND were of icially converted
to P./7F. Detachment A-441 relocated to MOC HOA and was redesignated A-h04 of
the 4Oth Mobile Strike Force Comn.nd.

(e) Camp BEn Sox (A-32l) was transferred to VNSF control (A-136) on 2 July.

(8) A special study, "Synopsis of the CMti) Prorsm," was prtpare4 dwuing
the reporting period and is contained at inclosure 7. This stlit, discusses
the background and development of the CIDP propram from 1961 - 1968 and "he
concept of operations for CT 1967 - 1968.

(9) Th.- May, June and July iasues of the Oreen Beret Magasiwn are attached
inclosure l3;.

(iO) A list of VIPs who visited this headquArtets during the reporting
period is found at inclosure 6.

(W) The cmn'and's concept for the emplvynment ot CIDO forces and 1.rng-range
re:onnaissance projects is contained in letter dated 21 July 1968, sub-e tt
&mnloyment of Civilian Irregular Defense Group and Long-Rangis ReconrAissance
ProjecLa (U). (See i.nclosure i3)

3
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b. intelligence ... ••

( -) I sosTactiial Zore.

ta) In early May the total enemy strength in.i CTZ was between 120,.0C0
and !23,,O00 troops of which apnroximately 55,00 were combat troops. Crttacts
and enemy activity during the period remained light and at a general illl.
Howeve- the enemy sustained heavy losses as he attemPted to harvest his rice
from tne fall crop. Irnreased enemy infiltration, utilizing newly constructed
.izdiltration routes, enabled the enemy to keep his man power strength stabilized.
At the end of July, the enemy was 3stimated to have approximately 125,000
enemy personnel of which 56,000 were combat troops. Tý'roughout the reporting
period enemy forces operated with four confirmed NVA divisions, 22 to 24-
independent regiments, and a total of approximately i20 maneuver battalion.

•o` Throughout the reporting period enemy forces were generai.y dispersed
throughout the mountain regions along the Vietnam-Laotion border. Enemy tactical
elements had apparently been ordered to pull back in order to make preparations
for a future offensive. Major enemy efforts seemed to have been directed towards "-
unit., personnel and logistical developments. The majority of Special Forces
camps in I CTZ were not particularly threatened by enemy build-ups in their
TAORs- however, during May, Special Forces camp 7TJONW, DTJC, A-109, came under
heavy threats of attack br, the.31st and 36th NVA Independent Infantry Regiments.
which were supportec by the 368B Artillery Repiment. This threat was relieved,
however, by a continued Marine oleration which encomn>assed the camp's TAOR.
During this period all contact with the 304tn NVA Division wap lost. The 304th
was last reported being deployed al6ng the DKZ area, northern QUAW TR! Province.
It is believed that the 304th returned to NVN in order to regroup and resupnly.
During June the 126th Na-al Sapper Reriment (NVA) w's introd'iced and is now
deployed in the area of the CUA V37T River. Although plans for a July
offensive in I CTZ never materialized, thero were r.numerous reports and indic-
ations that a general offensivs was to have taken place in I CT7 in order to
strengthen the North Vietnamese bargaining power at the Par-is peace talks which
corunenced in mid-May. Incelligence indicated that enemy Roals were to have
been the cities of DANANG, QUANG TRI City and HfUE, the old provincial capital.
Hopefully. a NVN victory would have a psychological efrert on thM nresidential
eiec-tion in the United States. A severe defeat and heavy frlnndly losses could,
possibly sway the voting to a candidate who would be in favor of ending the
Vi.etnam ronflict as fast as pcpslble (i.e. by pillinp US Forces from Vietnam,.
Throughout tte period the enemy continued to improve his lines of communications
as evidenced by new road construction and the improvement of others. A riew road
wa!ý reported being built through the DKZ and reports indicate that the enemy is

Cfl -IF tOET I AL
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attempting to connect this road with Highway #9, QUANG TRI Provint-e. lr,tensive
widening and improving of roads to allow for alu-weather and all vehicle usafre
"vas noted throvgnout the A SH1AT Valley. Tnis constniction was probably
accomplished b,, the 83re NVA Ergineer RegirenL which wns last denloyied and
utilized in the KHE SAtE area QUANG TRI Prov-in•. Further enemv road constructiofn
vas evidenced by the ir.provin-ý and reopening of ar' old French rogd, route #514.•
fror -LMA! DUC to HIE? PUC. The majority of all regular combat troops din i r1ir
this time •er? well trained, poiiticaily indoctrinated -nd well equippea NVA
t,roop-o Morale has remalnee high as cadre on a':! level, have oromised their
troops a major NVA victorT and liberation of týe onnressed S71 in the next
offensive. Another factor which contributed to high morale within the ,VA was
out strategic 'ritl'wrawal fror, Special. '"Aces car, 7K2AV TMJUC, A-105, On 10 May,
I5C.1 DUC came under mortar and recoilless-rlfle fire and FOB NrP7 TAVAK was
evacuated after surviving a battalion size attackG. After 3 days of heary contact
with the 1st NVA Infantry Regiment of the 2nd NITA Division, KMh' DUC was evacuated.

{c) Confirmed use of new weapons and equipment was not renorted in I GTZ
aithca4gh reports have indicated that the enemy intends to introduce several new
we;porns within the corps. On the CUA VIET R-Lvor a 300 pound watermine was
de. itivated by the U.S. Navy. This mine anc. iLumarYut o+¾er report3 of large
watermines shows that the -nemy is developing a waterway interrlctory skill
which could mi-nimize our usage of the CUA "TI River. Increased enem7.y a-.iiracy
wi-h the RPO.- and the RP3 7 against friendly ships or, the CUA V.'et Riv@r cou)d
possible mean that the enemy has an Linfraice capability. In northerr. ,U.iG TRI..
PrLvirnce along the DMZ there were numerous reports of Oairborne lighLti' bkA,7 ing
the areas landing and taking off. The majority of' these r4norts have rome from
the Cal THIEN area. The enemy could have an aircraft canahility. nss~hiy
helicopters. No significant material was received concerning the cor-3tru-tik:n
or defense of eneny fortifications.

(d) At the end of the reporting period ta:tical elements, wieh wer.,
duployed in the mountains for the rice harvesL and retraining; were bepginning
to deploy themselves for the next offennive in I CTZ. Plans to stare a .,untry,
wide offensive of 20 July and then on q Auriust did not, materialize prouh.,P y
because of friendly operations around his probqbie maior Pgoals, DANANG, QUjANG
TRI City and possibly HIU. Special Forces camns IAl Ln(O, A. 191 and ý',)hO SON,
A iC5, are s-ill1 in the conrtruction stage and are still rulnorable to rgioud
attacks ty battalion sized units. The 62nd NVA Regiinent of the 3>•6th N'MA

Divisgion and the ?7th Indenendent Rp•iment are nreientlv lor.ated n ar ?lAi LO. "s
TAOR, As of yet, these units have only interdictei the roais lelaisnr to ard
fron the camp with mines., Toe 3rd ;a&-per I'lti.Alionr, the ]Jzlq. I"d,•.idnt
Icai Force Regiment Wnd the 103yd Ba!,ta].ion zf t." 3Tht Re'--rent "te deuicd

r' D P ,'17AL
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near Camp NONG SON's TAOR. DANANG has the equivalent of three regiments near
its TAOR; the 36th Independent Regiment, the V.25, the D.7 and the R.20 Local
Force Battalions, plus T.69 and T.87 NVA Sapnor Battalions. QUAMIG TRI City
=oald be attacked by the 812th NVA Independent Re-iment, ".'e 52nd Regiment of

the 320th NVA Division, the 814th 1VA Independent Battalion an,! by the 808tn
Tndependent Main Force Battalion. With elements of enemy forces deployed near
the major cities in I CTZ. Special Forces operations are likely to note
ln-reased engagement with large size enerry units. No threat is seen to any
Special Forces camp at this time in I CTZ. By mid-Aligust a general corpi
offensive will probably take place with such far reaching Roals as the control
of i CTZ, barraining power at the Paris peace talks, and psychological irfluence
on the US presiden'.ial election. The next enemy offensive could conceivably
be the final enemy drive of the Vietnam conflict.

(2) II Cors Tactical Zone.

(a) In early May the total enemy strength in II CTZ was between V';,0oo
and 50.00O, of which approximately 23,000 were combat troops. Though the enemy
suffered many losses in contacts during the first nart o' the neriod, increased
i:nfiltration and resupply activities kept the enemy strength relatively level.
At the end of July the enemy had approximately 26,000 combat trooms and again
atout 50,000 total personnel. During this period the enemy onerated with four
divisions, five independent regiments and a total of anproxin-tely 26 senarate
maneuver battalions. At tne end of the reporting period there were three
divisions, three independent regiments and 26 separate maneuver battalions.

(b) During the reporting period in II Corps, two major phases in the enemyls-
offensive plans became evident. During the first phase, from mid-April to mid-
May., the enemy employed new units and new weapons on a scale never before
observed in the western highlands. The 325C NMA Division, along with the !iCD
and 95C NVA Regts, deployed to the western highlands from the DMZ. By early
May, Special Forces camp BEN HET was being subjected to almost constant
batta*1on size probes and heavy attacks by fire. At this time major elements
of the US 4th Division moved to the DAK TO - BEN HMT POLEI KIENG to gain
cor.trol of highway 14 and KONTUM city. Continuous B-52 strikes and operations
by the 4th Division probably bmvetalled enemy plans "or an offensive in this
are•. In other areas of the corps, enemy activity was at a lower level As most
major NVA units remained under strength. It ras during this tine that the 2nd
and 22*nd NVA Regiments moved north into the MA TAT area and engaged CSF troops
".. several heavy contacts. Throughout the corps, Snecial Forces continued to
•xperience light to moderate contacts with infiltrating NVA units and VC resupply
u-..: o~, With the initiation of the Paris peace talks in May, it became evident

6
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that, enemy actions w:ere bccominm more denendent on oolatical rather than military
consideration. This probably was the reason the NVA units remained in the BE24

=1T ." POLI 1UNG area even thourh daily he was siiffer4 ng heavy, losses to tVie
US Ltn, Infantr-y Division and 3-52 airstrikes. Early June be--n the second phase
of the enemvys two phase offensive in II CTZ. Enemy activity declined sharply
and al' major NVA units close to the border areas irithdrew to Cambodian base
camps. leaving behind harassment elements to condlict attacks b-, fire and raidc
and aabushes. Durin•' this period the enemy began a major redeployment of hIs
units and reorganization of his command structure. In the southern Provinces
enemy activity remained at an extremely low level. Local Force and Main Force
VC units continued their tactics of ambushing and harassing attacks as the
enemy resupplied and redeployed for a major offensive acti~vity.

(c) In II CTZ the enemy is capable of deploying 123,m rockets, 14T'oi rockets,
100mm field guns, i05mm howitzers, 8aim mortar, and 6Omm mortar. Tanks have been
sighted west of BZZ HCT by CIDG troops who had escaped from the NVA.

(d) At the end of the period the major enemy threat existed in DA.rAC
Province. SF camps TIZU ATAR, TRANG PHUC, and DUC LAP were threntened b7- eluments
of the 66th, 24th, 109th, and possible the 174th 117A Repiments. The deployment
of these units of the 1st NVA Division into DARLAC Province indicates a major
shift in the enemy~s emnhasio in II Corps. The movement of major elements of
the 3rd NVA Division ir.to I Corps and 32nd and 33r•l !TVA Regiments into TTl Corps
.c-' d indicate a le&.eeninr, of enemy activity in II Coros; however, as N-A un.-Us

m e back into II Corps frcut base areas in Cambodia, ali Special Forces canpz
engaged in the border surveillance role will nrobablyv e"xri-nce an incrense in
contact.

',3) 111 Corps Tactical Zone.

(a) In early Ma-v, the total enemy. strenrth in ill CT7 -as bet.ween hiO0O
*:nd 0O 0OO. of ir'iih a-nroximntelY 30,00) were ccmhat trnovs. Althouph henvy
z.,vsses were sustained in scattered contacts 4irtn- the neriod, incr('.ond
i-nfiltration kept eneiny strength figures at a reLatIvely0 stable level. At T'he
end of July, the enemy vas estimited to have a-,oroxtmatel'v[ 41,(M) men, co "hich
e9 000 were combat troops. Throughout the entire p rio'i, enernv forces o-.0.nted
witn three confirmed divisions, foair to six indecondent reglnents, and a total
oc aorroximate.y seventy maneuver battalions.

L) Dorinr the begnin-n' o" the reporttn- 'vr:rd -nerrr rerces ',ere p-treral
- .'ra§:y dispersed in areas west and north of GIA DII? Provin"e, w•ithin

s?,. i'.+ng distance cf the capSv,-. Special Forces cmnps were not narticil -ry

7
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threatened by an enemy build-up within their TAORs. Detachments in HAU NGHIA
Province began to make increased contacts as enemy units, generally VC, moved
eastward from Cambodian base areas towards the Capital Military District. On
5 May, enemy forces entered the city of SAIGON witn the equivalent of three
regiments, to include? DON1 NAI Regiment, a possible CUU LONG II Regiment, plus
VC Main Force and Local Force Battalions operating in the southern regions of
the C:orps. Enemy elements encountered more organized resistance among Free Wold
Forces and the people than during the Tet offensive. Newly orginized battalions,
suc.h as the 306th and 308th VC Main Force Battalions, were tentatively Identified
in contacts throug'hout the Capital Military District. In other regions of the
Corps, enemy initiated activity was at a low level, including operations near
Special Forces camps. In renewing ground activity in the capital in earlyMay,
the enemy hoped to achieve some sort of psychological victory to be able to
influence the forthcoming Paris peace talks which commenced in mid-May. In
every major confrontation within the capital, enemy 'orces were either forced
to withdraw or were practically annihilatad by better prepnred and equipped
ARVN units. In addition, a high ranking NVA official had revealed information
which compromised the majority of enemy plans. Attempting to effect a piece-
meal witndrawal, combat elements broke into platoon and squad size units to
exfiltrate the city. Scattered contacts continued into the month of June 'rith
dispersed troops who were unable to break thrqugh the ring thrown around the
Capital Military District by allied forces. The enpuin, low morale was evidenced
by the rallying, of 18 company level or higher cadre prior to mid-June. The
enem,-rumored plans to stapte mastive rocket attacks on installItions and
population centers in the Saigon area were never realized. PWs indic.1ted that
the enemy suffered severe logistical and replacement problems which forced the
termination of operations in the city and also hindered plans for heavy indirect
fire attacks, probably by elements of the 84A and ý.-O8th NVA Artillery Regiments.
In PHUOC LONG Province Special Forces operations continu&A to make contact with
rear service personnel of the 86th Group which was at.temrtlng to avoid 0S and
GVN forces. Renewed use of the SONG BE road was noted by secondar7 explosions
which resulted from repeated airstrikes. as well as reports of large bnse
camps ir. areas not far from BUNARD. A-34p, and DUC PHONG, A-343. In northeastern
and mid western BIN" LONG Province, infiltration increased althouth no statistics
ccud be determined. Airborne personnel detectors and qgents indicated a
rnujor build-up in proximity to LOC NUTH, A-33i, where heavy, contacts were made
by operations during the early weeks of July. The 7th NVA Division apparnntly
mnved its headquarters across'the Cambodian border, .Just erst of Higfhway 113. A
reorganization of this unit resulted in three subordinate reriments, the l1i1st,
"a65irn, and 32nd, being located in northern BINH LONG Province, include, Shements
of the 9th VC Division, previously reported it. central HAU HOIG!IA Prwvince, were
iden-,ifted in' the southern and western regions of TAY 1111! Provtnce at. the ricse
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of thne reporting period. In central War Zone C a Mobile Strike Force operation
ran into extremely heavy resistance from enemy forces which appeared to _ave
knowledge of the entire operation. When the friendly forces converged on KATUM,
A--.2•. the camp received a heavy barrage of mortar fire ,from elements of tlie 69th
VC Artillery Command. Another Mobile Strike Force opernition in mid-July coritacted
a battalion plus in western War Zone C in areas where BEN SOT 9 A-136, also made
heavy engagements with large enemy forces. These elements were later identified
as the 271st and 272nd VC Regiments of the 9tn VC Division. Agent reports aý.d
airborne personnel detector readings also indirated the deployment into southi-
eastern TAT NINH Province of the 5th VC Division with the ?75th VC and 88:r. N A
Regiments. Detachments in HAU NGHIA Province experienced an unusually low level
of activity, especially considering that these camps are located along enemy
routes of resupply to and from GIA DINH Province. At least two enemy regiments,
273rd VC plus Local Force elements, were dispersed southwest of DUC HIUE, A-35-1,
in the BA THU base complex in Cambodia.

(c) The confirmed use of new weapons and equipme:.t was not reported In the
corps, although agents and NWs have indicated that the enemy intends to intrC-1u,*,e
several new weapons to its I1l CTZ arsenal. A nuestionnable NW report stated that
a' "top secret" weapon wa.9 to be utilized in future attacks by fire. Tnls weapor 9
identified as a rocket, has been reported to be either the Soviet 20qrn cr 2h4mm
rocket. Both are multi-barreIed2 truck-launcned, and have never beer, confirmed in
uae in Vietnam. Southeast of Saigon a 250 pound watermina was de-activated by US
Navy personnel along the Song Dong Nai. This is the largest such mine reported to
date in III Corps. In western TAY NINH Province agent reports from variour sources
have tndicated the pr•bability of enemy employment of helicopters, possiby of
Czech or East German manufacture, for reconnaissance and or troop movements. In
northern War Zone C TELEN NGCN, A-323, and KATUMW A-322, reported over-flithts by
unmarked, small, fixed wing aircraft. No significant material was received
concerning the construction or defense of enemy fortifications.

(d) At the present time, the divisional size enemy forces have redeployed
fra= the Seigon area into the western and northern regions of the corps. Plans
ta stage a country-wide offensive on 20 July, as reported by PWs and agents, did
ro materialize, and are now believed to have been ramors circulated by VC cadre.
With the exception of LOC NINH, A-331., Special Forces camps in the -northern
border areas are not expected to be likely targets of enemy ground assaults, At
tne close of the reporting perlod, the enemy had apprccixmately 49500 combat. trc.ops
of the 7th NVA Division in northern BINH LONG Province. In TAY NINH Province the
reported use of helicopters in areas between camps THIEN NGON, Aj23o and MEN SOI,
A,.;6, gives the enemy a capability of deploying and extracting tro.:ps withi speed
never before experienced. TAY NINH City has been indicated by agents as a lixe4y
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target :of a majcr enemy ground assault to take place on an umdesignated date,
At. t,,, &ý of the pezrld,~ %;no en~emy had in excess of 109000 combat troojps
:_Jprse4 traroughout the pri~tvice where they threaten the security of all

iaiForces compourds9 in particular Detachment B-3-2. It !Z poseib-.e that,
TAY NTINH City cor.id he atta.;ked from the west by the 9th VC Divaisio and frcm the,
scoutlpeast by the 5tn VC Division in a multi-.divisiona4. assault on he pro-rtac.1al
eaptia . Wrhen Eue'Iteme.6 c f er.emy tore-*,. presently dispersed along the Camnnodian
tLder zf HAU-NOHIA P'ovir..-e., receive wocrd to mic,7 or, the capitali, Special
For..e.., ofvratitnra are latej to note 'ýi.~reased erngagenaens with large size enemq
i~.nit.. By 'i~a to '.att Augaital a major cor~ps or cour.t~ry-wrides offensive piuh -i-

te tI from VC,'N)VA f c ruca. It is expected to seek a politizal objective, rLhat

udf."esicIrk the US presidential elections ivi Nhvemobr. The eaamV has L-r4.atedý
tviat tv.w -thi-rds cf -his forces will be utilized agaixst provincial capitals in order
u.. dj aw alli~ed forzes away from the city of Saigon. The remaining third ift bid
forceý are expected to enter' Lhe capital., asstsas the situation, anid a~tempt. t,
take corntro.! of the government. With suich far-reacnir.g objectives, it may .
-. 'i.,ate that t'not next gerif.-a., cour.try-wlae l;fer.d2.ve m~gr.t be the firtai

(i rar~e :.f trae' Vie .aw~ni Cni'-t

1V VCorrati.±Zze

' In edr.Ly May reystrength in TV CTZ was appr~xlnately 378 j000 vihicli.
.16,000 were. combat t: -opa. A-.tho.ugn frierndly ~operaitior..i lef&icted heavy .-* .ses ~
%_,e tý.xiq It is bm....ieved trt~t ne imaintaine his sth:grh if~~-tu
(. new Peýrsonnel,, Thez+e %*I* niiner:.is repcers Gf rC-1.1 191..de:ltiritA~ lunit3 1#-, 1ý~

p ~crtlof cf the (..tpe; ho~wesver,, lew wv.re cofirm-m. T~.e enemy .s~ t.,--ievad
t, hav'e rria2nLa2.ned the sante r.ti st.tngtLn thzuigracut t~ne repnetlrng plr:.At.
preoent trne enemy haa two confinncfd .rTgimezts, &:-4 approrimzattteJJ 20apa)

* irdepenaei~t 'maneuver ba- taJ ions.

-b/ Toward the begir':,Inip of Mays V46t Cor~g UaitS appeared to have inovt-lll
.di.thniz striking distar.vee of trne major cities ir. tne tiorthetn part of the r f~
The 5.0th Local For-ce Bat taiior, and theo 5Vetrh Local. Force Batta.Lion were-:j~j
in tte vi-:ir.ity cf GHAU DOC., the 50i4tr Local Force Fhattalion and the Z7611 M~,
Fci .,- Battalior. were in the -r~cinity of 140C HGA. Ther 5C'4A Locai~ Fort.e N~tta I~.A -1
the 502B BattaJlacx, and ;nes newly reported 50,2C to,:al Force Batt~alon r. 'rt .0ottedk
ji, the v-cinity :f CAO IANHI tne Dcmg 2 Reginent,, 3C_?tr Main Force Oazxa..i'nn , O~
itn 3C..Ird Main Fcf _e Batta.1Liorisy Tay Dc Loc~al Force Ba~t su~icyno ard the :. M'I. -
Fo. :a Artll~ery Battt.lior. welle l.c&a;ed in the :r.Iiy~f CAN THO. En~my .-. ivirit
wai- then t.araetezized by a substan~tial inzreaae in~ lpasiment attacks ty. fl..k*
D'ý-ý 1.ne l.atter par. cl: -!.# exn~th, ienemy uni,ý_ bh,.wt~1 a w.i'draV8.l fmrui ric-ý--

w*h th~e -t4 tý.e tirn.i .ujn tr~e CAO A rt. SL. ?.m ~.
cpc aA :..,4 s1a to a- c.acor., act. a..o ti.n y frienaiy L~I*~.
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~ n-s. He aiLsc, t:,.e hi~i hara~sm&:.t inan attemp-: td diver". attentionl
frr his rsupplyir~g9 'qi ar-d rc-training activ-itles. Dtirlng the mon:,h
:-Y ;ý_-ý the enemty avoided - .asta much as possible. The contacts trnat he(-
i;Ati.ai*d wer-: merelly div .r~1or.ar'; tactiz:a to coinceal infiltratlio of persc:.n-eL
a:ýia %ppllies which are to be z._ed in the repýr'T-ed jrps widG off ens lv- to be-
vcr~dAizted at an unlrcnwn dat- it, the future. During the early part of July5, the

enr.' concent~ratlonm r-rmai~ed upc-r, his logistical and adminiistrative eituati.on.
Grourd activ~ty rsac~hed tfle !,west pz,.Lt thus far this year. Fr4_-ndly operatic-lA
ccr,tinued to, be the detse'-7-ng faý,cor, in the enemy-2 s effor-ts to build up !3upplitss
and. pstrsonnel.. Terrorism begazi to Increase wt.th minor bomin~gs and booWy--tapped
vephicýies. In mid-July friendly uni~ts began large scala Ereep ope-zatl.Cas ahnd

empjoyed extensive use if thi,-ir air capabilities to haiiper enemy, activ-ity ais much
a5 possible. Delta B.'ackhawk operatloe.9 in the NUI COTO Mountain area proved very
suc.,essfu1 in uncovering a grf-at num~ber of enemy caches. it is also beTI.ievei that
the 50Aý s;d the 502 Locaa Fortes Battalijori- q-affeý--d u~p t.- a 50% lc~es of pecrsanriel
L. trt, B-~52 airstr-uces condzited an 2., 22; and 23 July ' Jutnrn&CGLf~Ct.

Tý. ?§t Main Forcse Ba~t~alic-n was :eported to ha7e suffe-zed hea~y peraorinel and
ý-quipment losses dL6 t-ý ai.zetL-ik~e. After thx4 incr-ase o~f friendly operation~s~, the

~t-of HOI CHANFS- shoued a rnc-able ixses.Tn-ý..r repo;ýrts tol'-d of the lowv
m, :.a!-, in, many enemy ir-.iis due to the tr-reat and loise-s fromi &!zt,-:kc-s, a8~ wý.l as
the shor-tage of food, medi,,al supp!Jits ani reimtozremernts. Thiý 6nýc- apparf-r~tly
U~tiVa-0d new v4nits and '-.odtlh st:ength of '.2-u'nits az-A atýAmptel 1

Cll ettem Into regm it L bzttie gr-ýp!,. The -aeduriit mý,v.mme-nts %t-.:'e
a,- z~r~r~pied by light p'ýatoo-. slzecl r-o,ýa-ts and ambiizs.6s ar,-d 3ther nit arna nz

a ,It is Also believed that the ma oriy of tetuL e' 4 diflrt-
f:',zn Cganbod-ia were mo7!.ng lznto t1re SAIGON Ar'FA.

"ADurtrng the reporting period num~erous repor-te of the. f-neiny's pneesEr~."i of
t~e r~ket ia'n~rer apea.1 It was not until late July that t"-.1 3.1pabilit-Y

vas nf-~r..f.ed by ths :ýaptuire of a weapon and several r~wzJA fA ammi.. N.- other
~ig ~I:ntwea~o:..e. vaii__s, cr' f..ificatcrns rse~epor4 .6d durin-g ý.hls p'e'ýod.

v . Trne cv~rre-.t r-nuy a/.sp:..riticln on 3'. jvuly waz3 m,-h the same as It -was at the
beg~.rzALg of the Terod. Mcve.mner.ts were noted toý tne base are-as &nd then ba~k to

it.1.stnkt~ng distar.ý.e of enemy targets. At the an~d of the repo-'ting n sithe
raj'cr +.,.,,at to friendly ins.tallatic7;.s was in the CAN 1110 City area vthe'e tn ern(m7
ha,- tŽie equivalent cf -,wo reir< n, r PFON1G DI n4 Provin~ce the thz\^atening trnits
a-re tý.e 30-1rd5 , 307tri, and lt.-th Main Fc-rce BattA~ilrns, TAT' DO Local For:ce PAttalion,
ar.d the .98th Mai~n Fo:,E: Artilehry Battalion. The city is al~so threatened by

p''ý... :rforcem,-nt ur.i-s uf trne D5,',?:ri Locai For:e Fat~talion and trie 306-- Yaln
Fc,*. , -attalior. £rcr VTNH LCON Prc~v-j'.e,, It ',, b!Iev,ýd that the reportýEd Co1nitr'v-
w~rl, !fý-nt.rve will not be - ra;i. -ecd at -,he sa-rss lez as the TET offerjsivý . tl* 7

ot.ýj- L- exeed-, atta:Ik 13rge-t3 ;f rzsasx_.ab'Ae m~.j.tary vaue and of h,.c'n po.1tical
va_-.ioo ff h:-- next offcnr_,?e 1-r;e. cL -the ?-a":.. P-ace Ta.lk,-. Tht, offen'siv* is now
1rel~ececi t.: br p'.ar:ed f.cr --r~e mi-od-e pa_-c --f -Kez
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C. (ýe~tons.

* (1) '1 Corps Tactical Zone (compawj C). During the reporting period, Cornparx
C assets coniftcted a total of 2514 company size or larger operations, 3180 pla-
tor~a size,, and 4~262 squad size operations. Forty-two of these were joint opera-

* ~t~ions wi~th other free world forces. A total of 171 contacts were made with the
foUewing r"sUlts: 390 enemy KIA, 29 emnVn CFTR. Friendly losses were: Throw
usAsF'. 94~ 011). and 62 IWF/F ICIA; 32 USASF, six V1NSF, 231 CIDG, and 12 RF,/riF WIA;
two USASF., one VNSF and, five C11) are missing in action. The rast significan~t.
event during the reporting period was the withdrawal of all assets from aamfp MUM
DUO on IZ Kay., two days after FOB NOOK TAVAK was attacked and eventuaflly evacu-
ated. The eventsa of 10-12.kMay are discussed below and a detailed after action A

- report is found at inclosure 9. The following significant activities occurred
during the quarters

(a) E{M DUO (L-105) s At approximately 100245 -may 68, camp IamI DUO and
FOB NOOK TAVAX came under a coordinated mortar end recoill~ess rifle attack. The
attack on NOOK TAVAK was followed by a heavy ground attack by at least an NVA
Battalilon. The attack was 'supported by morta~rs, RPO-7 rockets, heavy -,acir~e
guns, f lame throwers and tear gas (not effective during the attack). The FOB
took heavy casualties but held out through the morning. At first light, .*.ievac:
helicopters began lifting out the wounded. After all the wounded had bee= evac-
uated and existing weaponls destroyed, which was approximately 101300 hour~s, the
remaining personnel at Ngok Tavak departed for an LZ by foot and from the 112. were
'lifted by helicopter: to MMAI DUC * The extraction was completed by 101850 hiours.
The initial mortar attack on IQIM DUC lasted for approximately oem homr. The,
rest of the day MQ{M DUC received sporadic mortar fires. During the day reiaf orce-
mente from the Americal Division arrived at KWA DUC. When the move was comple-
ted. units on the ground included Company A, 3,/46 Infantry, 2d Battalion, 1st,
Infantry (LTC Nelson., Commanding) and a lO5mrn howitzer battery from 3j-82 Artil-
lary. The might of 10-11 May was quiet with dnly 1 or 2 mortar rounds fa~l~ini
in the camp. Early in the, morning of 1-1 May the mortar attack on IMAM¶ DUC was
resumed. Patrols were 'sent out in the fimmediate vicinity of the camp with negative
contacts. They dAid, however. call in arttlleY7 and air strikes on suspected, enemy

- mortar positions spotted during the day, Air strikes were used extensively all.
day in an effort to neutralize enemy mortar positions And observation podts. OnI
the afternoon of 11 May, the 11th and 12th MSF compan~es whtich had been evacuated,
from FC13 NOOK TAVAK were withdrawn to naAMNO. Company 137, a CflM awup~ny f rou HA
THANH, started to come in as a replacement f or the MSF but only 64* persor~nel &rrived
before darkn~ess ended this movement. The mortar attack on KNAM MUC,. which had been
corocentrated on the main coinpoirnd, shifted in the afternoon to cover the 2/q. Infantry,

posi~m~also, and then stoppet' -&=~. j-st, before dark. At aploroximately 12,00)0 May
6.8, Deta nmont A.j0 received a message directinpg the Withdrawal of all, a3ssta, f ron
DU{M PUC beginninig on the morning of 12 May. At 0320 outrsxt #7 came under a. ~~v
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ground attazk and fell within a few minutes. The other outpouts were attacked In the
following sequence* 5, 1, and 3. Although these three were reinforced with Americal
troops and held for longer periods, they were in enemy hands by 0930 hour3. Shortly
after I000 hours, the camp came under ground attack from the northeast, northwest and
southwest. These were all attacks of at least company site strenpth or larger. They
were all stopped by a combination of TAC air strikes, artillery, and ground fire.
Later in the morning, the enemy employed .50 Cal machine guns or, each of the outposts
and was observed digging in and erecting radio antErnnas on the oltpost3. Th6 relocation
started at 1130 hoirs in spite of the mortar, recoilless rifle, and anfi-ý.lrcraft
fire whi.ch was very heavy at the time. Much of the credit for the successful
extraction must go to the Army, Air Force and Marine pilots who flew the evacuation
alrcraft arnd to the FACs and TAC pilots who provided suppressive fires so that the
evacuation could proceed. At 1200 hours a ground attack on the main corpvund was
beginning to form in the gullies and low ground to the east and southeast of camp.
Air strikes in the area slowed the enemy's progress qnd It was not until 1400 hours
that the enemy put together a strong ground attack acainat the main compo-uGd. C&C
Detachment personnel manning the east and southeast perimeter reported a ;arge ground
attack and NVA ýroops in the outer wire at ihOo, This attack was stopoed by a
combination of ground fire, mortars, and air strikes k which used CBU, nanDiln, and
750 pound bombs). Even though the attack was stoppel for a while, the enz.ry per~isted
in other attacks in this same area throughout the afternoon in ýpite of ho3a'3dy
casualties from the continuous air strikes in the ,rea. The evaduatlon proce-.Jtd
throughout these attacks and only faltered briefly durinp periods of int-ose! anti-
aircraft fire from the enemy held posts. The evacuation of all units was ... p-te.
at 121633 hours with the evacuation of the 15 man USAS9F and VNSF c.xusa',d groio,.

Casualties for Kham Duc/N4ok Tavak

FRIM1 DLY ENEMY

USASF USA LZMC USAF '73? CSF K-F

KIA 0 12 0 0 0 10 KTA 40e,
141A 66 21 0 2 :6 hO W IA Unk
M!A /r A 2 24 0 5 1 48 L6 '1A I
Wpns Lost 8 72 33 5 1 iO1 156 "BA 350(es',
Acft Lost ?2C-130, 2 Gunships, 1-02, 2-CH47

'~TLI PRO 1 A-IC,? On 8 M.&- * coparny .91e c~ratim3- (0-91) !vao,,
cornta,.t with j company size unit of VC. After the enemy broke contact, patrols
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searched the area and found 20 VC.KIA, one WIA, two individual wea s, six yre-
nades, numerous equipment and documents CIA, while suffering negative frinaly
casualties. On 12 May, operation C-97 and elements of the PF/PF con cted a com-
bined opeiation as road security for a convoy from TAM K. to TIEN PHOOC.
Elements of the RF/PF were ambushed by a estimated VC company. Oper~tion C-97
immediately went into a flanking attack on the enemy ambush site. D•e to the
outstanding, agressive attack by the CSF, the enemy broke contact an4 withdrew.
Results were 39 VC KIA, 15 VC KIA (est), 23 individual weapons CTV '"-v CSF
KIA, 18 RF/PF KIA. HAU DUC district HQ was attacked on 27 May. All four OP's with-
drew, to the main OP. Enemy elements moved into a porton of the vi Ia.e kill-
ing civilians and burning homes. The results of the initial attack were 17 VC
KIA, 20 RF/PF KIA, 40 RF/PF WIA, ).0 RF/PF MIA, est 50 civ KIA, est 6 civ WIA
and 150 houses burned. The district OP was reinforced with a Company of S on
30 May. Sporadic mortar fire continued.

(c) BA TO (A-106)s Enemy elements conducted a ground, mortar, and satchel
charge attack against district headquarters, camp BA TO, and Opns P-_6 and P-97
on 23 May. Total results of the attack were 14 VC KIA, 20 VC KIA (e t), one
flare pistol, two individual weapons, four bangalore torpedoes CIA; the BA TO
District Chief, seven CSF and five RF/PF were KIA; four 03F, 14 RF/P1 and three
National Police were WIA. One 6Omm mortor and eight individual weapons were lost.

(d) THUONG DUC (A-109)t On 5 May, NVA elements of the 313t Regt began &
heavy mortar and recoiless rifle attacks on the camp which continued dailf through
23 May. NVA units moved into the village areas around the camp, bun Ing houses,
and killing civilians or driving them out. Camp patrols continuousl , met and
engaged enemy units of company size or larger. Ammunition, rations nd CA rice
were air dropped almost on a daily basis. This was necessary due to mortar fire
on the airstrip and helipads. On 20 May, TTSMC elements in the combi ,ed operation
"MAMELUKE THRUST" began working west to THUONG DUC and this greatly vlieved enemy
pressure around the camp. Many joint USMC/CSF-MSF operations were c aducted and
because of this the camp has regained its effectiveness.

(e) TIEN PHOC (A-I02Y: During the first week of June the mission support
site at HAU DUC came under mortar attack. HAU DUC received from fou* to 20 rourdsi
each day for a period of seven days. During the same period, camp TIEN PHjOC
received harassing mortar and 122mm rocket fire. On 5 June, Operation C-115 made
contact with an estimated VC company. Artillery and Air Strikes were called in
on the enemy position. A sweep of the area revealed three VC KIA, seven 7C KBA,
one 81,1m mortar CIA complete along with assorted small arms and ammol Four of
the KBA were chained to the mortar. i

(f) MAI LOC (A-lOl)t Camp MAI LrC, YD 089512, was officially 4stablished at
241200 June. On 22 June, a forward supply point was established at DO!N HA in
preparation for the establishment of the camp. At 240800 CIDG Company 101 coIL-
ducted a heliborne assault on the future camp site and secured it for the convoy
due to arrive from DONG HA later that day. Later in the afternoon the first
convoy arrived with barrier material and two mobile strike force co anies. Dur-
ing the follcwing four days an engineer company arrived to help wlth the
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construction of the camp along with the remainder of the suppliec for detach-
ignt A-101. Preparations were immediately made for the expected arrival ctf
69000 Bru Montagnards from the refugee center at CAi.1 LO on the 1st of July.

(g) NONG SON (A-105): At 241300 June camp NONG SON was established at
coord AT 813382 on an old RF/PF position. This camp overlooks the entrance to
Antenna Valley, the reported base headquarters for the 2nd NVA Division and the
NONG SON coal mine which supplies the AN HOA industrial complex. On the 23rd
and 24th of June, helicopters moved the supplies for the camp from the air-
strip and mission support site at Al HOA to NONG SON.

(h) TRA BONG (A-107)t On 26 June a joint CSF/Americal Division Opcration
found a weapons cache consisting of the following: one MI Carbine, five carbine
barrels, four M-72, LAWS, six B-40 rockets, five 75mm RR Rds, one 82mm Mortar
Base 2late, 19 57 RR Rds, one 75=m RR, two Chicom Claymore type mines, five
rifle grenadeq, six 82mm Mortar Rds, six 81mm Mortar Rds, eight 6Omm Mortar
Sights, one 179 grenade lamcher, seven BARS, two M60 H3I (helicopter type), one
30 cal AG w/tripod, three bolt action chicom carbines, 10 UI automatic weapops,
five burp guns, one chicom 13, one AK-47, and four barrels for the AR. On 28
June Opn P-98 found the following cachet Two AK-41's, one 60mm mortar complete,
two Az-50.s, one RPG LMO, one AB 496 rocket launcher, four B-J40 rds, one car-
.bine, 10 mortar fuzes. On 30 June Opn P-96 with Americal units discovered a
recently abandoned hospital complex with 30 to 40 structures to include surgical
rooms, recovery rooms, living quarters and storage rooms.

(i) INH LONG (A-lOS)t On June 26 Opn P-9 4 made contact with a VC platoon.
The operation was receiving fire from three sides when airstrikes were made on
the enemy. The Americal Division assisted by sending a airmoble reaction force
to exploit the contact. When the battlefield was swept they found eight VC KIA,
one carbine,, one M-79 grenade launcher, one M-16, one SKS, one M1 and two BAR's.
The CID had only four WIA during this contact6 Later the same afternoon the
detachment commander along with Opn P-96 was wounded in action by enemy fire.
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S'-per. tionAlI Reptort of 5th Special For,-es Gro~ii ýA'-n) for I'erio.1 irin
31 14 6e. R iV-SCF'OR.65 (RI)('r

o 2)TI ors Tacticafl Zrone__(Caoipa B). 1Durinp t~he lipirter Ccmvc.aqv B3 &-vets
:." d' v'ted5 nry niv.e or 1,trgtnr oper-tilon±3, ? 4~86 nlitn-r. P rA 1,862
sqn'-d size operntions, all of' which resulted in 3,r~o'taets with the cnerky.
Aesu kts of the contacts were - seven USASF, three VN5Fr-, 120 CIDG, anti fouir RF/PF
K1A; 2o) UoA3F, ei'ht VN2F, andt 453 CID !41A. One U3ASF anti 30 CIUG are DiiLsaifl(
in action. Ecerwy ca.-nutlies were 5Ii9 KIA and .36 C -A-)tur~eti. Ten of the vup-a'tions
-vrrynF from one rcorparor to a battalion in si-!e. vare cunc4;it~ed tr- t'he Z'tn Uc)biLe
.ýo -ie Force Cor~andw (I.25FC). The most sign~ificantr corntict dvirin!- the qvuArter
a curred on 7, May and extsF-nded for six days. It rozullted in 136 Iff-A XIA. C7fG
op,-rat~icns in IT CTZ were typified by the platoon s~ie reconnaissance nissiorx.
Contacts were m~ade with enervr units which were, for the mo-ýt -art. c,W cnvnatrn
of thle CTZ. In some areas contacts were mnade ii~th tran31N;rtaLi.-n tz,ý -fy.
Durino,, the reporting p:?riod seven camns (A_)-4d. A-.'))2, A-2,5 A-1251, A-25$3,
-and A-255) were under theOPCOU of CG~ ;hth Irif Dlv~. fra ?.-z"-ring lengths of time.
Three camps (A-P21, A-?22, andi A-2'7 I were WaIL~T' -- 1 OPX1J of 173rd Abc !Ude (F%-;J
and two camps (A232 and A-?37) were under CWC(i of TF South. It, shotild be noted
that or- ie a camp is placed urnd-ar tnie OPCM4 of a PJIIA7 -unit, thiý Ccoiparq Cmainder's
alitnrir.ty to direct oeprations within t~hqt particular canrrs TAoa is negatcd.
Sig~nifict.nt contacts were as follovez

(a) i(A TAY %'A-P27/, On 7 'May, a t: .apany nize. 0iF on-,ration from ITR TAY
initiated contact witn a 1large NVA force fin lh', 5C6 I~ le- area iouthe~.s. of
camp HA TAY. Additid~ros CSF' coumanies fromi klA TAX, DONG THE (A222), ad
Det B.-.2?,QUI Nlir:N were trccs'ittei 'Into the bat..Le'. rui~ry contact~ini-ir.'r six
d~ay period resuUtod in 1'.4 confirrind NNA !:-U. Tr.ý s-narAtCe inti1lll,,enca rrortts
ind4 caL,2d that at 'I !"7A~) -r-tre !IIA* The oujtst'-ziliti artill,!_ry Rind U'.r
support received viere lr.-v'Il' r- pcin~it-le. for .he or !C ho operA63n. One
imnportant item of interest is that -,no.104) t*rrm'2: ;4IF e-flr.innv, hal *lait ac-plremd
an eight-week period of trninine ind wis to mnd-.ct :; ) tnal f teld ey-rci ie
when the situatton d'ictatid that they be connitte~i dirr*ctl:. intý cc-mb-i. Friondrly
casualtines darint* the entir.? nri~ daY3 -.-ero: Onew 77 '.1, '13 alT7, ntid' cte'~ YF KIA;
three US;%:, 9~9 CM. And -L S were ~irondt. ýA.~ ci Jatea r,11!

d'rr:;g the in.a Atagcz, of ths! fighting.

CCr. .C~t wi~th 4trantopcr!.;ittamrs units rioving~ rest ti~n An *rgin rf iltrtitnn.
rný: "'; the .so'uthi of 'he v'~ Over a neriod of conc .^A, *cont..icts rasul~ted

#.cn.,w:' killed. The total figure was a result of hdt~h g~ronud action and
surnPortini' fires in the form of TAC air and gunntnin.

'c) BUON nr11r-_A-3) In June, Camp E5UOl TI' ! in reae.ti;- to an airstrilce
auoaLsý.st an estj.P-*-t~d eno-iry platoon, inserted a !ýonpan-i size o1r-irtivn to con~licte
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a bor.b damage assessment. Upon insertion contact with an enerry force Vas r,•If.
Results of the operation we-e three NVA KBA and eight NIIA ki'L[i.-d in g-ou:. ,

(d) During the month of July a loint operaTion conducted h, he .... i 7
with one company from Camn p4AkIG SUK (A-246) and one coimnany fror; Camp PLATEAU
GI ,(A-2h3) uncovered three large caches.
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(3) 111 Corps Tactical Zone (Company A2. During the reporting period assets
of Company A conducted 522 compan size or larger operations, 1496 platoon size,
and 5427 squad size operations which resulted in a total of 233 contacts. Re-
sults of the contacts were: eight USASF, three VNSF, 138 CIDG, and one RF/PF
KIA; 23 USASF,13 VNSF, 654 CIDG, and five RF/PF WIA. Thirteen CIDG are missing
in action. Enemy casualties were 431 KIA and 36 captured. Ona of the operations.,
conducted in May was extremely significant in that one document captured pro-
vided a wealth of intelligence. This document stated the" unit designations of
some 30 VC units in III CTZ. The CIDG, as in the past, were limited in fire power
when engaging & unit of equal size and relied upon artillery and tactical air
support for total victories#, Artillery and tactical air support more outstand-
ing during the reporting period. This gave the CIDG confidence in their capa-
bilities to overcome many extremely large contacts. Those units that refused
to move aggressively once in contact with the enem• had, at one time or another,
been routed by the enemy and lacked the confidence to engage as a result. Pro-
gram have been established to retrain these units in a hope of refurbishing
their confidence. Significant contacts are described in the following paragraphs:

(a) Do0"m XOAL A-342: On 040530 May 68, Dong Xoai Opn C-32 discovered a "
well used trial, vic XU 98762. An ambush was set up 75 feet off the trail
utilizing a triangular formation in which each of the sides were occupied by, a. '.
platoon. Knowing that the ?TA used this trail often, the operation remained in',
the ambush position all through the 4th of May. At approximately 051310 May, an
NVA company size unit entered the claymore killing zone of the ambush and the am-
bush was initiated. Four NVA were immediately killed (USASF BC), and an unknown
number were wounded. The enemy _element withdrew northeast about 50 meters, formed
a skirmish line and attempted to assault the friendly ambush position. The
attack was again beaten off with five NVA KIA (USASF BC) and an unknown number WIA.
During the counterattack, 105mm artillery was fired alcng Vhe northern side of
the trail to a distance of 100 feet from the friendly ambush position. It is be-
lieved the artillery fire inflicted considerable damage to the NVA unit who immed-
iately withdrew from the contact area. The friendly element moved through the area
picking up documents and discovered that the NVA company commander and political
officer, who were among the KIA. The contact results were: One CSF WIA, 11 NVA
KIA (USASF BC), six NVA WIA; one AK47 and one pistol were captured. This operat-
ion was a perfect example of a well planned and executed ambush. A good lesson
was learned by all on this operation, also a great deal of confidence was
gained by the CSF.

(b) BN SOX, A-321: On 060o4O May 68, Opn Ben Soi C-56 departed on its
first all VNSF controlled company size operatin. Ben Sai is being turned over
to complete VNSF control. Since this was the first time an operation had been in
heavy contact with no USASF', there were some pro'blems encountered on obtaining
combat support. At 070945 May 68, .he friendly fcrce moved into an ambush pos-
ition vic XT 130390 where they were also going to practice adjusting artillery
fire without the assistance of the uSASF. While preparing ambush positions, the
friendly force spotted 30 to 50 VC moving from northpast to southwest at a distance
of 200 to 300 meters; they had two Vietnamese PW's with them. The friendly
element attemi6ed to encircle the VC force, however several other VC elements of
the same approxmate size were spotted moving in the same direction behind the
f1l.a+. VC unit. It was estimated that the size of the enemy force was two rifle
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companies and one heavy weapons company. Seeing that the friendly force could
not encircle the lead VC element, they opendd fire on the lead element. The
VC reacted very quickly, deploying their heavy weapons (three 82mm mortars and
three .50 cal MGs) and assaulted the friendly position which was 112 strong. Ar-
tillery, FAC, and reinforcements were immediately requested by the friendly ele-
ment. Discipline and morale of the CSF was low because the VNSF commanding the
operation had been kilied in the first VC counterattack. The requested artillery
support was very slow in arriving and when it did arrive fell as far as 400 meters
away from the desired location. A reinforcement company arrived at 1330 and at
1345 the combined force swept through the recently vacated VC positions, finding
only blood trails and no bodies. Total results were: One VNSF KIA, three CSF WIA,
and three carbines lost. The VNSF learned a very valuable lesson on this operation,
and as a direct result, are paying close attention to their USASF advisors.
They know that they soon will be conducting all operations, This is the beginning
of a long, slow re-education process.

(c) Operation HET ROI: On 110700 May 68, Company A conducted Opn HET ROI,
A multi-company helimobile operation in Hau Nghia Province. The area of opera-
tions was the My Thanh Dong/Rock Nune area. The mission of Opn HET ROI was to
block enemy movement back into Cambodia and conduct a reconnaissance in force
operation. Throughout the operation, only small contacts were made with squad
size elements, which were no match for the two 300 MSF elements operating in the
areas previously mentioned. Total results of the operation were: 11 enemy KIA,
13 enemy KBA,fo-,enemy captured; one USASF KIA, one USASF WIA, 16 MSF WIA;
twenty pounds oi documents, one M2 carbine, one minigun, one RPG warhead, seven
CBU's, and several hand grenades captured along with two sampans destroyed.

(d) Attack on NUI BA DEN: On 13 May 63, an estimated VC company attacked
the radio site located on NUI BA DEN. Contrary to popular belief, NUI BA DEN
was not a Special Forces camp. Four USASF, one VNSF, and six CIDG were located
on this mountain which served as the radio relay point for Company A, and the
25th Infantry Division held responsibility for the defense of NUI BA DEN. The
USASF contingent suffered no casualities in this attack; however they lost all
communications equipment in the ensuing battle. There were 24. US KIA, 46 uS WIA,
two US MIA, and 7 VC KIA in this action. Company A re-established its relay
facility the following day after the battle, and resumed signal operations.

(e) KATUM, A-322: On 170500 May 68, KATUM Opn C-43 moved out of camp on a
reconnaissance in force 6perations. At 171700 May, the operation moved into its
RON position and established a defensive- perimeter. The RON was located 'at XT313-
927. At 171825 May, an estimated VC company attacked the friendly CSF company
from three sides with RPG's , semi automatic and automatic weapons, and IAMG's.
The enemy fire, though extremely intense, was ineffective due to the poor marks-
manship of the VC unit. The CSF returned fire with their own organic weapons and
gained superiority after ten minutes of engagement. 105mm artillery fire from
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Camp KATUM was brought to bear on the VC positions at 171850, forcing the VC to
break contact. One CSF was slightly wounded.;. VC casualties were unknown. Knowing
their position had been compromised, the operation moved 500 meters and established
, new RON position. On the morning of the 18th, the operation began moving to a
clearing to conduct a Medevac of the CSF wounded the previous evening. At 180800'
hours, the operation observed three VC in blue uniforms and opened fire from a
distance of 50 meters. The VC immhdiately broke contact and withdrew east. Artil-
lery concentrations were called in by the USASF along lilely withdrawal routes and
the CSF continued in pursuit. At 180909 hours, the operations caught up with the VC
who had been stopped by the artillery concentrations. At this tins, the enemy had
one squad of approximately 10 enemy (believed to be N7A) in fixed positions. The
GCF deployed on line, assaulted and overran the enemy positions, killing two enemy
and capturing two A-47' s. There were no friendly casualties. The operation
continued with negative contact on the 18th. At 191030 hours, vic IT 336915, an
NVA platoon in fortified positions and armed with semi and full automatic weapons,
RPO's and at least one LMN, opened fire on the operation from 75 metars. The CSF
again aggressively assaulted the enemy position, forcing them to withdraw. Tacti-
cal Air and Light Fire Team support were requested and artillery from KATUM was
adjusted on the NVA positions. The contact intensified as larger NVA units moved
into the battle. Reinforcements from Camp KATUI4 were committed and the battle
continued for three hours after which the VC broke contact. Results of the contact
were: five CSF KIA, eight CSF WIA. Enemy losses were: five VC KIA (USASF BC),
three AK-47's, one RPG-2 launcher, one RPD-56 LMG, one Chicom gas mask and five
sets of web gear captured. Many blood trails were found in the contact area.

(f) TMIEN NOON, A-323, On 200600 14ay, Camp THIEN NGON Opn C-61 departed with
95 CSF, one VNF and two USASF on an area search/ambush operation. The operation
set up an ambush position vic XI 073833 and after approximately one hour, spotted
a reinforced VC company moving north and opened fire. The VC unit immediately
assaulted the friendly position, quickly overpowering the friendly unit with
small arms and RPO fire. Artillery fire was brought in and the VC withdrew. The
initial VC fire was extremely accurate and resulted in immediate friendly casual-
ties. Results weres 11 CSF WIA, three CSF MIA and eight carbines missing.

(g) Attack on DUC HUE, A-3513 On 010300 June, Camp DUC HUE came under a
mortar and small arms attack from all sides. The camp prepared for a ground attack,
hrever it did not materialize. A total of 70 rounds of 82mm mortar rounds fell
into the camp and wire, destroying one generator and wounding five CSF. The camp
returned fire with all organic weapons with unknown results. The firing ceased at
010315.

(h) TRA CU, A-352s On 031515 June, TRA CU Opn C-71, while on a search and
clear oceration, made contact with a VC platoon armed with heavy machineguns, vie
XS 495983. Tactical Air was called in and a reinforcing company set out from TRA
CU. At 1615 the CSF assaulted the VC positions and overran the area. The VC
broke contact and withdrew to the northeast. Results of the contact were: one
USASF KIA, one VWF KIA, three CSF KIA and six CSF WIA. Enemy losses were: six VC
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KIA, three 12.7mm anti-aircraft mnachineguns, one RPG, two AK-h7's and ammunition
captured. One of the 12.7mm guns was brought back to TRA CU, but due to weight,
the other two 12.7mm guns were destroyed in place.

(i) BUNARD, A-344: On 101650 June, BUNARD Opn C-49 made contact while on a
II FM directed operation. The purpose of the operation was to determine whether
the VC were using a road complex in western PHUOC LONG Province. The VC force of
approximately company size was moving south on a trail vic YU 290020 when it en-
countered the friendly force. The CSF immediately opened fire and called in
artillery ard Tactical Air. The VC rapidly broke contact and headed north. The
CSF pursued for approximately 800 meters. Results of this encounter were: one
CSF KIA and eight CSF WIA. VC losses were: six VC KIA, five AK-47's and one
AK-50 captured.

(j) BU DOP, A-34 1: On 021435 Juk", BU DOP Opn C-47 engaged an estimated enemy
reinforced platoon. The enemy initiated the contact from a distance of 50 meters
with small arms fire. The enemy were wearing brown short pants and green shirts.
At O2148, the enemy broke contact and withdrew to the southeast. During this con-
tach, one CSF was IdIA. Enroute to a 3edevac LZ, the friendly rear security element
killed a VC who was following the operation. They searched the area and killed an
additional VC. Contact was finally broken at 021457. The results of this contact
were: one CSF ;4A, two VC KIA, one SXS and one AK-47 captured.

(k) TRANG SUP, A-301: On 130800 July, TRANG SUP Opn C-59 engaged an estimated
NVA reinforced company, vic IT 201649. The friendly unit was reinforced with a CSF
company from TAY NINH. The contact lasted until 131900 when the friendly element
withdrew. The friendly element was assaulted by the NVA on three separate occasionS,
but were able to consolidate and hold their positions. The final results of the
contact were: three CSF KIA, 12 CSF WIA, four MSF WIA; and 11 NVA KIA, one AK-66
was captured.

(1) BEN SOI, A-3212 Ben Soi Operation C-114 was conducted jointly with TRANG
SUP Opn C-64 on 31 July 1968. At approx 311120 July, these elements imde contact
with a VC security force. The Trang Sup element initiated contact at 50 to 100
meters and aggressively assaulted the entrenched enemy forces. The eneiM base area
was honey-combed with tunnels, bunkers and fighting holes, all of which were occu-
pied by VC firing intensive RPG and heavy automatic fire. The TRANG SUP element
was forced to hold their position. The BEN SOI element then mounted their assault.
into the base area and as the TRANG SUP, element was forced to stop due to deadly
enemy fire. When the rear element of the TRANG' SUP unit saw the BEN SOI force
stopped, they started pulling away from the contact area. In mving away, the VNSF
TRANG SJF Commander was killed. Seeing this, the entire TRANG SUP force broke and
ran from the contact. The enemy, seeing this, lost no time in taking advance of
the situation. They fired extremely concentrated fire on both friendly elements.
Adding to the building con-fusion, the BEN SOI element started firing into the fleeing
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TRGNG SUP unit. Tactical Air and artils'wv were called In hv the MASF andan attempt
was made to reorganize both forces. But control could not be regained. Rein-
forcements from camp THIEN NGON at 1700 hrs were 1nbawi-a in the contacted area, and
the remainng elements from both operations were linked up. Once linkup was estab-
lished, a sweep of the battle area was made to rout any remaining VC and poJlce up
friendly casualties. The results of this contact were tragic; 33 CSP were KIA, one
VWF KIA, one Interpreter KIA, 34 CSF WIA, two USASF WIA, and four CSF MIA. Enemy
casualties were: four VC KIA, and four VC KBU, one AK-5O and miscellaneous medical,
clothing and equipment' captured. This cotact pointed out clearly the lack of train-
ing and discipline in these two units. Unless fire superiority is attained at first
contakt, the CSF loose confidence in their capability to overcome the situation and
will withdraw. The only solution to this situation will be constant training and
increased leadership once in heavy contact.
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(4) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D). During the reporting period,
Company D assets conducted 1647 company size or larger operations, 8122 platoon
size, and 1338' squad size operations, a total of 277 contacts were made with
the following results: 8 USASF, one VNSF, 196 CIDG, and 40 RF/PF KIA;
23 USASF, five UNSF, 325 CIDG, and 183 RF/PF WIA. One VNSF and ten CIDG are
missing in action. Enemy casualties were 591 KIA and 168 captured. MSF Operation
"SNAKEMAN", which was initiated on 29 February terminated during the reporting
period and operation IFI COTO was initiated. Significant successes continued with
operation DELTA BLACK1AWK 'formerly DELTA FALCON) and one of the largest caches
ever discovered in RVN was recovered by camp TUTEN NHON on 28 June 1968. IV CTZ
suffered a severe set back when the BA CHUC FCB out of the BA ZOAI camp was overun
by the VC. This event is discussed below and in more detail at inclosures 10 and
i-. The following significant contacts occurred.

(a) MY PHUOC TAY, A-411: At o60845 May, a company size element was taken
under fire by estimated company of VC vicinity XSO60845. The enemy w"a armed
with automatic small arms and 1MG and were firing from 200 meters North and
Northwest of friendly position. Contact was maintained throughout the day until
the operation terminated at 1700 hours. Friendly casualties were one CSF WIA.
Enemy losses included eight VC KIA, 10 WIA. Friendly element destroyed 20
structures and 27 bunkers.

(b) MY DIEN I, A-h166. On 10 May, Company D ran a multi-company operation
in the AO between camps TUYEN NHON (A-415) and MY DIEN II. Friendly forces
consisted of five companies of CSF and two companies of MSF. There were
several contacts during the day; the major one occurred at 1030 hours. One
company CSF from MY DIEN II made contact with an estimated two platoons of VC.
After a 30 minute fire fight during which the friendly elements were supported
by gunships, the VC broke contact in all directions. Final results were one
CSF KIA, one US WIA, three CSF WIA. Enemy losses included 20 VC KIA, six VC
CIA, and 26 VC KBA. MY DIEN element also captured 7 small arms. The other
contacts caused additional results of one C.7 KIA, one CSF WIA and five VC KIA.
The operation terminated at 102030 when the last of the friendly elements were
extracted.

(c) At 160945 May, four yOF companies were inserted into area vicinity
coordinates WS688884 as part of DELTA FALCON Operation. They immediately
made contact withunknown size VC force armed with automatic small arms.
Heavy contact was maintained throughout the day until 1700 hours when the VC
broke contact and withdrew south. The operation was supported by gunships
throughout the day; LOR's were shot down during the fighting. Final results
were 11 MSF KIA, 16 MSF and four USAS? WIA. Enemy losses were seven KIA, two
WIA and 5 small arm captured.
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(d) MSF and DELTA FALCON again made heavy contact at l1l9?-0 hrs vicinity
WS917555. They made contact with an estimated t-o com'anies V1C armed r$th
automatic small arms, Mf and 60Cmm mortars. The friendly element wes extracted
at 1900 hours; contact wasmaintained throughout the day until extraction. Results
were two MSF KIA, six NSF WIA, and two USASF VIA. Enemy losses were 14 VC KIA,
seven small arms were captured along with one NW.

(a) THNMH TRI, A-414,. At 200900 a multi-company size oporation fram Camp
THNA TRI made contact with a reinforced VC compnny vicinity coordinates XSILO9 6 5 .
Enemy was armed with automatic small arms. The northern friendly element attempted
a flanking movement but soon found themselves in heavy contact, receiving
machine gun and mortar fire. One USASF and one CSF were killed immediately.
Further contacts throughout the day resulted in total losses of one USASP KIA,
three CSF KIA, one Interpreter, and 10 CSF 11A. Enemy losses were unknown. The
same night an unknown size VC force mortared the THANH TRI base location with
15 rounds of 82rm mortar. There were negative friendly And unknown enemy
casualties.

(f) 'MY DEN II, A-h16, At 221735 May, one company of VC initiated contact
with one company CSF vicinity coordinates XS43l6h2. Enemy was armed with
automatic small arms, MG and B-4O rockets. After a one hour fire fight, the
friendly element broke contact and withdrew southwest. Results were one USASF
KIA, one USASF WIA along with nine CSF KA' and seven 1TIA. Enemy losses were
four VC KIA and one WIA.

(g) NUI COTO Operation. During the month of Jine, five companies of the
Mobile Strike Force were commi.ted into the VC base area on COTO Moutain in
the Seven Mountains area as part of the IV Corps Tactical plan of base area
denial. After 11 days of lisvht contact, the oririnal five comnnnies were
replaced with three more Mobile Strike Force companies. The mission of these
companies is to operate as a mobile ruerrilla force. Current 3lans call for
retaining at least three comnanies on the mountain indefinitely.

(h) TUTEN NHON, A-415. On I June two Combat Reconnaissance Platoons made
contact with an estimnted VC bnttalion armed with Ai, MG, and mortars. The CRPs
were working in an combined operation with the US 9th Division. Contact was
maintained until 023.400 hours when the VC withdrew. There were two CSF KIA. CSF
elements making a sweep of the area conf 4.rmed seven VC KIA; they also captured
weapons and equipment including one M-60 MG, one PRC-1O radio, two homemade Cl
transmitters, 18 small arms and assorted rocket, mortar and small arms a&me.
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(i) THANH TRI, A-414. Elements from Camp THANII TRI made contact with an
estimated VC battalion vic coordinates WS989959. The company of CSF moved out
at 061000 hours to aid the CAI DOI FOB which was then under attack. The VC were
armed with automatic weapons, Maching Guns, mortars and rickets. At 061330 a
reaction force (the 4/llth ARVN) was dispatched from MCC HOA. They made contact
with another estimated VC battalion vicinity `5990938. At 061615 another reaction
force was mounted from THANM TRI; they made negative contact as they moved to
linkup with the original reaction force. Spooky and gunships supported the
action; airstrikes were also brought in. The friendly element remained in the
area that night and swept the area the following morning. Friendly losses were
two USASF KIA, one VNSF KIA, four CSF KIA and five CSF •TA; they also lost eight
weapons and three radios. Enemy losses were undetermined.

(J) BA XAOI, A-421. At 112015 June, One platoon CSF from camp BA XAOI was
lifted into an area vicinity VS897663 while working with T)1,LTA BLAC6 nAITK. They
made contact with an estin-ted VC camnnny armed with wltoma÷ic weapons, machine
guns and rockets and nngaged in a three hour 4ire firht during which they were
supported by DELTA BEACYJ•2'dX gunships, 155 Artillery from CHI IANG and h.? inch
mortars from BA XAOI. The-e were negative friendly losses; VC lost 10 KIA, 4n
KBA and seven weapons, two B-40 launchers and assorted ammunition captured.

(k) At 160930 one company of MSF was inserted by DELTA BIACKRAWK into a
suspected VC base area vicinity SX373738. Searching the aTYarently deserted
camp, the HSF found seven weapons and one kilo of docitments. They also
destroyed a gunsmith shop with an additional seven weapons; one LMt four boxes
of tools and one box of booby tra~s. At 161230 they liberated 19 ARVN Ns
while killing the VC guard. At this time the MSF beran receivin- h,avy automatic
weapons fire from an unknown number of VC. The frienrdlv troops withdrew west
after a 15 minute fire fight; they freed eight more N~s -ind were extracted at
161610 hours. Total results were one MSF KIA, two WIA, the VC lost seven KIA and
27 ARVN Nos were released.

(1) Early on the morning of the 19th, VC elemintm staged a coordinated
attack on friendly installations in the Seven Mountains area. At 0200 hours the
VC harassed the LA QUOC OF (VS926608) with 837m mortar fire while directing
75mm RR fire at the BA XOAI base camp. But •he main thuist of the attack was
directed at the CSF FOB of BA CITJC where a VC force of battalion plus size
launched a combined mortar and ground attack. At 1?17 all contact was loit with
the FOB and soon afterwards, it was overrun by the superior enep-y unit. A
reaction force arrived in the area early ÷he following noriýing consisting of' one
CSF company from A-149 VI7! GIA, Three conannies of RF from TTFI B3-EN, •nd two
con-onies of Mobile Strike Force. Resalta from the action of the 19th w.re
U C?? 1TA, eight CSF MIA, and one VNSF !'!A; friendly forces also lont a )'.2
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mortar, one 60 mm nnd one 81 mm mortar, 61 weapons ani nine radios. T?,e HSF
retook the outpost the afternoon of the 20th. The7, remained in the area the
following week ond encountered only sporadic contact, mostly sniner fire from
an unseen enemy. During the ,reek NSF lost five KIA. Enemy losses vere again
unknown.

(m) OPN TRIPLE TVRAT; A Company D multi-cemnany eneraion in the area
between CAI CAI and 3 riM TILAI T!V4 nlong the Carbodian border d'irng the last
wieek of June. It commenced at 0840 horrs on the ?5th with the helicopter
insertion of ope company of floF. Also Darticipitinpg 'rere one co'inany of CSF
from CAI CAI and one co:pany of CSF from B3211 TMAN TH(W. Tle-e were three
contacts during the first week, the most significant occurring at 252120 when
an estimated reinforced VC Comnany at '7l1690009 took the M ilement Wner fire.
The VC were riring from three sides of the friendly 1.',,nt and were armed ulth
automatic weapons, rockets and mortars. Snooky and gunshins supported the MF
during the 35 minute fire fiht after which the VC broke contact and 1,ithdrew.
Results were one MSF KIA, two ,IA; enemy losses included five VC KIA, one AK-47
captured.

(n) DELTA B!ACIOA'IK OperationA At 271030 Jjne 1969, one company YcF was
inserted into area vicinity 'M0,16 in conJinction -,.th a DELTA BTACTMIM operation.
They immediately made contact ,rith an estimated reinforced VC comnany. The
enemy was armed ;4th automatic weanons, machine runs, roc'kets and mortnrs.
After 29 minutes of h •avy right4.. in- it ap',e-rcd th,'t the "C w•ere reinforcing to
battalion strength. At 1135 hours one additional Mr Cominny was inserted.
Contact continued and at 1400 hours the h/11th ,T", -.,-q ,4-R -cnnitted. T,
the early evening three comvvnitc s CSF from KINH QUAN II (A-412) were also committed.
Spooky and -gunships supported the enga•ement -1 on- 1Y th six airstrikes. 6oti.ý.
was b-oken late on the 27th; elements renained in thi ;,ren "or security and to
recover the bodies the following mornin-. Total results were two MZ3AST 't.A,
four EU3ASF WIA, eight WF 1IlA. VC losses were six KIA ind three weapon.i captured.
Friendly elements were extracted at 2VII00.

(o) TUInN M14N, A-4L5j At 281400 hours, two connanies of M)F and one CRP
were inserted into a suspocted cache site vicinity XS?593. The CSF discovered
three caches in the area containinp an e"tensive amount of wranons and equii-,n-nt.
It included over 300 small arms, 60 and 82rim mortars, recoilless rifles, 300,000
rounds AK-47 amno and tons of machinery,. includVn- .n metal l-thn. Frien-Aly units
remained in the area that night ,q security for '.he enuiiuent which was not
extracted that day. The followinrg morning an additional cache was found in the
same general area. There iwas negative contact throurhoit the niriod.
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(p) On 1 July 1968, two platoons. of CSF, and three USASF were inserted in
conjunction with a DELTA BLACKYHK operation. Upon insertion the CSF element
initiated contact with an estimated 200 VC nrmed with 57m- RR, machine guns,
and small arms. After a 30 minute fire fight, the 7C broke contact and !uithdrew
in an unknown direction. Total results of this action were, negative friendly
casualties; enemy: one VC KIA, two VC KBA; two 57im RR, 160 9mu pistols six
RPG-7 rounds, 148 57RR rounds, four A? mines, two AK-47 drun magazines, h2 cases
of AK-47 ammo, four 57mm RR tripods, six cases first aid packets, eight cases
of medical supplies, 55 82mn mortar rounds, 84 B-40 rockets, 56 60 mortar rounds,
two field telephones, 50lbs documents, and 17,000 assorted small arms rounds were
captured. Destroyed were 29 sampans n'nd 600 lbs of rice.

(q) On 6 July, 1 platoon of CSF from Detachment A-421 initiated contact
with a company of VC armed with machine guns, automatic weapons, and small arms.
After a 1 hour fire fight the enemy broke contact and !rithdrew leavinR
miscellaneous personnel equipment and clothing.

(r) On 17 July, 2 companies of MSF on a recon in force operation were
anbushed by an unknown nunber of VC. Enemy was armed with small arms, automatic
weapons, B-40 rockets and mortars. Contact ranged from sporadic to heavy
throughout the day. Total results of this operation were; 4 USASF WIA, 5 MSF
KIA, 19 MSF and 1 VNSF WIA, 2 MZF MIA. Enemy losses were 3 VC KIA.

(5) Special Operations.

(a) OPERATION SAMURAI V (Det'B-52, PROJ7CT DELTA): Operstion SAMURAI V
was conducted in the ] CTZ during the period 19 Anril through 20 May 1968, in
an AO bordered by the THUA THIEN and QUANG NHAI provinces. The detachment was
OPCON to CG, Ila MAF, Danang. During this period PROJECT DELTA employed the
following elements•

RECONNAISSANCE T-AMS: 18
CIDG ROADRUP1R TEA10: 14
RAGER CCMPANI7S : 2
MOILuE STRIKE FORE CCIPANIES: 1
CIDX NUNG BDA PLATOO.S: 2

The total friendly losses for this operation consisted of one KiM, six WIA,
six MIA. the total number of enemy l1sses during the operation are: 10 KIA,
15 KBA, two WIIA, and two CIA.
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(b) OPERATION RAPIDFIRE IX (Det B-36)r From 03 May to 23 May 68, IP)IDFIRE
IX wad conducted in HAU 11GHIA Province. The mission was to conduct border
surveillance and interdiction operations; the underlying mission was to locate
VC units moving back towards Cambodia from Saigon. To accomplish this rmisson,
the following elements were usedt

Platoon size patrols of three TEASF and 40 MSF.

Ambush patrols of three USASF and 11 1,SF.

Recon/Ambush patrols consisting of three USAMF and three KSF.

Thirty-four of the above listed missions were conducted with the followtig
resultor 15 VC KIA, three VC captured; two USASF WIA, one MSF fIA, six WF
WIA; 14 AK-47's, four M-1 carbines; one .45 cal pistol, two VC one-time tr.pta
pads, one SS rifle, one grenade launcher and five lbs of documents
captured; four sampans and 500 lbs of rice were destroyed.

(c) OPERATION TOAN THANO (Det B-36): On 31 May 68, eight companies of NSF
were moved to TAT NINH Province to begin Operation TOAN TITANG. The purpose of
this operation was to lieve enemy pressure on the camp at KATUM, A-322. The
operation was conducted by f .ur MSF companies movino west out of camp TM LE
CHON and two NSF companies moving north from FSB St Barbara. On 0.1108 June,
two MSF companies made contact wit', an iknow vrsize VC force vie XT522895 set
up in an s-bush position. The ,VC force twi..ered the amb-ish with small aims
and ROS - The friendly force immediately counterattacked and the VC withdrew
north. Nhe results of this contact were: Five XSF X7A, 26 14SF WTA, one USASF
WIA. Enemy losses were: Seven VC KIA and six weapons captured. On 021900
June, an ambush patrol from the Mobile Strike ComAnd (MSFC) initiated contact
with the point element of a VC company vic XT 506903 as the VC element walked
into the ambnsh. Renults were$ 10 VC KIA, one SI and one mortar captured.
There were no friendly losses. On 050730 June, two MSF companies made contact
with two platoons of VC in defensive positions vie XT b95863. The VC opened
fire on the 14SF as they were approaching the VC positions. The NSF element held
fast and called in 155mm artillery f' -e from Tr3IG LE CHON. As soon as the fires
lifted, the friendly element assaul+-u. The VC broke contact and fled north.
Results of the contact included 16 MSF WIA. Enemy losses were five VC KIA.
On 051405 June, two 4SF companies were moving to link up with two other NSF
companies in the Fishhook area. An enemy base cAnp was located via XT 489865
and Tac Air and 155 mun artillery were called in. As soon as the supporting
fires lifted, the NSF companies assaulted the base camp area. The VC were
well dug in and returned a heavy volume of fire before breaking contact and
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withdrawing north and east. Results of this contact included eight MSF KIA and
11 MSF WIA. Three VC were KIA and the base camp complex partially destroyed.
On 120915 June, an ambush patrol frcm the MSFC vic XT 23477? while in an
ambush position along a north/south trail initiated a contact on a VC snuad
moving south. Results were: Three VC KIA and two VC captured with no friendly
losses. On 171235 June, vic XT 374934 two companies of NSF, on a mieeping
operation to find VC mortar positions used against KATU}!, cmaie upon a VC platoon
in fortified positiorns. 105mm and 155m howitzers from Camp KTIM fired in
support and a Light fire team arrived overhead. With heavy fire support, the
MSF assaulted the VC positions, killing seven VC and c~nturinR numerous documents.
One MSF was KIA and four MSF were VTIA. Operation TOAN TFANG lasted from 30
May to 20 June 68. Throughout this operation, there were many smal. contacts
and skirmishes. The operation was only partially suc 3ssful in its avowed
purpose, that of lessoning the enemy pressure on KATUM. The operation did,
however, put presure on the VC elements in the area and caused them to realize
they were not as secure as they were prior to the 11SFC arrival. The total
results of this operation are as follows: two USASF KIA, four USASF WITA, one
VNSF WIA, 25 MSF KIA, 168 NSF 'hIA, two MSF MIA an4 one CAR-15 lost. Enemy
casualties were: 66 VC KIA, U2 VC KBA, one VC WJIA and two VC captured. Five
AK-47s Three AK-506, three SKsS, one .3G, one 60om mortar, four bicycles
and 4,3OO lbs of rice were captured. Two bicycles were destroyed.

(d) On 6 June 1968, three companies of the 8 1st Airborne Ranger Battalion
with PROZECT DELTA Ranger Advisors and Medical Personnel, along with the
Vietnamese Delta Training Command, received orders to move to Saigon in supnort
of the Capital Military District (aY). On 7 June 1968, the list Abn Ranger Bn
received orders to conduct a search and clear mission in the northern section
of Saigon. The Vietnamese DELTA training commpnd returned to Nha Treng, on
28 June 68. The 81st Abn Ranger Bn, PROJECT DELTA Ranger Advisers Pnd Medical
Personnel still remained in the Sair-on Area. On 8 July 196%, the V~etnamese
Delta Training Command returned to the Saigon area of onerntions. Since 6
June 1968 through the end of this reporting period, Project DELTA elements in
Saigon participated in 109 Company Day Operations. In J, ne, the 81st Abn
Ranger Bn operated in the northern section of Saigon and in the GIA DINH area.
The Bn was in contact almost continuously, attacking against well dug in enemy
positions and receiving heavy enemy rocket fire, mortar fire, SA/AW, and sniper
harassment. The 81st Abn Ranger Bn was credited with 1h5 enemy soldiers killed
(LZASF confirmed) and capturing eight P,1's; five B-hO roc1 eet launchers with 10
rounds of ammunition, one .45 cal pistol and eight AK-h7 rifles were captured by
the Ranger Bn. In addition, they forced the surrender of 132 TVA, the largest
mass surrender in the history of the war. During the month of July, the Plst
Abn Ranger Bn ono-ations consisted mostly of search and cltar missions vithin
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the area surrounding Saigon. A total of 11 friendly initiated contacts were
reported, resulting in enemy losses of one [IA, one 'IA, three CIU and five
detainees. A cumulative of eneny losses inflicted by the 81st Abn Ranger Bn
to date is 146 KIA, three 1rA , 1i CIA, md five detainees, while friendly
losses total 23 EIA, 116 WIA.

(e) OP-IATION TOAN T'RA•G II (Det B-36)" In mid J, ne, Company A vas directed
by CG, II FFORCEV to cnduct an operation in the TAOR s )f camp LOIG XQAI and
camp CHII LINH to interdict enemy movement south into War Zone "D". The operation
using CSF from both camps and one battalion of the 36th 1157, began on 23
June with a heliborne assault. On 240645, vic YT 0087,91 the DONG XOAI element
made contact with a VC squad. The VC withdrew northeast and linked up with an
estimated two VC companies. Tac Air was called in and VC broke contpct and
moved out to the east. Results were two CSF WVA and four VC RRA. The DCNG
XOAI element continued to follow the VC element and at vic YT 008782, assaulted.
the enemy rear guard element, killing four additional VC. On 751045 June, the

MSF element was ambushed by an unknown size VC el-nent. The VC triggered the
ambush too soon and the NSF counterattacked, forcinp the VC to flee to the
southeast. Results were four VC KIA and two AK-50 captured. There were
negative friendly casualties. On 300830 June, the DONG X')AI element again made
contact with a VC squad vic XT 969666. VC initiated the contmct from a distance
of 50 meters, but immediately broke contact due to CSF fire superiority and
withdrew east. Results included one USASF JIA, two VNSF 'TIA, two CST KIA and
one CSF WTA. •Enemy losses were two VC KIA and three VC ,1TIA.

(f) OPERATION TOAN TITIA} III (Det B-36): On' 040600 July Phase III of Opn
TOAN THANG was initiated by three companies from the 36th TVFC combined with CST
companies from CHI LINH and DONG XOAI. The mission was to execute a combined
foot-airmobile operation on 040600 July 1968 from camps CHI LITM and DON XOAI
to conduct reconnaissance in force operations north and south of Highway 13
and east and west along Highway 13. They had learned through intelligence
sources that enemy base camps were located in that area. The only significant
encounter with the enemy was made on 061210 July 4hen the C(II LINH Camp Strike
Force eleent engaged an estimated two companies of VC, vicinity of IT 971712.
The CSF d.nitiated the contact from a distance of 15 meters, immediately destroying
seven motorbikes loaded with ten 100 lb bags of rice. It was noted that several
motorbikes had light machineguns mounted on the handlebars ,none were captured).
The VC broke contact immediately and withdrew in an unknown direction. A YAu
directed airstrikes and artillery onto the enemy positions. The final results of .
the contact were negative friendly casualtiei and two VC MA.
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(g) On 121030 July, 362d and 363d battalions of the 36th Mobile Strike
Force began "CHINA BOY I". The CO, Ii FFORCEV directed the 36th MSFC to
condvct reconnaissance in force opetations in Camp BEN SOIs TACR.. At th3 same
time, the 36th MSFC Reconnaissance Company was to conduct long-range recon-
naissance missions in the same area. The only significant contact was made on
151840 when an estimated NVA company assaulted the RON position of four VZF
companies. The contact continued through the night with artillery, LFT's,
Tac Air, and Super Spooky being used for support. The NVA reinforced their
element ,-ith additional troops and placed fire (82mm mortar, automatic weapons
and RPGb) an the friendly positions until 161030 when the contact was broken.
The friendly losses were two MF KIA and h7 MSF WIA (most were minor fragment
wounds). Enemy losses were 52 0C ABA (USASF BC). Captured were one 7.62 MD,
four 4 AN-50, one AK-47, four RPD, four RPG-2, 18 B-40 rocket rounds, six
RPG-7 rounds, seven rds 61nmm mortar, 10 RPD amno drums, two rifle grenades,
18 hand grenades, thre6 cans 7.62 ammo, medical supplies and documents. It is
believed that the enemy had expected to encounter a routine CSF operation,
using a minimum of force, therefore over committed his position and suffered
heavy casualties.
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d. Plans and Organization.

(1) Long-range Plans/Concepts.

(a) A comprehensive study entitled "The Concept of Operations for the Role
of Spowrii Forces in RVWO was published by this headquarters on 13 April 1968 and
submitted to MACV for approval in late April. The purpose of this study was to
analyze. the present conflict as it relates to the CIDG program and to present
recommendations for changes in the concept of operations. The study evaluated
past and present programs, problems, future concepts and possible post hostilities
activities. The primary proposals made in the study concerned the Camp Strike
Force (CSF) and Mobile Strike Force (MSF).

(b) At the same time this study was presented to MACV, a MOT&E was submitted
to USARV to support the planned concept and realignment of CIDG/VNS7/'ASF
forces. This MTOU is discussed in more detail in paragraph ld(6) below.

(c) With the exception of recommendations pertaining to reorganization of
the mobile strike force, the major proposals in the study were disapproved. The
Mobile Strike Force Comnmand (MSFC)vas accepted enthusiastically; however, the
reorganization had to be accomplished with the currently authorized Dersonnel
assets. Therefore, the MTO&E was disapproved b- UARV. No indication was given
as to when or if additional personnel would be available.

(2) Current Plans/Concepts.,

(a) On 1 August 1968, this headquarters submitted to MACV a concept of
operations concerning the use of assets within 5th SFUA to achieve overall
objectives through CY 69. Once approved, this letter will be used as a basis for
Annex K to Combined Campaign Plan AB-lIL. This plan is produced annually in
bilingual form by MACV/JGS and assigns concepts and missions to the 5th SFGA for
the calendar year. The concept submitted for CT 69 was renerally an extension
of plans outlined in AB-13. However, one obvious difference was the exclusion
of specific plans related to new camps, camp conversions, camp transfers, and
other proposals which can charige according to the situation. Past experiences
with AB-1I3 have indicated that detailed planning in country-wide combined
campaign planning is not feasible. Too often conventional comnandeis have
persisted in pursuing plans which were outdated and in need of revision in light
of the current situation; therefore, the concept letter for CY 69 was directed
at the broad, general concept of operations.
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(b) On 22 June, CMUSIMACV directed that no further quarterly reviews would
be required on Annex K to AB-143, the Combined Campaign Plan for CY 68. All
plans for new camps were disapproved and directives were given to increase
emphasis on mobile strike force operations.

(3) General 5th SFMA Plans for CY 69.

(a) Open seven (7) new camps.

(b) Open two (2) mission support sites.

(c) Close or convert nine (9) camps to RF/PF.

(d) Transfer three (3) camps to VNSF control.

(e) These plans are based on the current situation and are naturally subject
t change. As the 1st quarter CY 69 approaches, this headquarters will publish
a ,plan to implement one or more of those actions listed above or will substitute
more appropriate courses of action as the situation dictates.

(4) CIDG Force Structure.

(a) - As mentioned in paragraph ld(l)(c) above, the reorganization of the MSF
was approved and 5th SFGA immediately adbpted a phased program of reorganization
to establish Mobile Strike Force Commands (MSFC) in each CTZ and a country-wide
reserve based at the SFCB in Nha Trang. The organization of the 1SF Rifle,
Reconnaissance and HQ and Service Companies, and missions assigned these units
is reflected in inclosure 12.

S(b) In order to provide personnel to expand the MSF, it was necessary to
realign the force structure and the unit authorizttions in each CTZ. This
realignment was accomplished by shifting Cam Strike Force (CSF) spaces over
to MSF spaces. This trade off was at a ratio of 1.9 CSF to I MSF. The
reduction in CSF spaces did not adversely affect the operntions of the CIDG
camps as strengths previously authorized were never used or required.

(c) Organization of the MSFC is progressing steadily and requests for
additional MF Battalions in I and II CTZ were submitted and approved. It is
envisioned that further eapanslnn will be in order for late CT 69. The
current organization and indigenous strengths are deplcted below.
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CTZ 0 ZAMUTION qUwNITI STRENGTH

(I cTZ) (16th MsFC) -

MSF Bn 2 no14
Recon Co 1 135

HZ and Svc Co I 224

Total 11463
(n cTz) (21th MSFCj

mr Bn 5 2-o

Recon Cn 1 135

M and Svc Co 1 n4
Total., 3119

(IxI CT?) (36th MSFC) . -_

lSF Bn .3 1656

Recon Co 1 135

M and Svo Co 1 224

Total 2015

(Iv cTZ) (40th r• ) -

MF Bn 3 1656

Recon Co 1 135

HQ and Svc Co 1 224

Airboat Co 1 184

Total 2199
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CTZ ORGANIZATION QUANITY STRENGTH

(SFC ba. Trang)

55th 1SFC --

M1F Bn 2 13D4

M and Svc Co I 326

Total 1430

(5) VNSF Force Structure.

(a) Little has been accomplished in changing the VNSF Force structure. A
new rOO&E was aubmitted to JOS in June. This WTOOE included an addition of a
Deputy Commander's section. Space increases of 479 are planned for CY 1969.
This increase will include a SQ Rnd Svc Co, and a sixth rifle company for the
81st Abn Ranger Battalion of Project Delta.

(b) The VNSF B Detachment at Chau Doe has been projected for close-out on
I August 1968 and will move to CAN THO as the counterpart of B-40 Mobile Strike
Force Comsand.

(c) The VNSF B Detachment (B-17) at DUC H(t is scheduled for closure and
relocation to II CTZ as the counterpart to B-20 Mobile Strike Force Command.

(d) One camp, BEN SOI, was transferred to complete VNSF control during
this reporting period. Progess of the camp has been satisfactory, however,
lack of qualified VNSF continues to be the main obstacle to further advances
in this progran.

(6) USASF Force Structure.

(a) In May 1968, 1Q 5th SFUA submitted an adjusted MT0C. This MTCE would
have expanded the total strength of the 5th SMIA by 1202 spaces. It called for
an increase at 'C" and "B" Detachment le-al as well as at Group Headquarters.
This MTCE was disapproved by 3Q USARV because of troop ceilings Ipcsed by DA.
Pr,33ent plans call for a stringent manpower survey to be made of the entire
Group with the idea of reducing the strength by 100 spaces and achieving a
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better utilization of personnel assets. The Forward Supply Points, CIDG
Hospitals, and the Cammand Liaison Detachment are especially in critical need
of additioril personnel. In that these activities are not authorized under
the MTE,, there is no basis to requisition personnel for these slots.

(b) During the reporting period, three new "B" Detachments (B-16, B-20,
and B-40) were organized to become wmmand and control elements for the Mobile
Strike Force Comumds. The B-55 designation was removed from Saigon and re-
established in Nha Trang in place of A-502 as the C&C elements of the 55th
Mobile Strike Force Ccmmand. The Saigon Detacbmint was redesignated the Comand
Liaison Detachment. Detachment B-44 was converted to RF/PF and personnel assets
were absorbed into the C detachment for utiliaation in the Mobile Strike Force
Command B detachment. Detachments B-35 and B-42 are scheduled for closure on
19 Sep 68 and 1 Aug 68 respectively.

(7) 1 Corps "..ctical Zone (Company C).

(a) Current Plans include emphasis on four areas: (1) Refresher training
in marksmanship and small unit patrolling techniques; (2) increased ambush
patrols, since the tactical situation calls for saturation patrolling, and more
recon-eabush patrols; (3) briefings and debrieTings, to include the use of
sandtables and more complete debriefing reports (purpose: to better doecuent
intelligence gathered and to better acquaint CIDO with operation plans); (14)
contingency plans.

(b) Contirency Plans. CO, I11 MAY has 'tasked three of its subordinate
mite to prepare and rehearse contingency plans for the reinforcement of CfDG
camps under immediate threat of attack. Units and camps for which they are
responsible are as followst

AMERICAL DIV3I3ONr A-102 TIN PHUOC

A-203 IA VUC

A-lO0 M TRANN

A-306 BA TO

A-107 TA BONG

A-108 MMI LONG
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FIRST MARINE DIVISION: A-105 NONG SON

"A-109 THUONG DUC

THIR MARINE DIVISION: R-1Ol MAI LOC

Detailed Operation Orders have been prepared by each Division and rehearsals
are presently being conducted. Americal rehearsals are preceeded by two days
of messages between units concerned which indicate the enemy build-up, deploy
the Mobile Strike Force and finally request relief by the Division. This not
only adds realism to the rehearsal, but also checks procedures and times. Two
infantry companies and an artill2ry battery remain in the TAOR running joint
operations with CIEG for periods of 48 to 72 hours. After action reports on
each rehearsal are prepared and filed with operation orders. The degree of
effort and enthusiasm so far displayed by these Divisions has been outstanding.

(c) Long-Range Plans include the conversion of one camp to VNSF control
during CY 1969. This conversion had been planned for CY 1968 but the Tet and
May offensive together with the loss of camp Kham Duc prevented it. It has been
recommended by VNSF that two American advisors remain with this camp to coordinate
joint activities with FI4AF due to the frequency of joint operations with those
forces.

(d) CIDG force structure will remain unchanged, except fPr increases
resulting from opening new camps and bringing present CIIG comnanies up to
strength. VNSF and USASF force structure will remain unchanged except for
increases occasioned by added NF Bn for CY 69.

C8) II Corps Tactical Zone (Compangy B).

%a) Current Plans. Current plans call for emphasis on small unit recon-
naissance operations and increased surveillance of knorwn base areas and infil-
tration routes.

(b) Long-Range Plans. Plans call for closinp or converting six camps to
RFiMF and relocation of onb detachment to a border area.

(9) I11 Corps Tactical Zone (Company A).

(a) Current Flans/Concepts. During this reporting period, the plan for
utilization of CIG forces in III CTZ was to react to intelligence of large
scale infiltration from Cambodia into tb4 11 CTZ. The COO II FFV (OPCON
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Headquarters), using the 36th XSFC, directed operations in northern TAT NINH
Province, northern and eastern PHUOC LONG Province, and western HAU NGHIA
Province. In all of these large operations, the mission of locating VC infil-
tration routes and capturing prisoners/documents were the main concept. The
A detachments intensified their border operations, H&I fires increased, "Arclight"
and "Sky Spot" strikes were tripled all along the main border infiltration
routes. A "Super Spooky" (C-130 with mini-guns, machinegwis, rockets) was assigned
to Co A to be utilized at night to detect and engage infiltration targets. This
aircraft was extremely successful.

(b) Long-Range Plans/Concepts. The tactical plans and concepts remain the
same. Additional emphasis is to be placed on training. Sniper training (14-day
rourse) and "Quick-Kill" training will be stressed for all CIM in II CTZ. It is
envisioned that every CIDG in the II CTZ will attend these two courses as well as
refresher training at TRANG SUP, the II CTZ Training Center. It is hoped that
the M-16 rifle will be in the hands of all the MSF. This alone will influence
many future plans/concepts.

(c) Organization/Force Develoraent. The organization of Co A remains
constant except that the 36th MSFC was recently organised into a Mobile Strike
Force Camand.

(10) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Canpany D). There were no significant planning
activities or changes in organization which occurred in Ccmpany D except the
reorganization of the NSF into the 4Oth MSFC..
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(1) General. The highlight of this reporting period was the command and
staff emphasis the VNSF have placed on training. Through their willingness to
go all out on training, we were able to draw up a standardized Program of
7nstruction for MS'/CSV refresher training and on-site training programs. In
addition, plans are underway to form four Mobile Training Teams composed of one
American and one Vietnamese officer and two non-commissioned officers. These teams
will have the mission of going to each CTZ and giving on-site training to "
company sized units. All personnel in the grade of Captain and below, excluding
Sergeant Major E9, are required to attend the Combat Orientation Course (COC) at
the SFOB. Approximately l0% Qf the.- Arvpn e pJ n -xig-to-tka _SFCB have had
previous toun in Vietnam. Anotherli% are non-Arbaorne U f er 2C%
are not pnfix "3 "-a laffin n T1alified. Because of this situation we have
expanded our POI for the COC. The greatest deficiency in training continues to be
the inability to read a map. Over 1 test. A
program which will provide for remedial training and re-testing is being developed.
Another difficulty we have encountered is lack of knowledge and experience in
patrolling. The patrollilhg' training program bein-conducted on HON TRE ISLAND is
eapeuteu ;,o'remedy-this situation. At the S3 training conference held at the SFOB
in July, the company $3 's were asked to commnit on the training given the replace-
ments before they report to their units. All comments were favorable.

(2) I Comsa Tactical Zone (Comraxr C).

(a) The training progrec in I Corps is in a state of flux. The loss of our
training center and components at Kham Duc on )kq 12 has required us to establish
a new corps training center and new training program. Three general courses of
action were available after the evacuation of Camp Khaw Duc: (1) establish the
new training center at a location separate from our present camps, (2) establish
the center in Danang, and (3) establish the center in conjunction with one of our
established camps. The latter course of action was chosen. Presently the new I
Corps training center is being established at Camp Ha Thanh.

(b) The training center at Camp Ha Thanh is presently under construction on
a hill adjacent to the camp. Wen completed, the camp and the training center will
be mutually supporting. The center is being constructed by the Sea Bees, Camp HA
THARH personnel and the recruits themselves. It is estimated the center is 40%
completed. Temporary quarters, a small irme range, individual fighting positions
and bunkers have been completed. Construction is continuing or will soon ePl-t on
permanent sleeping, mess and medical facilities, an infiltration course, an
obstacle course, and a recoilless rifle range.
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(c) The present training program is the pilot program. Although the training
center has nine of the authorised training cadre from camp HAM DUC, the are
starting from scratch. All previous training aids were lost at Camp Hey DUC. New
training aids are being requisitioned from the training aidl center located here in
DANANG. Changes in the 'training program will be made as necessary.

(d) The present training cycle of 150 recruits began oi 15 July and is scheduled
to end on 9 September. The present eight week course consaits of 397 hours of
instruction; l10, hours General Subjects, 116 hours Weapons Training ard177- hours of
tactics including a 50 hour FTX. A second training cycle it scheduled to start in
the near future dependent on the status of the training fa cilitais.

(e) Each camp now has a syst- of retraining of CI an CHP personnel but it is
not a uniform program throughout I Corps. I Corps is attai 3ting to establish a
standarised retraining program for the Corps consistent wit i the tactical situation.
The training program will consist of two one week training )eriod based upon the
training listed in the A Detachment Handbook.

(3) II Corps Tactical Zone (Company B).

(a) At the present time CIDG training is conducted in the camp areas except
for CHP training. New recruits receive a basic six week training course; veterans
who are recruited receive a two week refresher course. Y4bb 4.le Strike Force recruits
receive six weeks basic and one week of airborne training. An a result of the
increased emphasis on training, indications are that CIDG pIreonnel are more confident
in their abilities when in contact with enemy forces and am sore willing to maintain
contact once established.

(b) The inclu-ion of "quick kill" into the MG trairi4  program during a test
phase proved an invaluable aid in sore effe-ctiie ._*iishiptraining. Full
implementaTlon of'tra ningaccording to the M7 'JU began Jn June. The company
which received the tra n s-• '-ien .valuat a a It has participated
in operation-7uit failed to make contact.

(4) 1IT Corps Tactical Zone (Company A).

(a) The III Corps Tactical Zone Training Center mint sn 350-500 CIDO in
training at the Center at all times. The basic training lasts six weeks, with a
:our .- of •-€.°sher training course being conducted for the units displaying poor
tactics during ictual field combat. A major area of concern has been the procurement
or bi-iateral training aids, i.e., text books.

(b) The overall level of training knowledge retained by the CIDG is very
limited. Thiu retainability is directly proportional to their desire and often leaven
a lot to be desired. The VNS' training level is below par, particularly in the
leadership field.. This is very apparent when applied to leading multi-ethnic CIDO
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personnel. Only time and patience will overcome this problem. The USASF training
level has decreased with the new influx of junior enlisted and officer material.
This lack of sufficiently trained USASF personnel has hindered to some degree the
overall quality of the detachments, but not to the point of diminishing returns.

(5) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D).

(a) CIDG Training Status. Due to an intensive recruiting program a majority
of the CIDG personnel in IV Corps are untrained or partially trained. The training
center at TO CHAU has prepared a program of instruction where the companies will be
trained on a rotating basis.

(6) MACV Recondo School. The MACV Recondo School is tasked with the dual
mission of training selecteFW1'.AF personnel in the techniques of long-range
reconnaissanna rnd conducting an orientation course for incoming personnel assigned
to the 5th Special Forces Group (Abn).

(a) Status of Personnel Training. The selection criteria for Recondo students
is outlined in USARV Reguation 350-2 and requires all students to be volunteers, to
have been assigned in country for at least one month, to have at least three months
retainability, to be programmed for assignment to a long-range reconnaissance unit,
and have a combat arms YLS. It has been found that many of the students are not
volunteers and lack sufficient knowledge in general military subjects. Map reading
accounts for the largest percentage of failures and is directly attributable to a
lack of experience and prior training. Incoming personnel assigned to the 5th SFGA
represent a broad spectrum of experience and ability. Company grade officers and
enlisted personnel &-8 and below who have not recently completed a tour of duty in
the Republic of Vietnam are required to attend a nine day course of instruction.
Student backgrounds include in-country transfers to Special Forces. r%-Pt traduates
of the Unconventional Warfare School at Fort Bragg, non-airborne Special Farces
qualified personnel assigned to support activities, and combat ttsted vexerand.
Although some have attended pre-deployment orientation courses, their progress is
generally on a par with the others in both physical and academic areas.

(b) Recondo Training Program. Recondo training consists of 286ý hours of
instruction taught over a three week period. Classes normally consist of o5
students and are scheduled with an overlap so that a class comrmences vnd- aother
graduates every two weeks. The instruction is designed +o qualify personnel as
long-range reconnaissance team leaders and team member-s.Students are responsible
for learning the duties of all members of the team. Students arm formed into six
man teams and are continually observed by a cadre team advisor. The first week
consists of academic subjects while the second week is spent on a field training
exercise practicing the newly acquired skills. The final week consists of deploy-
ment on an actual combat operation under the scrutiny of the team advisor. Six man
teams are inserted by utilizing rubber boats, stay behind and helicopters, with the
latter being the most utilized and preferred method.
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(c) Replacement Trainir.n Program. The Combat Orientation Course (COC)
consists of a nine day program designed to orient, fami4wize and acclimate
incoming Special Forces personnel. The first six days are spent in the class-
room on subjects which are felt t2 be of immediate value or of operational
necessity. Personnel are updated on the nature of the conflict and changes in
strategy and techniques. The final three days consist of a combination field
training exqrcise and combat operation.

(d) Methods and Techrdoes. Recondo students are formed and trained as
six man teams. Map reading, alertness, attention to detail, discipline, physical
training and leaoozs lean-ed are stressed throughout the course. E;loyment
techniques consist mainly of utilizing helicopters for team insertion and support.
All activity and training is centered around the team concept as they engage in
such exercises as jungle, lane firing, inmnediate action drill, instinct firing
and patrolling. The UOC 3tudent is processed and assigned as an integral part
of the course of instruction, *dvisor and counterpart relationships are continually
stressed. Lessons learned are included in all classes and are continually reviewed
as well as being made available to students.

(e) Cadre Strengths. The Recondo School is allocated personnel as outlined
in TDA P5-WA0:4-OO and consists of five officers and forty-one enlisted personnel.
With the assignment of the additional mission of conducting a orientation course,
two officers and ten enlisted personnel were authorized VOCO 5th SFGA for an
aggregate of seven officers and fifty-one enlisted. Presently assigned are seven
officers and fifty-four enlisted personnel.

(f) Major Problems. COC students were initially prograsmed to participate
in a combat operation which would terminate the course - - m!
increased input of student personnel and the inability of supporting units to
profitably employ the studentF.-esulted in a back loo '-f" oersonneL and aaverse
comments on critique sheets. tecondo students wer. losing valuable trainz,
time in movement to outlying areas during their second aek. *os ,u e
5th SFGA requested that a survival training area be constructed but real estate
was unavailable within the local area. The island of HON WN/HON TRS was
established as a training site and has resulted in a series of highly successful
training experiments. Facilities being constructed include jungle-firing lanes,
instinct firing, land navigation course, M-79 range, grenade range, zero range,
mortar and TAC air adjustment training areas, and survival training diiplays.
Travel time ,was reduced, training time was increased due to rescheduL.ng and a
more effective and realistic program has been initiated.

(g) Results of Training Programs. Recondo Totals: Graduated 197, Students
entered 354, certificate of attendance nine. COU Totals: Entered 675, Graduated
507, unsatisfactory 168.
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(7) VNSF Training Center (lethihm~n÷v R-51 ). During the reporting period,

this detachment continued to successfully fulfill its principal mission of
advising and assisting the VNSF training center in training both VNSF and CIDG
personnel.

7 (a) Prg_•ams and Results. Nine of the thirteen courses of instruction
available at the training center were in session during this quarter. Courses
conducted and results were as follows:

"NO
COURSE NO COURSE COM'.,MCED GRADUATED STUDENTS

12 VNSF Off & NCO Basic 18Apr68 17Ju168 84
4 VNSF Radio Operator 20Nov67 25May68 21
3 VNSF Basic Airborne 2May68 22May68 122
4 VNSF Basic Airborne 17Jun68 lOJul68 100

30 CIDG Leadership 18Apr68 22May6 8 93

31 CIDG Leadership 3Jun68 9Jul68 91
32 CIDG Leadership 15Jul68 - 91
28 CRP 4Apr68 9May68 212
29 CRP 2121y68 25Jun68 134
30 CRP 26Jun68 31Jul68 217

5 XF& Basic Airborne 28May68 8Jun68 131
6 MSF Basic Airborne 12Jul68 20Jul68 192

11 US Basic Airborne 17Jun68 30Jun68 27
3 Tae Kwon Do (Karate) 19Feb68 27Jul68 21

Special
Course MSF Refresher 29Jul68 - 115

(b) Advisory Efforts, Advisory and assistance efforts were concentrated in
the areas of improving effectiveness of instruction and adequacy of training
facilities9 respectively. Conserning the improvement of instruction, joint
meetings continued to be held between VNSF Instructional Committee Chiefs and
their USAS? ad-isor counterparts to discuss problem areas and to project and
place a priority on all future requirements. Such meetings, coupled with daily
contact of advisors witn their respective committees, are extremely effective
in insuring continued progress in instructional effectiveness. Furthermore,
visits of instructor personnel along with their USASF advisors to other
Vietnamese training centers, such as that at DUC hY, help broaden thought in
such areas as training apparatus, facilities, procedures, and training aids.

(c) Results of many joint meetings andvisits realized during the
reporting pe-Lod include the initiation of Quick Kill instruction to all CRP,
CIDG Leadership, and VNSF Basic Course students, and also theinitiation of a

major training aids acquisition program, Under this program all committee
chiefs and advisors have made a concerted effort to determine all present
requirements for training aids in their respective areas of instruction. All
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required training aids that are not provided bi, the II Corps Training Aids con-
structbn and storage area, which recently agreed to support the training
center, will be requested of the training aid construction and storage facility
of the Ist Special Forces Group during a visit to Okinawa to be made soon.

(d) Translation of all CRP Course and CIDG Leadership Course lesson plans
into English is now 65% conplete, and are a considerable aid to USASF advisors
in rendering suggestions to improve on material now being taught, In an effort
to surmount a major language problem caused by a mixture of Vietnamese and
various Montagnard troops that attend these two courses, the 30th CHP Course
was divided into sqctions, Vietnamese and Montagnard, with separate but identical
instructions given to each on a trial basis. This method proved to be a
sati!factory, though not a completely effective interim cnurse of action while he
training center awaits the assignment o$ twelve Montagna,• instructors scheduled
to take over all instruction given to Montagnard troops.

(e) Improvement of Training Facilities. The follr~uing projects were
campleted during the reporting period.

A new cable tightening system was devised and installed for the eight
cables of the 34 foot jump tower.

Firin7 lanes and a new training aids storage facility were installed
on the demolitions range.

A 36t rapelling tower with a modification which allows helicopter
rapelling training was constructed.

(f) Problems. Major problems that continue to hinder effective training
include the lack of experienced VISF instructor personnel and the lack of adecuate
MAP funding to support the VISF effort. A strong and fresh commnand emphasis on
this training center's activities has been realized durinp! the reporting period.
This added emphasis by both USAIF ar-' VISF cormanders has caused a very evident
change for the better in support of the center, and is indicative of further
future progress of a significant nature.

f. Combat Developments.

(1) During the reporting period, two significant projects in the realm of
cornbat developments were undertaken. Project DUC'.LI'D was terminated during the
quarter and project SCHJIA was initiated. Resnlts of evaluation on Project
DUCY3LI1D were forwarded to ACTIV, HQ USARV. As of this writinp Projeet SONJIA
is still in the planning and preparation stage.

(2) Two new items were tested during the period.
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(a) 5th Special Forces Group received and tested five 35mm half frame
cameras built into 7X50 binoculars. Reports from the field indicate that the
binoculars are excellent when used on the ground. However when used from
fixed wing aircraft, it was found that the shutter speed was not fast enough
to eliminate the distortion caused by the motion of the aircraft.

(b) The elevated site marker balloon was tested by Detachment B-52 and the
JAUV Recondo School. Both units 3ubmitted that the balloon was unsatisfactory.
The main deficiency was that the balloon was completely unstable and uncontrollable
in any degree of wind.

g. Aviation,

(1) Army Aviation Support. The companies continue to receive Arm aviation
support from units within their own Corps Tactical Zone. Headquarters, 5th Special
Forces Group (Abn) receives from IFFOP2EV resources two UH-i helicopters and two
U-lA fixed wing aircraft daily to support IkT command/control and administrative
aviation requirements. In addition U-21 fixed wing support for the commander is
provided by MACV and IiFORGEV. IFFORCEV also provides aviation support for the

ACV Recondo School and the Nha Trang Installation Defense Comrand. Due to a
shortage of replacement L'13 engines for the UH-lH helicopter, the following
measures were taken by this headquarters to assist in the effort to conserve L-13
engine time:

(a) A daily administrative U-l helicopter flight from the SFOB to Can Ranh
B was eliminated. Personnel are now backloaded on USAF C-7A flights to Cam Ranh

S(b) Fixed wing aviation support is requested for airfield to airfield flights.

(c) Use of USAF common user passenger flights available at USAF aerial ports
throughout Vietnam is encouraged for incountry travel9 thereby reducing the number
of administrative flights required to support the Group.

(2) Tactical Airlift Support: The 5th Special Forces Group (Abn) has no
organic Tactical Airlift Logistical Support in South Vietnam. All logistical air-
lift support is supplied by Commander, 7AF, through CommAnder 834th Air Division.
This support consists of eight C-7A aircraft daily on a common user service, and
four C-123's on a common service operating schedule basis. Additional C-130, C-123,
and C-7A support can be obtained by submitting an airlift request to Military
Assistance Command Viptnam J-1, Transportation Movement Authority. The airlift
request is reviewe* ania~~Trd or disapproved for air movement by MACV J-4 TMA. When

an airlift request is approved, a priority is placed on the request in accordance
with MACV Directives. The request then becomes a requirement and is submitted by
TMA to the 834th AD Airlift Control Center (ACOC), ALCC in turn directs the
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execution of this requ=red airlift. By 1using the three above stated systems the
5th Special Forces Group (Abn) averages a monthly logistical movement in excess
of 12,000 tons.

(3) Tactical F1her Sport A Spe.cial Forces FAC Study Group met for
three days at the SFOB or. 2--28J-uly o8. The pu•rpose of this meeting was to
resolve the shortages of FAC's presently --upporting Special Forces operations in
the four CTZS. The group proposal was presented to the TACC Commander, General
McLaughlin, &,d accepted for -mplementation by 1 Oct 68. FACts and aircraft will
be assigned to all Mobile Strike ,Force Commands and "B" Detachments. Each "B"
Detachment FAC will be responsible for all the "A" Camp Tactical Air Support under
his "B" Detachment, A '3SAF AIO (Air Llaison Officer) will be assigned to each "C"
Detachment and have direct :-mmand and control of all Special Forces FAC's in that
CTZ. Special operations and Mbbile Strike Force Conmands (NSFC) will have complete
USAF Tactical Air Control Partiet 'TACPis) assigned to their unit. This will
consist of three FAC?s, =we aircraft, two radio operators, and two crew chiefs.
They, as well as all other Special Forces FAC',s, will live with their assigned unit
so as to attain maximum combat effectiveness, smooth coordination and planning,
and inmediate reaction time.

(4) I Corps Tacti-.al Zon!_(Compa C2.

(a) Arm_ Ariation_. The latter portion of the reporting period saw
an increase In the number of combat assaults by company C and more combat assaults
are planned in the near future, Helicopter support for the three northern camps
is provided by the lst Marine Wing located at Daning. Support from this unit, to
include medical 3vacuations, is poor. Th• - have a relatively small number of
helicopters and it is very rare when helicopters are m-.de available for combat
assaulte. The reaction time for Marine medical evacuatzons is very slow; the
majority of medical evacuations are from Army sources out of Chu Lai. Helicopter
support for the six southern ramps 1s provided by the Americal Division and the
18th AVN Bn located at Chu Lai. Ex.cellent support has been received from the
Americal Divis-on in conducting combat assaulz5. Presently commanv. C )-s a
priority J,.st below their own csmbat elemenis. The &rmy neii~opters out or
Cnu Lat. have also provided excellent t-uppcr,, to -ampes Mui l.'N an( AiniJhG DUC;
normally support. for these ,:amps is suppcsed to come from Yarine Corps sources.
Two UH..-D heiltzopters are aesigned to Company C, on a weekly basis. These
helicopters are used as ccranr.d and control ahips resupply, medevac, and for
administrative mitesons. They are the princxpal means of shuttling mail and
personnel between the various :amps and the C team. These two ships are always
immediately respont 'we to. our needs.
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(b) Tactical Airlift Support. Tactical airiift support in I CTZ has alwas
been responsive and provided excellent support.

(c) Tactical Fiahter Support. Tactical fighter support is outstanding. At
the present time, Comparz C is conducting a program in wiich liaison visits to
CIDG camps are arranged for the pilots of the supporting air wings tasked to
provide tactical air support. These visits have led to a better understanding
between the camp personnel and pilots of each others' operations.

(5) 1I Corps Tactical Zope (Coguma B).

(a) Arm Aviation Support. Increased availability of rotary wing aircraft
for tactical needs has greatly enhanced operational capabilities. However, the
lack of aircraft to perform comand/support/liaison activities continues to
limit efficiency within the Special Forces efforts in II CTZ.

(b) Tactical Airlift Support. Tactical airlift support has always been
excellent.

(c) Tactical Fighter Support. Tactical fighter support has been excellent
throughout the period. The proposal to place FAC's at all B detachments would
greatly enhance TAC air coverage., Presently, Province FAC's provide coverage for
UIDD operations. This is a division of effort and continuous FAC coverage is not
available. Addition of FAC9s at B detachments would ihaure continuous coverage of
CIDG operations.

(6) I11 Coris TAetf4tm Zoan (rn-=z i), Airlift support during the reporting
period was particularly notable in III CTZ. During the month of May, there were
two fairly large troop moves of the Mobile Strike Force. The first move took place
on the 24th of May, moving these forces from DUC HOA to LONG HAI. The move lifted
1210 men and their equipment in 19 sorties by C-123 aircraft. The second move took
place over a three day period, 29-31 May, anr m.-•e* ,te Mobile Strike Force to new
areas of operation. Also, May was highlighteou oy eight combat essential airlifts.
Routine airlift dominated the picture during the month of June. The volume handled
by the dedicated C-7A7s and C-123 was at levels constant with their past performance.
Special missions were at a lower sortie and volume rate. The only variation during
the month was a movement of 17 C-130 sorties carrying 4Z7.294 lbs of building
material to CHI LINHW This move was accomplished with no difficulties. July air-
lift activities were highlighted by two large troop moves. Cn U1 July, one Bnoef
the 36th Mobile Strike Force CoEmmand was moved from LONG HAI to TAX NINH WEST.
There were 875 troops and 96 ,000 lbs of cargo moved. Twenty-one sorties of C-123
aircraft were required. On 22 July, 781 MSF troops and 83,550 lbs of cargo were
moved from TAT NINH WEST to LONG HAI. There were 19 sorties of G-123 aircraft flown.
Also, the number of C-7A sorties increased slightly this month. This is due to the
more efficient monitoring of loads at the ramp caused by a representative from
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Company A being present on the ramp at all times.

(7) IV Coi=n, Tactida Z~nj (Comma= nv).

(a) ArM Aviation Support. Army aviation support overall is unsatisfactory.
When helicopters are available in IV CTZ, they perform in an outstanding manner.
But their availability is the deterrent factor. The entire IV Corps suffers from
the lack of sufficient aviation assets and after priorities are established,
Special Forces manages to get very little support. UH-lD's are allocated to
Company D one per day four days per week and two per day three days per week.
CH-47's are requested on a daily basis and the requests are seldom adequately
filled. Evidence of this can be seen by the continuous backlog of materials on-
line and the extreme difficulty in moving personnel. Tactically, each A Detachment
could efficiently utilize aviation assets to conduct one heliborne operation per
week as a minimwuv Too often golden opportunities evade us when contact is
established with the enemy or when intelligence fixes a target and reaction cannot
be effected due to the lack of assets. VR aircraft attached to Company D, S-2
.Section are always available and the pilots have effectively supported the "A"
Detachments.

(b) TActiac Al rflit Sunppl. Tactical airlift support is satisfactory.
Company D has comnitted for its uee one 0-123 five days per week and a C7A on a
daily basis. The C7A aircraft operate with two crews to keep them in the air from
dawn to dusk. Support from C-130 has been adequate when required.

(a) Tactln1 F-htr S=Ug., Tactical fighter support is, at best, a hit and
miss affair with the operational detachments. Strikes are never preplanned in
support of a camp operation because they are unavailable. While a unit in in
contact, tactical fighters occasionally arrive on station to provide support.
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h .ogistics.

(1) General. From 1 May through 31 Jul 68, the Logistical Support Center
continued to provide the widely dispersed companies and detachments with all
classes of supply and limited depot maintenance, During the month of July the
initial budget estimate was held for FY-70; also the program budget advisory
committee for the 1st quarter of FY-69 was held, A program was initiated to
reduce vehicles used by the SFOB; and 29 each 1/4 ton, ftine 3/4 ton and three
each 5 ton vehicles were withdrarm from the headquarters section.

(2) Supply.

(a) A new stockage list for expendable and janitorial supplies was completed
and distributed to the field.

(b) Work continues on the R&U stockage list. The list-is~now approximately
25% completed and will be published in increments to speed dissemination.

(c) The new POL dispensing point is now in complete operation.

(d) The new Self Service Supply Center is now completed and in full opera-
tion.

(e) A new cycle inventory system has been developed and placed in effect.
This provides for the daily inventory of six selected line items from each ware-
house, This system insures continuous accountability with a minimum amount of
time lost from normal daily activities,

(3) Movements and Stora~e,

(a) Cargo moved by mode:,
MAY JUNE JULY

C7A/C-123 536.T•-/T 700•9 S/T 367---S/T
Aerial Port 2,158.8 S/T 1,478.8 S/T 1,669.1 S/T
Air America 5.0 S/T 50.7 S/T 5.0 S/T
LST 1,780o8 S/T 102.2 S/T 532.9 S/T
Convoy 0 71.2 S/T 229.5 S/T

Total Tonnage Shipped 4,56058 S/T 2,h03o8 S/T 2,d085.i S/T

(b) The airfield matting section of ISC C7A ramp has been rehabilitated.
The old matting was taken up, the area graded, drainage ditches and dry well dug,
and new MX8 matting put down.

(c) Pre-rigged emergency air drop bundles of ammunition are no longer
kept on the ramp, Experience has shown that pre-rirged l-ads did not give us
the flexibility of support nepded and that loads tailored to the situation at
hand cculd be pulled and rigred in an acceptable period of time,
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(d) Interior floor area of warehouse 10 has been doubled by a new addition.

Available space is- now more than adequate to carry out the mission of warehouse 10.

(e) A two pump retail POL outlet was constructed opposite LSC gate 2.

(f) Airfield matting was laid on the ASP ready-line.

(w) Stocks of demo-blocks in the ASP have been reduced to comply with
quant ity distance factors set by tSARV.

(4) Maintenance.

(a) During the quarter 673 job orders for engineer equipment were' re-
ceived with 284 pieces of engineer equipment being repaired and returned to the
user or returned to stock; 2268 weapons were received with 1930 being repaired
and 323 automotive job orders received with 318 vehicles being repaired.

(b) During the reporting period the following programs or improvements were
accomplished by the SFOB maintenance facility:

Installation of covered drainage around the automotive shop.
Establishment of a quality control and inspection section.
Establishment of an office machine repair section.
Installation of a forklift motor pool and maintenance facility.
Roadside spot checks were initiated in the Nha Trang area.

(5) During the reporting period the following major accomplishments
were achieved in the SFOB technical supply section.

(a) An ASL listing was published and distributed to all FSP's.

(b) The SFOB ASL was submitted to 2nd Logistical Command for technical
editing.

(c) 1,370 excess fringe eslets were turned into CRB depot, representing
a total savings of $207,556.08

(d) A walk-in customer service counter was established permitting one day

service for all units i. the Nha Trang area.

(6) I Corps Tactical Zone (Company C).

(a) Supply. During the period I May 1968 to 31 July 1968 Compaiy C
completely revised its supply system. A complete inventory of the Forward
Supply Point at DANANG was completed with stock record cards established. This
was necessary for the FSP to support 4500 CIDG, 900 MSF, and 231 USASF. The
local purchase system was also revised resulting in a majority of the items now
being acquired th-"igh normal supply channels. Fresh food is presantly purchas-
ed in DANANG and 3hipped by Caribou to the A-teams. This is necessary because
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of the high cost of fresh vegetables in the outlying areas.

(b) Maintenance. The level of maintenance has gradually improved with the
establishment of a permanent contact team, The team has the mission of continu-
ously moving from A-team to A-team. In addition to performing field maintenance,
the team also teaches organizational mechanics how to correctly maintain their
vehicles. In May, a program was initiated to standarize all the generators used
in I Corps. Three IOKW Libbey diesel generators were shipped to each camp and
all other generators on site were bac.-loaded. The generators backloaded to the
FSP are inspected and if repairable or operational are further backloaded to
the Logistical Support Center in Nha Trang.

(c) Movements. Because of the enemy situation and the availability of
vehicles, Company C, depends almost entirely on the Air Force to resupply
its camps. At present, the FSP is alloted ine CVA Caribou and must "scrounge"
its remaining C7A's from the III MAF. Of the nine Special Forces A-teams
in I Corps, one does not have an airfield, five have C7A strips, and three
have C-123 airfields. Company C has moved the following amounts of cargo during
the reporting period:

May; Air Land 682.5 tons
Air Drop 107.5 tons
Convoy 6.0 tons
Sea 25.5 tons

d21.5 tons

June: Air Land 808.0 tons
Air drop 30.5 tons
Convoy 42.0 tons
Sea 122.0 tons

1002.5 tons

July: Air Land 1191.5 tons
Air Drop 29.6 tons
Convoy 7.5 tons
Sea LLd,6 tons

1370.2 tons

Total tonnage moved 1 May - 31 Jul. 3194.2 tons

(d) Servicest All detachments now have an account at the self-service store
and can purchase small miscellaneous items totalling $75.00 per month. This
has eliminated the requirement for teams to requiezion nmi9cellaneous plumbing
fixtures, household goods, electrical fixtures and general tools. A monthly
newsletter is being published to keep the teams current with the supply situation.
The letter also helps explain certain supply procedures and establishes new supply
policies.

(e) Improvements. The FSP is presently building a concrete receiving area,

a new warehouse, a staging shed, and a parachute drying tower. A planned
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technique (when the personnel shortage problem leqerens) is to cross train person-
nel within the section. This will eliminate a -. ;-.nouse being closed when the
foreman is absent.

(7) II Corps Tactical Zone (Company B).

(a) Supply; Approximately 16,0OO individuals are supported by the Co B,
FSP. All special operations are supported from the assets received from LSC,
Nha Trang. Local procurement is kept to the bare minimum in line with the cost-
reduction program.

(b) Maintenance. There have been a total of thirty four (34) maintenance
contact team visits to A detachments since 1 June. This has greatly reduced the
deadline rate of vehicles at the subordinate detachments.

(c) Movements. Total poundage moved per month by air and ground modes is
approximately 4,,000,000 lbs. Total poundage shipped by Co B in support of Detach-
ments and MSF operations were: Air-land, 5,978,032 lbs; air drop, 97,810 lbs;
vehicle convoy, 418,744 lbs. The total cargo shipped from Co B for the period
was 6,494,585 lbs. A total of 11,918 passengers were transported by supporting
aircraft. On 15 July 1968, Company B fully implemented a single-line requisi-
tion system between A and B detachments and the FSP. This system makes it much
easier for customers to keep track of due-outs and enables the FSP to give faster
service to customers. A new rigger building and expanded drying tower are under
construction. Two new warehouses and a maintenance facility have been completed.

(8) I1 Corps Tactical Zone (Company A).

(a) Supply: Company A's Forward Supply Point, located at Bien Hoa, is task-
ed to support 485 USASF, 20 attached LRP's, 8,500 Camp Strike Force and 2,500
Mobile Strike Force. Fifty percent of the Camp Strike Force are committed to the
mission of surveillance, intelligence gatherin& and interdiction. The remainder
of the personnel are committed for camp defense. "Emergency" stockage is kept
on hand at each camp for resupply to units in the field by UH-lD helicopters
which operate in each "B" team area a minimum of two days a week. All classes of
logistical support of MSF operatiorno are rendered from the Forward Supply Point
through the use of a forward mission support site. Each time a MSF unit is commit-
ted, it is iecessary to issue new barrier materials to be used for area
security and protection, re-stock used supplies, and direct exchange unservice-
able equipment. Over the last three months an average of 6,924,449 $VN per month
has been spent tc acquire supplies, materials and maintenance repair from the
local economy. This support is broken down into five cost codes consisting of
902 (Subsistence), 905 (Supplies and Equipment), 906 (Camp Construction), 908
(Transportation and Vehicles Maintenance) and 910 (Repair and maintenance of
Facilities). The 2xpenditures for subsistence are consumed only in the purchase
of rice. Approximately 6,000 bags of rice per month are purchased from Saigon at
1,000 $VN per bag, for an average expenditure of 6,000,000 $VN (51,282.90 $US).
The rice is enclosed within a plastic bag and then covered with a burlap bag to
prevent moisture spoilage or spillage. A minimum amount of storage is required
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due tothe fact that rice is readily available and thusly can be transported to
the teams with a minimum amount of delay. In the area of the 905 & 906 Code,
a unique situation exists. A large amount of local expenditures for supplies and
equipment are on the stockage lists cf supply units, but the availability of.
those materials is the prime factor. Certain items are available only when a de-
pot initially receives the item. The item is immediately consumed by programmed
due-outs, theietbre, the Forward Supply Point only receives the needed materials
when the items are readily available. All support, regardless of its origin is
reimbursed from the 5th Special Forces Group budget. Some cf the locally
procured items are obtained at a substantial savings over what like items would
cost from supporting units. The principal support obtained by these cost codes
have been R&U items used in camp construction and operational necessities for
supply movement, i.e., shipping pallets & banding materials, etc. Codes 908 and
910 pertain to the local economy acquired support within the area of vehicle and
facility maintenance. These purchases are used to prevent a requirement for
additional float items and to obtain support with the maximum amount of savings.
A minimum amount of time is required to repair items from civilian businesses,
therefore necessities are returned without delay. Many items are repaired on the
local economy which would have to be replaced with new parts because the required
echelon level is not available in-country. Many maintenance facilities have the
same capabilities that are supplied at the Forward Supply Point and contract the
higher echelon of maintenance to civilian firms which are located within country.
Many products have been purchased in the past from local economy or through dW
normal channels (i.e., mail order catalog, Sears & Roebuck inter heaters and water
pumpo). Their parts can not be obtained through channels and repair components
must be locally procured or locally fabricated.

(b) Maintenance. First echelon maintenance on vehicles was stressed during
the reporting period as was continuous action in Maintenance Management Inspec-
tions. As a result only 4.8% of the vehicles were deadlined. Repair parts for
vehicles were readily available from the LSC in Nha Trang. In contrast the per-
centages of deadlined generators (13%) and refrigeration equipment (10.8%) were
rather high because of the equipment being old and/or lack of repair parts.

(n) Weapons Contact Team. In early May, Company A was loaned three Viet-
namese smalI arms weapons repairmen from the 833d Ordnance Company ARVN. In
three months these personnel traveled to nearly every Special Forces camp in
III Corps. In the first month (May), they repaired over 600 weapons. The total
mount repaired for the three month period was in excess of 3,000 weapons.
Types of weapons repaired or inspected ranged from carbines, rifles, pistols,
all the way up to and including 4.2 inch mortars, 81mm mortar3, and.50 cal
mac hine guns.

(d) Group Maintenance Contact Team. Two personnel were provided by LBC in
early July to this YSP to help solve any problems in the mztntenance field.
They spent 10 day• in III CTZ, during which time they made visits to B-32, B-33,
and B-34. (Generally they found that maintenance in Special Forces III Corps
was very good.
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(e) Planned Improvements. The Company A FSP is in the process of setting up
automatic resupply on all items -that are fast moving and always on demand. An
example of some of these itemse are butane, diesel, mogas, PIR rations, etct The
quality on hand of these items is reported on admin reports frolh each detachment.
They are monitored at the FSP and filled according to nedd.

(f) Adequacy of Logistical Support. Because Comany A operates on a fill or
kilZ basis from the let Logistical Command, items may be obtained only when the
supply unite have filled all their-frogrammed demands. Special Forces priority is
below all US units. Therefore, they may have a stockage of an item but will not
issue it because a request with a higher priority may arise. The maintenance support
rendered by the l1t Log Co.mad is not adequate. High echelon maintenance is either
contracted out to civilian corporations or evacuated out-of-country causing added
delay in the return of the item. Self service items are of limited quantity and
the needed office supplies are not available. Shipment of supolies from the ISC
is time consuming, otherwise logistical support of available items is adequate
from the LSC.

(9) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D).

'a) Supply. During the reporting period the Company D FSP supported 496
USASF, 6583 CSF, and 1218 MSF. Two special operations were supported primarily
with Class I and Class V and some miscellaneous Class :I items. The concept of
support was primarily that of estiblishing a Forward Supply Point in or near the
AO. The supplies were moved in bulk via road or air (primarily fixed wing) to
the FSP and from ther3 via chopper to the troops in the field. Local procurement
of supplies wasminimal this month due to increasing emphasis on utilizing conventional
supply channels.

(b) Maintenance. The compan's two greatest problems are parts and trans-
portation. Therefore a much greater emphasis is being placed on preventive
maintenance. This is being realized through more frequent visits to the camps
by maintenance personnel, and, of course, increased command emphasis. The ASL
of the maintenance facility is constantly undergoing revision and expansion; cur-
rently it consists of 1609 line items, however 50 percent of these are at zero
balance. The estimated goal for the ASL is 3000 line items. The deadline rate
for equipment continues to hold around 2-3 percent. As mentioned previously,
transportation is a great problem with respect to the maintenance program. Back-
loading difficulties revolve around this, both frnm the teams to the maintenance
facility and to the SFOB through the 8th Aerial Port. Transnortation of larger
pieces of equipment betw3en A, B and C Detachments is dependent unon CH-47's.

This will be discussed later.

(c) Movements. Durinr the reporting period, Company D Forward Supply Point
handled over 14,886,674 pounds of supplies. A total of 8,951,541 pounds were
received from the Logistical Support Center at Nha Tranp and a total of 5,937,089
pounds were shipped to subordinate detachments. Of this, 1,933,934 pomuds was
via LOIMP and LAPES, and 1,212,544 pounds via Slingload. A total of 5,2?9,431
pounds were shipped via air and 707,135 pounds via road. The adequacy of support
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drops in only one area,that of CH-47 support. CH-47's are supplied tothe units
throughout the Delta, primarily by one Chinook Aviation Ccmparq. Due to the high
maintenance requirement for these aircraft, it is very seldom that more than four
aircraft (of eight available) are flown at any one time. These four aircraft must
support daily all Special Forces requirements, MACV, two and sometimes even three
ARVN divisions, and other smaller units which occasionally require their support.
Under the present system, Chinook support is channeled through G-4, IV Corps.
G-4 is allocated a specific number of aircraft for supporting nearly 50 MACV in-
stallations and 20 Special Forces Detachments throughout the IV Corps area.
The aircraft which they are allocated, can be, and frequently are, for "Higher
Priority" missions by IV Corps TOC (the primary control center for these air-
craft). Also, in too manr instances wheu 3 fixed wing aircraft could be used
(i.e. an Air Force C-123), the CH-47?s are utilized by IV Corps to pick up items
in Long Binh and deliver to areas such as Chi Lang. Better priority planning
on the part of using units would improve the utilization of the available aircraft
in the Delta.

(d) The current trend reflects the need more than ever for maximum utiliza-
tion of medium transport helicopter support. The coming monsoon season will make
it necesscry to support more detachments by both heiicopyer and fixed wing air
drop and LAPES missions. The closing of many airstrips and roads plus the un-
predictable :spect of weather will make it necessary to move a maximum amount of
supplies on short notice and in a minimum amount cf time. Since the quickest
means of air transport will be the medium transport helicopter, an even greater
workload is foreseen for the aircraft and its crewso The limited amount of air-
craft now available has proven to be insufficient to properly support the units
in the dry season; an even greater difficulty in' the future is foreseen. This
will, of course, greatly affect the Company D system of logistical supply. It
will not, however, bring the logistical resupply system to a standstill, ',ut rather
limit tie company's capability to support the subordinate units.

(e) With the increase emphasis on Maintenance, Company D is still awaiting
the approval of the new TD's submitted for both Filipino Tech Reps and indigenous
employees. Approval of these TD's is imperative for the efficient functioning
of the logistical activities within Company D, particularly in the area of main-
tenance. The emphasis on preventive maintenance is based on the concept of mobile
contact maintenance teems and they cannot be fielded until more Tech Reps are
assigned.

(f) The support received from LSC continues to be outstanding. The problem,
as always, is not the ability of the logistical system to support us, but the
inability of the transportation system to support the logistical system. The
concept of a Liaison NCO in Vung T,.u to utilize 1st Log Supply activities and ship
to use has already surpassed initial expectations.

(g) The first Log Command initiates project "Country Store" on the first of
August. This will entail the permanent assignment of 1st Log personnel on loca-
tion to give maintenance support to outlying US units (Cao Lanh, Chau Doc,etc)
This is a step in the right direction although at this time it is beyond their
capabilities to really field a complete maintenance contact team in a static loca-
tion.
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i, Engineers.

(1) ConstructjLon and Rehabilitation.

(a), Following construction was completed or under construction during the
reporting period.

LOCATION CONSTRUCTION UNIT • C wPLmTg EDC

Camp BEN HET (new) KB4 & 299 Bc 80R 6Aug68
PLATEAU GI (rehab) K94l --
DAK PET Airfield 299 EBC 100%
B-50 (new) WK3 and Contract 9C%- lSAug68
KTTUM (airfield and rehab) 168 BBC UN UNK
TON LE CHON (rehab) W2 50% 15Sep68
TRA CU (rehab and airfielV) KBI and 168 EBC UNK UNK,
THANH TRI (new camp) --- -0%-
MY DIEN II (new camp) 1B2 100.
MAI'LOC (new camp) l4 EBC 25% ,10ep68
NONG SON (new camp) MCB 3 25% 31Aug68
TRA BONG (new TOC) Staff Engineer 22 1Aug68
HA THANH (new bunkers) 35 EBC 22% 1Aug68
C-1 Motor Pool Contract 100% --
C-1 Admin Building Contract 100%
Rewire all C-1 camps SeaBees 100%
TO CHAU (rehab) KB1 60% 1OSep68
TRANH - SUP (rehab) Self Help 80% 10Sep68
THIEN NGON (bunkers) 30 EB (AR¶N) 8at I0ep68
HON QUAN (TOC) Self Help 80 3lAux68
CHI'LfH (rehab) IB3 7 15Sep68
BU DOP (15 billets) Self Help 90% 3IAug68
LONG HAI (rehab) 36 EBC 909 loAug68
PHU TUC (airfield) 20 EBC I0% .vAug6d
CLING SON (rehab & additions) Self Help 25 15Sep68
AN LOC (airfiel4) 70 EBC 38% 15Sep68
TIEU ATAR (camp completion) B4 40% 305ep68
DAK SEANG (airfield) 299 EBC 30% 15Sep68
C-1 Water Distribution System SeaBees 100%
C-i S-2 building Contract 50% 26Aug68
C-I S-h Warehouse Contract le•%29Auv6R
C;-2 MSF billets) Contract 50% 30Sep68
C (B-23 FSP Reconstruction) Self Help-Contract-70 EBC 30% 315ep68
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LOCATION CONSTRUCTION UNIT % CO1P=1TE EDC

C-2 (B-23 MSF facilities) Contract 40% 31SeD68
C-2 BCQ Contract 100%
C-2 Warehouse Contract 100% .-
C-2 Gen Bldg Contract 100%
C-2 MSF Supply Roam Contract 100% -------
C-2 MSF billets (3) Contract 100%
C-2 Dependent billet for Hosp Self Help 100% -----

C-2 Maint Facility Contract 95% lAug68
C-2 Warehouse Contract 35% 31Aug68
C-3 TOC (timber) Staff Engineer 80% 15Aug68
C-3 Security Force billets Staff Engineer 70% 31Aug68
C-3 Headquarters Area (rehab) Staff Engineer 70% 31Aug68
C-3 FSP Complex Contract 100%
C-3 BEQ (2) Contract 50% 31Aug68
-C-3 Convalescent Center Contract -80% 30Aug6 8

C-3 Ration Breakdown Area Contract 100%
C-3 R&U building Self Help" 90% 6Aug68
C-4 Dispensary Contract 100% -------
C-4 Warehouse Contract 100%
C-4 Personnel bunkers Contract 10% 31Aug68
C-4 CIDG billets Contract 50% 31Jul68
C-4 Warehouse storage bins Self Help 50% 31Jul68
SFOB ISC warehouse 2K Contract 200% -
SFC8 LSC Maint bldg Contract 100%
SFOB Ammo Dump bunkers Contract 100%
SFOB Aviation hanger Contract 100% -------
SFOB Recondo billets Contract 100% --
SFCB COC latrine & Hq Contract .100%
SFOB Artillery billets Contract 100%
SFCB Water towers Contract lon% ------

SFC8 BOQ 1-503 Contract 10% 26Jul68
SFOB Water wells Contract 20% 26Jul68
SFCB Museum Contract 100%
SFOB Ordnance office Contract 0% 31Jul68
SFCF Warehouse #6 Ext Contract 0% 9Aug68
SFCE BEQ (2) Contract 0% 15Aug68
SFC1 Ammn herms Contract 100% ------
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LOCATION CONSTRUCTION UNIT START DATM EDC

T3TU ATAR (completion) B4 Iru168 31Aug68
DAK SEAM Airfield 299 EBC IJal• 31Jul68
MINH THA- (enlarge camp) KB2 WIK UN
DUC HUE (airfield) KB2 T21K Mir
AN IAC (airfield) 70 ME 1Jul8 31Ju16f
PHU TUC (airfield) 20 meC 1Jul68 31Ju16f
C-I BOQ-BEQ Contract UNK UNM
C-1 Road construction Contract UN! UNK
C-2 Ready line Contract UNK UNK
C-2 Rigger warehouse Contract 71K UNK
C-2 Parachute drying tower Contract UNK UNK
C-2 Handball court Contract UN! UNK
C-2 FSP rebuilt at B-23 Contract UNK ME
C-2 BEQ at B-23 Contract UN! UNK
C-2 Latrines at B-23 Contract UNK UNK
C-2 Messhall at B-20 Contract UNK UNK
C-2 BEQ at B-20 Contract UNK UNK
C-2 Maint facility at B-23, Contract UNK UNK
C-3 CIDG hospital Contract UN! UNM
C-3 Water wells Well Drilling ?m UNK MUN
C-3 Water towers Contract UN! UNK
C-4 Road surfacing Contract UNK Mir
SFB Road construction 864 EBC.PAR IJul68 31Aug68
SFO8 renovation Contract 1JUl68 31Dec68

(2) Well Drilling Operations.

(a) One borrowed rig at' KGNTUM was used to dig one well. Special Forcen
will continue to use the rig while training operators.

(b) Well drilling team continued to drill in III CTZ. Four wells have been
completed with eight more planned for III CTZ, during the next quarter.

(c) One shallow well is to be constructed in IV CTZ at Det A-.42.

(3) Budseting and Funding. As of the end of the quarter $1,808,750, or
62% of F1 68 funds have been obligated; $1,169.577 or 65% of obligated funds
have been expended.
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(4) Post Engineer. Approximately 1800 work orders were nrocessed, and
16,200,000 gallons of potable water was used at the SFOB. Critical operational
facilities were wired to the emergency power supply, 9000 cargo pallets were
constructed (with two for moving two elephants), and ?2,000 concrete blocks
1 're manufactured.

(a) With the advent of the monsoon in some parts of the country, numerous
airfields failed and were subsequently closed. The basic problem was that there
was no carry over of information on performance of the airfield from the past
monsoon season. Those airfields that did fail did so after a small defect was
not corrected, but was allowed to deteriorate. Directions on how to perform
minor maintenance was sent to all detachments.

(b) Problems bxperienced in III CTZ fall into three areast equipment,
material, And funds. The engineering equipment is old and needs to be replaced
in most cases. Although much repair is actually uneconomical, funds are
expendee for this purpose simply because it is the only equipsent available.
Material proo±•...ý .re due to eitner unavalLaul~iTy of certain items or nidao-liy
to provide transportation to ship the items to the construction site. in many
cases it is cheaper to locally purchase some items than to have them transported
from distant locations. Fifty percent of the construction projects in III CTZ
are held up due to 'unavailability of supplies. The inability to expend funds
for these hard-to-get items has caused contract delays and in some cases
substandard construction.

(c) Company D also has experienced problems diie to lack of aircraft to
ship construction materials by air. They partially alleriated the problem by
prefabricating some facilities such as billets, team houses, classrooms,
cement forms, etc.. This practice has not only reduced cargo weights, but has
also improved basic construction design, uniformity, and speed and ease of
construction, on the site. Another problem in IV CTZ has been solved by using
lime soil stabilization techniques. The techniue of lime soil stabilization
is being undertaken in certain construction projects in the delta. Clay, the
primary soil found in the Delta must be removed or stablized before loadbearing
equipment can be adequately supported during damp weather. In the past, rock,
gravel, etc., were all employed to accomplish the task adequately, ho-'ever the
cost of both material and transportation has been exorbitant. Under the ruidance
of the Delta Soils Laboratory (a USARV sponsored research organizatiot.), lime
stabilized soil techniques have been developed and great success has been
accomplished in construction utilizing the same. This unit is presently
involved in two projects which will employ this technique, and it is anticioated
that a considerable amount of both money and time will be saved by using line
stabilization.
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J. Political Warfare (POTWAR).

(1) General.

(a) The S5 functional area has undergone significant chanes. These changes
were necessitated by the following problems. First, the S5 functional area was
too limited when compared with the VNSF counterpart program of political warfare.
Secondly, the CA/PSYOPS and intelligence programs were not coordinated. Finally,
civic action was too much' a give-away program which was unappreciated by the
people and produced few tangible returns.

(b) The 35 section has been reorganized to parallel more closely the VNSF
political warfare section. A VNSF political warfare officer is responsible not
only for CA/PSYOPS, but also for troop motivation and indoctrination, morale,
and welfare. A motivation and indoctrination officer has been added to the
Group S5. All USASF detachments were r-eorganized to pi-ovide at least one CA/
PSYOPS officer and one NCO at all levels of command. These changes provided
the personnel required to coordinate CA/PSYOPS and intelligence efforts along
the same lines utilized by the VNSF. Vietnamese participation was thus increased,
producing a much more effective program. Finally, the integration of civic
action within the POIXAR program will eliminate the P'ive-away aspects of past
projects. Recipients are to be psycholog.ically prepared so that they are better
able to appreciate and use CA assistance.

(c) To better prepare the newly assigned CA/PO officers and NCO's, a 40
hour POLWAR course was conducted at the SFOB. All CA/PO personnel attended.
The following is a list of the subjects covered durinp the course: motivations
and attitudes, target analysis, key commiunicators, PSYOP camnaign, exploitation
of Hoi Chanhs, gainint- and holding an audience. communication techniques,
funct~ons of a loudspeaker team, face-to-face persuasions, attitude differences
(VN & SF), introduction to POLWAR, the 16 man POLHAR tiams, PX-COKO Social
Welfare, and motivation and indoctrination. Practical exercises were conducted
on all aspects of the instruction as well as a tour of local POWkIAR facilities.
Armed with the knowledge gained, CA/PO personnel returned to their detachments
and began to implement new and improved programs.

(2) ICorps Tactical Zone (Company C). Presently POIVAR activities in I

Corps Tactcal Zone are limited due to the fact that only three POIMAR Teams
are engaged in operations. Three are in training and three more are waiting
to be trained. The three POULAR teams that are engaged in operations are
succegsfully proving their value.

6o
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(a) Psychological Ooqrations (PSYOPSY. The PSYOPS effort in I Corps Tactical
Zone is directed at friendly target audiences to win sunnort of Vietnam (GVN)
and its Allies. Same of the PSYOP9 themes beinR used presently are:

Do Not Support the VC
Weapons rewards
Inform GVN of VC activities
Counter VC pranaganda
The VC lie nnd destroy
Peace talks
Informative news

Most dissemination is done by USASF personnel, POLiAR teams, aerial broadcasting,
and leaflet drops from aircraft. The most effective means are hand dissemination
by POLWAR teams, the showing of mcvies, and performances by culture drama t:ýams.
All of these tethods involve face-to-face communication.

(b) Psychological Warfare (PSYdAR). PS114AR is rropaganda directed against
the enemy to demoralize him and reduce his will to 1 ig,.. Themes now being used
are of a "Chieu-Hoi" nature, and urge the enemy to defect. Company C is also
initiating the "Phoenix operation" to attack the enemy infrastructure. Some of
the more standard themes used are:

Hardships
Peace talks
Lack of equipment
Lack of doctors and medical supvlies
Friction between North Vietnamese (NVA and the VC)
VC defeats
Pro GVN

PIST-AR materials are disseminated by the same means as PSYOPS material. In
addition, POL'VtR teams take leaflets and posters into areas of enemy activities
and place them alonr trails, on trees, and in other spots where they may be
seen. No leaflets have been airdrconped since 2h July. In the nast the 7th
PSYOP Battalion in DA NATIG, with the 9th Air Corrnndo Squadron rloinR the flying,
furnished excellent direct support. Bit now all recaosts must g,• throur!h lIT
Marine Amphibious Force (III MFie). This procedure has calsed mu-rh delay in
leaflet printing, deliverj, and aerial broadcasting. The 7th PSYOP Battalion
has a detachment at Df'NG HA with the 3rd Marine Division and incther JPtochm,.mt
at CIrn LAI with the Americal Division. An agreement has been made for +hec
detachments to provide additional support for our camns in their areas. The
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camps could get support from either CORDS or XTSPAO, however, the distances
involved and consequent time delays militate against such support. CORK and
JUSPAO are used mostly in the DANAN?3 area. The oncoming monboon season vill
greatly limit operabions and aerial support from the 9th AZS in the mountain
ranges. Their 02B aircraft do not have an instrument capability nor can they
manuever through -loud openings when the ceiling is tcolow. The Comnanding
Officer of the 75h PSYOP Battalion has agreed to Five a 1000 watt loudspeaker
and crew to man it if a helicopter can be obtained. Attampt. tc obtain a
helicopter on a full-time basis have failed. Such a capability would Lreauly
improve our program by shortening reaction time to intelligence.

(c) Social Welfare. Two projects have been undertaken to improve the
living conditions of the CIDG and their dependents. First, CIDG PX's a-e
being operated in three camps. A civilian agent buys goods in DA.AI3. After
shipment to the camp, the goods are resold to the JIDO at the DANA'ID cost price.
A civilian agent also purchases rice in DA'ANG at a price below that prevailing
near the camps and it is shipped to the OIDG camps and resold in the same
manner as PI goods. PIDG are thus able to buy rice and goods that normally
would cost more or not even be available on the local economy.

(d) Motivation and Indoctrination. Indoctrination and education o CIDG
personnel is one of the primary functions of the POLWAIR Teams. Each w•eek classes
are i;iven by the members of the team. Both pro GVN and anti NVAAC themes are
stressed. Magasines and newspapers are distributed to CIDG personnel regularly
to keep them up-to-date on c rrent ,vents, victories, government activities, and
enemy defeats. Award programs, promotinns, and a newly implemented rank
structure for CTDG eniisted men (to include rank insignia) have all served to
increase the motivation and morale of the CIDG. Games, srorts, and competitive
activities, both individual and team, have been used to promote morale. Pingpong,
volley ball, running, and marksmanship tournaments have been held. Trophies,
and extra privileges were awarded to the winners. A competition program among
counterparts is being held quarterly. The first, consisting of both games ard
a picnic, was held July 4th. The next is planned for Vietnamese Independence
Day in November. TIEN-PHMOC, A-102, conducts a Soldier of.the Month program.
Camp winners will compete for I CTZ Soldier. of the Month including prizes, awards,
and publicity. On 27 July a poster campaign was initiated jased on the theme:
"Be proud to be a CIDG because you are the jest in Vietnam." Posters, currently
being printed by the 7th PSYOP Battalion, will be dis'ributed to all camps. In
the past month culture drama teams have given five performances to ^.IDG personnel
in addition to those for the civilian poplace. Four were staged'at A-106 and
on3 at A-107. The CIDG were greatly pleased with the entertairnrent. Twice
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each month the USASF Commanding Officer, his counterpart, the S-5 section, and
its counterparts make trips to local hospitals, visiting the sick and wounded
and giving them packets of food and necessities. Vietnamese films are obtained
monthly from the culture center in DANAS. These films are rotated from camp
to camp every week to obtain maximum variety.

(e) Civic Action. Each camp conducts a medcap program designed to inprove
civilian health and thus enhance the image of the GVN and FWAF. In the area of
education several schools are being aided through the USASF Civic Action Program.
Schools are being repaired at TRA BONr; (A-107) and TIEN THUOC (A-107) as well
as two schools at HA THANH (A-104). A new school hat been opened at GIA VUC
(A-103) and two others are near completion at THUO1rG DUC (A-109). In addition
most schools are periodically provided with school kits and other school supplies
by CARE and CCRDS. A bridge is being repaired at TIEN PHOUC. Plans are being
considered for a bridge at BA TO (A-I06). At TRA BONG, a bridge was completed
on 1 August. At 1INH LONG (A-108) a fish pond that will supplement. the local
diet is near completion. One of the largest projects is the support of approxi-
mately 28,000 refugees divided among the nine carps. Aid to these refugees
takes the form of food-stuffs and clothing obtained through the Catholic
Relief Service and supplies from our own channels. Another project recently
began at GIA VUC is an agriculture demonstration sponsored by USASF and CCRDS
from QUANG NGAI Province. This is to convince the local population that crops
other than those native to their area can prosper and provide them with more
food and income. A similar project has been planned for B& TO.

(3) 11 Corps Tactical Zone (Company B).

(a) In the II Corps area many difficulties are encountered when attempts
are made to increase the allegiance of the population towards the GVN.
Historically, the Montagnards have been apathetic, if not hostile, toward the
Saigon regime. Until recently the latter has ignored the Montagnards. The
Vietnamese administrators assigned to the II Corps are of noor quality.
This situation has resulted in almost insurmountable obstcheries to the goal or
national unity in II Corps.

(b) Compazq B has been attempting through the construction of dependent
housing, reward incentive programs, and the POCLkR team concept to increase
support for the GVN. In II Corps, there is an active construction program to
improve CSF dependent housing. Medical care, improved sanitation, improved
housing, contact with western technology, and money have contributed to better
living standards. The standard of living has also been raised substantially
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in areas where 'IDG security has been provided. In general, this means those
villages clustered around Cf0"7 sites where the populace have a sense of security.
More emphasis is being placed on disseminating information concerning rewards

,which are given for turning in enemy weapons and inteLi•gencc on enemy movements.
The FOL'-1A team concept, recently introduced to Vietnam, shows great promise.
Care however, must be exercised in choosing the members of the team. The
ethnic balance of the team shoild be approximately the same as that of the
people to be indoctrinated. Sending a predominatly Vietnamese team into a
Montagnard village or -:sine q "ietnamese tpqim wit.h "'.tp.pnard CTi, will caeate
tensions that are self-defeating. Company B has been informed by Il Corps
headquartei v r..ay tney cannot train inure Yiontagnarci rv~a, w Wam ub.s ur a
lack of interpreters. Interpreters will be provided to the POIWAR school to
overcome this problem, but due to the language barrier, the implementation of
the 'OIIAR program will be delayed while we organize our own PCLWAR teaching
cadre.

"(4) II Corps Tactical Zone (Connarn A). During this reporting period
Company A has successfully trained 15 3I11r POIWAR teams at the III CTZ training
center in TRUIG SUP. Each A detachment now has a school-trained PCITAR Team
and most of these teams are enthusiastic about developing various progra.s and
projects in their particular camps. There are also three CIUG drama teams at
various detachments. These teams vary in size but each has a jand, male and
female singers, comedians and actors. Several camps have initiated CIDG
dependent housing, PX's, clues, barber shops, theaters, reading rooms, and othc-
construction projects. Other projects which h-ve been either revamped or newl).
initiated are organized sports, dependent schools, and camp sanitation.
Numerous programs have been begun which are designed to boost the morale of the
CIDG. These include frequent film showings combined motivational rallies,
interdetachment sports competition, and unit a.iard and decorations. The month-
long trainIroý course was "e first of three phases o training planned, to
produce an effective POI;-TAR Program in each camp. The second phase of training
has recently been initiated. During this two or three month Second phase a
PCLWAR Mobile Training Team (,MI) will visit each detachment to assist the cqnp
,TOO '"'TXAR teams in their progra-.s. Emphasis will be placed on developing an
effective motivation and political indoctrination program. A minimum of ten
days will be spent at each detachment. Each =. consists of four POUWAR
instructors (formerly the instructors for the 3asic POIWAR Course), o-- intar-
preter, one member of the Company A USAS7 S5 staff 'either the S5 or the CA
officer), and his counterpart. The third phase of training will be OJT
mspervised oy the A&B detachment PCLWAR personnel. In order to insure that
these programs are understood, properly implemented, and given the proper
support by the USASF and WTSF POIAR personnel at each detachment, Zompany A
held a POUJAR Orientation Course at Det A-301, TRANG SUP, for these personnel
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while their teams were in training at TRWG SUP. This orientation course
lasting two days, included classroom instruction by members of Company A's
S5 and S2 sections as well as active participation in the graduation ceremonies
for the CIDG POLWAR Course. Television sets have been purchased for all
detachments which requested them for viewing by the CIDG and their denendents.
ahe"e TV sets have been marked "FOR CIDG USE ONLY" in both Vietnamese and English.

Several camps have constructed or are planning to construct theaters for TV
viewing, movies, and rallies.

(a) Psychological Operations (PSYOPS). The majority of PSYOPS have been
conducted through face-to-face communication during MEDCAPS and various Civic
Action projects. Det B-32, TAY NINH, has a particularly effective program in
progress. Det B-32 and its subordinate detachments conduct weekly MEDCAPS and
employ leaflets, loudspeakers and face-to-face ccmmunication. Increasing success
has been experienced in obtaining intelligence by conducting continuous MEDCAPS
in some of the more isolated hamlets. During the FTX portion of the POTD'AR
course held at TRAW3 SUP, the POLWAR trainees distributed leaflets and posters
and talked with the villagers during their stay in each hamlet. The PSYOPS
conducted during this period *w a definite success and a strong change in
attitude could easily be detected in the villagers.

(b) Psychological Warfare (PSYIAR). Reaction and supnort have been the
main themes for Company A's PSi1-AR Program. Con.any A, while origirating PSYOPS
material, depends on the 6th PSYOPS Battalion "or mass reproduction. In
exploiting an individual situation, the most critical factor is reaction time.
Under normal conditions Company A can produce and disseminate leaflets and tapes
within 24 hours after the exploitable situation has occurred. The rollowing is
a recap of situations exploited by Company A during this reporting period:

May. The attack on NUI BA DEN presented a challenging PMYOP problem. It was
clear-rut victory for the 0omrnmists but the American press was spreading the
false Communist propaganda claim of having overrun a Special Forces camp. The
fict that the camp was operational a few hours after the ntt.ack and that the
Cornunists left behind some of their dead, enabled the development of the
folloring leaflett "To VC cadre who participated in *he fighting at NUI BA DEN:
Why follow your leaders to death? Your attack on NMI BA DEN was for nothing,
the camp is working now as before the attack. You can s-e that for yoixrsplf.
Your lenders left five bodies behind; these are your comrades left to rot in
the sun. Do not let your fate be the same as your fallen comrades. Rally now
and return to your homes and loved ones. Stop the useless killing; .rally now."
Using a GVN Army mnrching song for background a tape of the ^ollo'ying leaflet
was broadcasted by aerial loudspeaker: ."7 1'ep away from Special Force-
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units if you want to live. Your leaders tell you that NUI HA DO"I was a Special
Forces camp, but. this is not true as you can see for yourself. If NUI BA DEN
was a Special Forces camp, you would have received nany more casualties." Fifty
t'ousand leaflets were dropped. For two hours the tape was broadcasted over
the suspected enemy positions of the attackers of NUI BA DMI. A seconm
exploitable situation ha-honed when the village of BO DUC in PHUOC LONG Province
suffered from a typical Communist tactic of terrorizing a village and then putting
it to the torch for no apparent reason. First, food and protection were provided
to the people left homeless and hungry. Then a leaflet was developed which
reads "Citizens of BO DUC: You can stop the useless burning and suffering caused
by the VC by reporting them to the local Government. You have seen for yourself
how the VC make war on the helpless people of your village. Sunport the GVN,
lot them help and protect you." A loudspeaker tape was aluo made to reinforce
the leaflet, Fifty thousand leaflets were dropped and over two hours of aerial
loudspeaker broadcast were employed to exploit this situation.

June. A MEDCAP returning to Det B-32 observed a woman detonating a VC
booby trap, severely injurinp her right leg. The HEDCAP team administered
first aid and then took her to a nearby hospital. This act of VC terror was
fully exploited by the quick production of leaflets showing the injured woman
receiving medical care in the hospital. Main themes used were "support the GVN"
and "the GVYN come to the aid of the people."

July. On the evening of 19 July, a NVA soldier, Nguyen 'Khac Tan, turned
himself in to Det A-301 as a Hoi Chnnh. Preliminary questioninp showed that he
was a member of H/16 VN BDJH GIA's Regiment ane' that his unit had suffered at
least 60 KIA's and 90 WIA's as a result of action aainst the HSF on l5 and 16
July. He also stated that his unit's morale was low because of casualties from
airstrikes, combat operations, and a fear of beinr sent to Saipon. PSYOPS
exploitation of Nguyen Khac Tan was started immediately bv havln" him nrenpre a
taped message to his unit and a text for a leaflet. To increase credibility his
picture was also placed on the leaflets. The text for the leaflet along with the
photograph was picked up from Det B-32's location on the morning of 2.0 July and
taken to the 6th PSYOP Battalion. The l~aflet was processed and 100 000 copies
were ready for dissemination on the morning of 221 July. Altogether f58,0OO
were dropped and four hours and thirty minutes of aerial broadcanting was
conducted. On 25 Ju]p, Ho Van Du, an assistant squad leader of squad 3,
platoon 1, C-1 company, 258th Battalion, turned himself in the Det A-322, KATTH,
as a Hoi Chanh. Exploitation was started immediately with the development of
a message written by Ho Van Du to his fellow comrades and a toned recording.
A quick reaction leaflet was printed with Ho Van Du's photo and the text of
his message shown in his own handwriting. The following is a translationt
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"To all comrades of C-258th Battalion: I am Ho Van Du, assistant squad leader nf
squad 3, platoon 1, C-I canpany, 258th Battalion. I rallied to the GVI! on 25
July 1968 at KATUM. Our leaders have lied to us, for I have been well treated
and well received by the GVN. They consider me as their brother. I am living
a very good life. Thinking about the past days with all of you, I worry very
much about you. Try to get back to the GVN side as soon as possible or it will
be too late." The standard long-range PSYWAR campaign based on standard leaflets
and tapes, plays an important role in Company A's over1ll PSYWAR program. PSYOP
aircraft and POLWAR ground operations are utilized. The 6th PSYOP Battalion
supplies the leaflets, tapes, and aircraft needed to carry our program. The
main themes during this reporting period have been "Chieu Hoi" and the Paris
peace talks. Company A has available for its use three weekly scheduled U-l0
flights as well as C-47's and U-lO's upon request.

(c) Social Welfare. Each camp in IV CTZ conducts daily medical programs,
camp sanitation prograffs, and KMCAPs. All camps have a daily sick-call for the
CIDG and their dependents. Camps normally allow neighboring villagers to take
advantage of this medical aid. This practice eliminates the need for frequent
and time-consumnng )MDCAP's to the villages. Each camp has a CI)G POLWAR team
member assigned to check on the camp's sanitation. Wien the troops or their
dependents begin to neglect their sanitation responsibilities, the POI.AR team,
by example, persuasion, and other means initiate a canp cleanup camnaign. The A
detachment medic and counterpart have the overall r-woonsibility for insuring
proper camp sanitation at all tines. Det A-3b2, DCNG XOAI, has been holding
a monthly pickup (litter) day in their camp and in the neirhhoring hamlets.
The local district chief has been fully cooperative and has used his influence
with the populace to enforce this camnaign. Many cmps have a daily trash
recovery program which is supported by the troops ,nd enforced by the VNSF. In
Company A, the MEDCAP is more than just a medical onerntion. MEDCAP's are
conducted not only by the USASF and VNSF detachments medics, but also by
intelligence personnel, FOLWAR officers, and CIDG POLWAR teams. Det A-321,
BEN SOI, has continually acquired intelligence under the umbrella of a weekly
MEDCAP program to an isolated hamlet in their a'ea, RIUOC TAN (XT 037417).
Where there is a local civilian populace, most of the other detachments also
take advantage of the intelligence opportunities in MfDCAPs. Their success
varies from detachment to detachment.

(d) Motivation and Indoctrination. Since the initial training of the POTWAR
teams at Det A-301, our motivation and Indoctrination program has continued to
improve rapidly. The POLWAR tiam members were taught how to conduct rallies,
give speeches, plan skits, etc., durinrý the basic 4-week course; they are now
practicing what they learned at Oieir individual detachments. At many camps,
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the nightly novies are immediately followed by short motivation and indoctrination
classes. Company A is developing leaflets, tarei, and posters directed towards
the CIDG soldiers and their dependents, making then awaire o? their responsibilities
to the GIN. Ufe are preparing to implenent a sole i.r-of-the-month program and
various competitive sports programs to support our motivation and indoctrination.
program.

(e) Civic Action. The Civic Action project:, at most detachments are
restricted to those projects needed w•.thin the camos. These include such items
as dependent housing, latrines, schools, theaters, barber shops, reading rooms,
and FX facilities. These r'ro.ects contribute to%;ar'. the nrinar. PMUMAR objective
in III CTZ for 1968 of initiating an effective motivation and political indoctrin-
ation program for the CIDG and their dependents. At Det A-3A4, EIUARD, ar
outstanding theater/meeting hall has been built b7r the CIDG to be. used for M
viewing, movies, rallies and lectures. The POLIAR team at Det A-333, CHI LINH,
has completed about 30% of their civic action projects of building hardened
dependent housing, a school for their 100 school-age children, and a theater'
for TV viewing and movies. The response of the CIDG at this detachment is
outstanding since they are actually doing all the labor under the guidance of
the CIDG POLWAR Team and the engineering direction of a IZASF Y9 Team. Det A-342..

DONG XOAI, has completed a PX, club' meeting hall, barber shop (10$ VN for a
good haircut), dependent housing and a school. Dot A-301 ham finished one
building of its planned CIDG dependent housing and recently replaced the entrance
sign over the local CIDG cemetery. Det A-343, DUC PHONG, has built a club and
has partially completed a theater/meeting hall. Det A-341, BU DOP, has constructed
a small chapel using salvaged amro crates. Det A-331, LOC NIN{, recently
finished a tiled well in their dependent housing area and are renAiring this
housing as material becomes available. Det B-36, LONG HAI, recently provided
engineer and skilled labor assistance in response to a request from a -local
village chief who, though provided materials by CORDS, had no idea how to
constrct a needed village dispensary. During the FTX portion of the two C]]G'
FOVIAR team training courses the POUIAR trainees spent one week working on
civic action projects in the neighboring hamlets. These ',rojects included repair
of community buildings, re-digging the hamlet drainage ditches and generally
responding to reasonable requests for assistance from the villagers. This
project was very successful. The villagers, once they saw tVat the CIDG
actually were serious abonit these projects, cane out of their hores, helped in
the physical labor, and. even fed the CIDG POLWAR trainees their neon meals. In
return, when the CI]G trainees found that their labors were appreciated and
rewarded, they doubled their efforts.
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(5) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D). POL14AR teams continue with political
classes and dramatic performances for CSF troops. On 13 July, the Company POIIIAR
team departed for Detachment A-416 located at MY DIN II, where they spent three
days with the CSF and their dependents. Entertainment was provided for the troops
and their familes, as well as indoctrination classes. The POLUAR team also spent
considerable time with the camp POLWAR squad, giving them assistance oti future
planning. Visits to camps will continue at two each month.

(a) Psychological Operations (PSYOPS). Leaflets concerning the accomplish-
ments of the CSF and MSF were requested from the ).Oth PSYOP Bn for the purpose
of showing the friendly population exactly what the forces are capable of doing.
Wall newspaperboards were made by each PCLWAR squad to show accomplishments.

(b) Psychological Warfare (PSYWAR). The 10th PSYOP Bn has been furnishing
printed media for distribution in enemy held areas. Armed nropaganda teams have
conducted numerous missiors into OLAM, South of NUII COTO in C!AU DOC Province,
also in PHU NAUT Village, CIIAU DOC. Themes used 4or hostile population groups
range from information on the GVN to support provided for those loyal to GVN.

(c) Social Welfare. Dependent Housing projects are springing up in IV
Corps around camps, so dependents can be accormnodated. Health and sanitation
programs have been organized to assist the CSF denendents in imnrovinm their
living conditions.. CRS and CARE have contributed heavily to our progrwm of
caring for refugees as well as ýo CSF and their dependents.

(d) Motivation and IndoctrLiation. Victory celebrations are held following
each mission when CSF personnel perform exceptionably well. Group information
programs are conducted once or twice a week, using lesson plans provided by
higher headquarters. Subjects range from *your government and you" to "peace
conference info". Sports contests are a big part of teaching CSF personnel how
to work as a team. Various events, such as ping pong, volleyball and badminton,
are a part of the sports program*

(e) Civic Action. Nunerous self help projects are being conO.ucted through-
out Company D's TAOR. Projects indlude* bridge repair, hospital and schoo"
repair, building of schools, market places, and others.
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k. Personnel.

(1) Strength. Authorized and assigned strengths at the beginning and at the

close of the reporting period were as followsi

(a) Beginning of Period

C& wo EMi AGO

Authorizeds 691 24. 2765 3480

Assigneds 639 23 2729 3391

(b) Close of Periods

CT? Wo EM AGO

Authorizeds 691 24 2765 3480

A-signeds 723 25 2790 3538

(2) Replacements. During this quarter a total of 199 officers and 830 en-
listed replcements were received. During the same period, the losses were 11W
officers and 769 enlisted,

(3) Discipline.

(a) A total of 96 incidents were reported to the Provost Marshalts Office
during the reporting period, 45 less than last reporting period.

(b) Judicial punishment has increased over the last period.

General Court ,awtial 0

Special 0 4

Sumnary a 3 4

(c) NonJudicial punishment has decreased by five from the last period.

Art 15t ay 12

Jun 16

Jul 16
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(d) Tgal assistance was renev-ad to 110 *liants.

(a) Problems Lack of discipl]eary code-for to. At present no disciplinary
code or system exists for CIDG personnel which can be used to control them and
enforce orders. Without such a code, CIM3 personnel will continue to go AWOL
whenever they desire. In addition, military duties, such as guard, will continue
to be performed in a haphazard manner. In actual ;ractice some camps do impose
finesi however, tlwre is no authority for this and the fines are not uniform. It
has been suggested that a code of non-judicial -,unishment be set up to solve this
problem. After much study including several consultations with VNSF counterparts,
this command has decided that such a suggestion is impractical. There are many
different ethnic groups within the CIOM and epe1h group responds to different
kinds of punishment. For instance, striking a VietLamuse soldier may be effective
in some situations but under no circumstsucee shmldi this form-of discipline be
administered to a Montagnard. Against Chinese soldiers, fines are particularly
effective. Such differences would make it difficult to devise a workable uniform
code. Also, certain punishments are acceptable if meted out by certain cadre.
For example, a Montagnard soldier would accept confinement by an American or
another Montagnard but not by a member of tbe VNSF. Some punishments are diffi-
cult to put in writing, such as, the use of whot boxesO or filling knapeacks with
stones and making an individual crawl some distance. Any such code proposed by
the USASF would have to be acceptable to the VNSF. The latter have different
concey 3 of punishments from the USASF. There would be problems in reaching
agreement on a mutually aoceptable code. Finally, such a code would not be n
effective deterrent to desertion and comon crimes. Legally, the CIM' We civi-
lians and can quit at will. As for common crimes, the ClOG can only be punished
by civilian RVN authorities. A suggestion, however, has been made which could
solve this problem of discipline. A proposal is now before the Minister of Do-
fense of the Republic of South Vietnam which would recognise the CIDO as a part
of the RVN military establishment. The ClOG, therefore, would be subject to the
RVN code of military Justice and the jurisdiction of the military courts.

(4) M~r&L and Personnel Services. The oiavull morale of the 5th 3pscial Forces
Group could only be termd outstanding.

(a) Tabulation of Persomnel Visitirt R&R 1.1ve Centers.

PAV June JuMly

Hawaii 50 50 70

Austrailia 25 25 31

Tokyo 15 is 16

Taipei 20 20 2D
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Ban&kok 35 33 40

Manila 5 5 5
Kuala uIju&r 4 5 6

Penang 8 7 5

Sinpapore 6 6 21

Hong Kong 22

W&R allocations are increasing for 5th Special Forces Group, especialsr for the
more popular locationis Hawaii, Sydney, ind Bangkok. These increases wLU keep
pace with the higher assigned strength figures.

(b) Promotions, * muner of promotions.rose provortionately with assigned
personnel as a total of 251 enliuted pervonnel were promoted during the reporting
period.

(c) Reen2Ja ta and gxtm sa. The following figures reflected an untiring
ef~out by the Career Counselor and a healthy state of morale among 5th Grmp per-
sonm] J

Category Eligible Reenlisted Perce!

HA i'irst Term 30 16 53.33$

HA Career 92 87 96M

AUS 10 2 20.00%

Also, h8 RA personnel extended their ETS, and 7 AUS personnel accepted recall. to
active duty in USARV.

(d) Decorations Awarded.

Award MYJune Total

D8 1. 1 6

WFC 0 0 1 1

-4 26 33 20 76
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LM 3 7 lu 2D

SM 5 3 9 17

Bs v 96 88 64 248

S135 226 126 487

AM V 6 8 3 17

AM 158 87 2o 385

ACM V 16 32 38 86

AMSTotals

(a) Comba Badte..

Juns Total

CIB 1,32 102 209 L443

CMB 4 15 16 145

P8* 15 48 29 192

*(Purple Heart figures do not refls.:t those issued by hoepitals to SY persoml)

(f) •'n~lg #lvi as. The Oroup's chaplains made 231 vjaite to SB etachmuts
and *per,• a total of 215 days in the field anm 2t0 hours traveling by air. A
total of 3566 personal contacts, such as counselings and interviews, vers con-
ducted. Religious services held were as followas

WME3R ATTINDANCS
Catholic 1 4120

Protestant 64 1357

Ymmorial 26 1088

(g) Special Srvcee. The numbe- of, wiese shown at the arson Beret ?hcater and
attenaace figure are shown below. A better selection of film Votially, "counte
for the greater attendance in July.

C 3
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Month Films Showu Attendance

May 21. 938

June 20 5234

July 21 8111

Other Special Services facilities available for use at the SFOB include two hand-
ball courts, basketball court, k4rate room, wight lifting room, horseshoe pits, and
reading room. There is also an excellent Army beach locatbd close by and an out-
board motor runabout available for use by Special Forces personnel.

(5) Personnel Managemont.

(a) RequsitLons. The current group fesfiaition system is functioning well with
only minor problems being encountered. One problem existing in enlisted requi-
sitions is the monthly submission of a total group five digit enlisted I0S inven-
tory report. This requires time that could be better devoted to other tasks.
USARV has informed 5th Group that a machine print-out of the group enlisted author-
ised and assigned strengths is to be effected in the near future and the sub-
mission of an enlisted NOS inventory report will no longer be required.

(b) CnticalM16. At the present tiwd this headquarters has no critical NGS
shortages for WOE and TDA positions. However, personnel we needed and required
in certain positions in which there is no approved MTOE or TDA.

(a) Personol Infonation Roster (0IR). The PIR is sent out monthly (by the tenth
of eact month) and is due back to Group Personnel by the twenty-fifth of each
month. It contains information on authorized slots by grade, M0S, and Job title
and 'personnel filling the slot by name, SN, grade, PM40, SEDS, DCR, DC and re-
marks section. Problems encountered in the preparation, distribution, and use of
the ?•T information are due to the distance between subordinate units and Group
Headquarters and lack of transportation. It often takes seven to ten days for all.
the FIR's to reach their destination. Because it takes the same length of time
f or the material to get back to UPO, the companies have only a few days to work
on their FIRe Each compaW-size unit FIR has approximately 350 to 400 names to
be checked for all the data. With the companies' other work load, the time is in-
sufficient. The suspense date cannot be extended because the last PIFL is received
normally by the last of e&ch month. Our outgoing suspense date is the tenth of
the month. To meat that suspense date, the PIR's must be given to the typist no
later than the third day of each month. This involves five companies, a Head-
quarters Unit, and thirteen separate detachments. Approximately a week is needed
by UPO in order to verify the new FI's . Each month the FIR section performw an
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MOS Inventory from the FIR which provides infarmation on critical shortages and
upcoming losses within 90 days. This is broken down by company with a three
digit 14S breakdown for group. Invariably 20 to 60 EM and officers are not
accounted for. The FIR breakdown is balanced but when applied against Morning
Report entries it is found to be incorrect. It is not feasible to check every
FIR against each 201 File to determine where the remainder of personnel are
assigned because of time limitations. While this procedure is accomplished for
one company each month, the other companies"PIR's that have been previously
corrected are again in error. A method to verify each PIR quickly is being
sought. Then of course there are typographical errors. While mino, they are
still a problem to a truly accurate FIR. Typographical errors are seldom
caught and if the existing ones are not caught they continue from month to
month with new ones being added. In addition there is a problem of posting new
personnel to the FIR and the changes that occur due to promotion, Y4d Evac's,
KIA's and PCS's. They are handled to some degree of accuracy during the middle
of the month but not at the end of the month and the beginning of the new month.
Because of changing FIR's, the section is behind in posting for approximately
10 days. Companies are not utilizing manpower properly according to their FIR.
For example, 913's fill 05B slots and 12B's fill 11F slots. A "start from
scratch" FIR has been tried and still the companies shuffle their MOS's to have
E7's in E5 slots etc.. Some method is necessary to insure proper duty assign-
ment of' personnel and their being reported as excess if they can not fill a
vacancy. The Command Readir ,ss Team which is being initiated should alleviate
this problem. In su .ary, personnel management problems bread down into two main
groups, lack of time to properly prepare an accurate PIR each month and too few
methods of verifying the information on the existing FIR. The ideal solution would
be the introduction of automatic data processing.

(6) Civilian Employees.

(a) Strength. The last quarter of fiscal year 1968 saw a reduction in-ciVilian
personnel of 55 employees. The last quarter started with a total of 3670 civil-
ians and ended with a total of 3615. The low for the quarter occurred in May
with a total of 3599 personnel.

(b) Recruitment. Recruitment is encouraged in the vicinity of detachments
throughout tk'- Republic of Vietnam when position vacancies are anticipated and
funds/positi authorizations are available. Preference in selection is given tos
current employees who are qualified and are subject to reduction in force, dis-
abled CIDG veterans and widows of deceased CIDO veterans if qualified, and former
employees who have applied for reemployment after release from military service
with honorable discharges. Local recruitment requires the detachment to locate
applicants gho appear to possess necessary qualifications for the particular
vacancy, to submit to their "C" Detachment the required forms necessary to obtain
the appropriate security clearance from the local military security service detach-
ment, and 'to provide the applicant with a physical examination which will be made a
part of hfs records. CONFIDENTIAL
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(c) ,PL. Civilians are paid from CIDG Funds in accordance with the pay grades
authorized in the US Forces Ulassification manual, Vietnam. Individuals who
qualify may also receive a family allowance, combat pay, and language differen-
tial pay. Newly hired employees are hired at ore grade below that authorized
for the position for a period of thirty days. Satisfactory completion of this
temporary ap-)ointmont will warrant promotion to the authorized pay grade. Em-
ployees cannot be ratted highar than the authorized pay scale for the position
they occupy.

(7) 1 Corps Tactical Zone (Comparn C).

(a) Morale and Personnel Services. Morale within this organization ramains at
A high Level. it has oeen cugsomary to rotate personnel after serving on A De-
tachment sites for six months to the C Detachment. This policy is adhered to as
much as the tactical and replacement situation permits. Requests for R & R and
leave are processed and honored to the maximum practical extent. During the re-
porting, Period 57 persons were afforded R & R to approved leave centers. This
unit has two helicopters with crews attached for duty at all times. This affords
a regular pick-up and dissemination seriice for mail on almost a daily basis. A
representative of each staff section is encouraged to visit each A Detachment at
least once each two weeks. Special Services equipment is requisitioned directly
from the supporting Special Services activity in this area. Support to date has
been excellent. This unit also maintains a close relationship with the local
USO and regularly receives paperbound books, playing cards, cigarettes, and food
packages for distribution to members of the unit.

(b) Personnel Manament. There have been no serious management problems al-
though there has boon a large turnover of key personnel within the reporting per-
iod. The activation of Dot B-16 with two new subordinate A Detachments has
created s5'... personnel shortages, however, they are being filled as replacements
become available. Retraining of current assets has assisted in this area.
Emphasis is also placed upon the identification and elimination of personnel de-
ternined to be unqual~lied or inefficient in their assigned duties, or who are
habitual offenders of proper morals and discipline principles. It is felt that
theAr ct-ntlnuad assignment to a unit working so closely with host-country person-
nel is not in the best interests of current U.S. objectives in Vietnam.

(c) civilian 4 _e' This unit employs a total of 333 civilian employees.
£flese civj.i.!ns are uTi.Lized in various administrative, mechanical, medical and
logistirml rý ,itions. Civilians are- also employed as combat interpreters and
inter-,.e,,. ,. slators. Applicants are interviewed by the civilian personnel
,'ffi,. - ,., ' supervisor of the section for which they are seeking employ-
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(8) II Corps Tactical Zone (CompanY B).

(a) Morale and Personnel Services. Postal service is excellent with mail be-
ing delivered at least three times a week to the A sites and daily to the B and C
detachments. Special Services are adequate, although the Officer Club facility
is small and no library exists in the unit at present. Finally, religious ser-
vices are held once a week at the C detachment and B detachments and at least once
a month at each A camp.

(b) Personnel Management. In the next 60 days 46 EM will be lost. Over half
of these will be in operations IlS's. Eight will be in medical MOS's. There is A
need for cooks in one detachment and the C detachment. In the next 30 days 71L's

(gdmin Supv E6, E5, and below) will be a major problem. A minimum of eight
supply personnel are required to maintain just the present capacity for the FSP
at C-2 and at B-23.

(c) Civilian Employees. uompany B utilizes 289 appropriated fund employees.
The MF (-) employs 92 people. Two of the B detachments have approximataly t5
people each while B-23 employs 116 civilians. Each of the 24 A detachments has
about 25 employees. Employees are utilized by all staff sections as interpreters,
skilled laborers, technicians, and administrative personnel. Approxi:nat'1.y 100
non-appropriated and appropriated fund employees are hired through local c-'4 ln
personnel offices. A special attempt is made to hire dependents of decm.-ýd ;'2Ii
or disabled CIDG. All employees are organized and managed under the unit fi lns
officer. He supervises their pay, whether from the CIDG ,nnropriated fund or I ho
non-appropriated moss funds.

(9) Il1 Corps Tactical Zone (Company A).

(a) General. The health records for assigned and attached personnel to Com-
pany A were transferred from Group Headquarters to Bien Hoa. Many advantages wi.
result from this change. Records will be posted on a much more accurate and
timely basis. They will be available for local reference during treatment. Phy-
icals can be conducted at unit level. Health record will now accompany the re-
mains of all personnel killed in action whereas in the past, they were mailed at
a later date. The personnel and finance records for the LRRP (Long Range Recen-
naissance Patrol) personnel attached to the 36th IWFC were transferred from
Group Headquarters to their parent units (lot Infantry Division, 25th Infantry
Division, llth Ar-iored Cavalry Reginent, II Field Force Vietnam, 199th Light In-
fantriy Brigade, and 9th Infantry Division). The basic reason behind the tranmMf.
was to ioprove personnel actions, reassign-ent actions, finance support, and
casualty reporting. The current procedures for the ship'ent of personal pryn-,
for personnel who are medically evacuated to hospitals outside the Republj- of
Vietnam were altered. A survey of 17 cases showed that it took an average or
days from the date of reassigrnment order until the )aperwork was processak3
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the property shipped. In most cases the individual was in the hospital about 12
days from the date of the WIA to the date of the order. Thus the property often
arrived after the individual left the hospital either for CONUS or return to RVN.
To correct this situation, reassignment orders are now picked up early rather
than waiting for then through channels. Also if the individual has very little
property, his belongings are delivered to the hospital before he is medically
evacuated so he can hand carry them. On 12 June, an S1 conference was held to
orient all subordinate level Sl's on personnel and administrative policies. Gen-
erally, adjutants of B..detachments are not experienced in administration. In-
struction on over 100 personnel subjects and procedures was given.

(b) Morale xd Personnel Services. -Actia•ns were taken with let logistical Cook-
mand Spabli I6*ei" to*obtAin six unit libraries for issue tO each B -detachmant and
the C detachment. Each library will have between 300 and 400 books. Each detach-
runt has constructed a library area at its location. Special Services athletic
equipment is being obtained for the A and B detachments. Although the equipment
has not been received, all administrative action has been completed. Company A
headquarters hUi built basketball, vollesball, and tennis courts. As a result of
MIF battalions operating separately, a mail delivery problem was created. To
dissolve the problem, the casualty line numbers were used to break down mail by
1WF unit location for direct delivery by helicopter. Mail is delivered almost
once a day to B detachments. Mail delivery time from CONUS to the remote A detach-
menta averages eight or nine days.

(c) Civilian Person, nel. Civilian personnel employed by Company A and subordinate
detachments numoer almost 460 to include 2h5 workers performing administrative and
logistical services at the company headquarters and almost 215 supporting combat
operations at A and B detachments. Employees are recruited by Compaw A, CPO,
from the Dien Hoa and Saigon areas. Applicants for employment must lindergo a
series of tests administered by the CPO. Once the applicant is found to be techni-
cally qualified, he then fills out two application form: a personnel question-
naire and a sponsor statement. Using these forms a VMF Security Officer investi-
gates the applicant. The employees only start working upon completion of the
security investigation. Employees are assigned to sections or detachments de-
pending on job vacancies within the authorized uivilian table of distribution.
The CPO pays and manages civilian employees in accordance with the 5th SFGA Reg
690-1.

(10) IV Corps Tactical Zone (Compan D).

(a) Aorala and Personnel Services. Mail goes to each detachment a minimum of
three times a week with continued effort to utilise al available aircralt for
this purpose. The unit fund sponsored one party, sending beer and food stuffs to
each A detachment. Twelve to fifteen movies are sent to each detachment monthly.
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Personnel on detachments ca utilize the recreational facilities at Can Tho on
visits to this area. These facilities include tennis courts and a swimming
pool at the MACV compound, the USO establishment, local chapels, and the Det
C-4 club.

(b) Personnel Managemnt. The only problem encountered is nonpublication and
late receip of orders for permanent change of station and separation from the
service. Several cases occurred where individuals had to report to Group for
scheduled DROS without orders.
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(I) Medical.

(1) USASF Medical Care. The number and dispersed location of 5th
Sfr (Abn) personnel make it virtually impossible for one dentist to
provide adequate care for all of Special Forces in Vietnam. As a result
of conversations between the Group Dental Surgeon and Major General
Robert Shira, Chief of the Army Dental Service, steps have been taken
to obtain another dentist for Special Forces in Vietnam as authorized
in our MTOE.

,(2) CIDG Medical Care. Due to a chronic shortage of SF qualified
ancillary med-ca.J. personnel, both the Special Forces and the Airborne
requirements have been dropped for 91S, 91P, 71J, 92B, and 913 personnel.

(3) Veterinary Medicine. Due to the large area covered by Special
Forces and the great need for veterinary support, the veterinarian
assigned to Group cannot do the required job. This situation has been
discussed with the Chief Veterinarian in Vietnam at U'3ARV Headquarters.
As a result, an additional' veterinarian will be assigned to the 5th SFQI
in September 1968.

(4) Medical S4uplies. In May 1968, Special Forces was cut off from
drawing midical supplies through the 32nd Medical Depot. While investi-
gating the problem we found that Special Forces can receive better medical support
by ordering all supplies from Ckinawa and shipping directly from Nha Trang.
As a result Special Forces A,B, and C detachments draw medical supplies
from the SFOB and close control is exercised over all requisitions.

(5) Tfrainin.g During the second qrarter of 1968 Special Forces
personnel at A,B, and C detachment levels trained a total of 442 CIDG
aiumen, 172 indigenous nurses, and one advanced dental technician.

(6) I Corps Tactical Zone (Comp•ny C) .

(a) Medical-Care. USASF personnel receive emergenvy care, first aid
treatment and prlmarr diagnosis at the Company C dispensary. When hosp-
italization is required USASF personnel are admitted to Army or Navy
hospitals in I corps. The company C CIDG hospital serves the medical
needs of tle CIDG and MSF in I CTZ. The capabilities of this hospital
are adquate except for major surgical procedures. Army, Nary, and German
hospital ship facilities fill requirements 'or major surgery and their
cooperation has been outstanding in this area.
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(b) Problems. Some personnel- are unnecessarily evacuated from the
field for minorwounds and illness, however, this problem is being
resolved by closer cooperation between USASF and VNSF medics in the fiel4.
Another problem is that VNSF counterpart doctor obstinately refuses to
cooperate in the care of CIDG patients. The CIID hospital has adequate
space and personnel for all CIDG patients in I Corps. The VNSP doctor
has offered no assistance at this hospital for the past three months.
Discussions with our c unterpart lead to agreement that all CIDG patients
should be treated at this site and that he would join the staff as phys-
ician and assist in patient care. So far, ccoperation from the VNSF
has been withheld in efforts to get CIDG patients transferred from Dui
Tan hospital and the VNSF dispensary. In ma':y instances these two
facilities provide unsatisfactory care and are havens for malingerers.
A solution to this problem is not obvious at present; however efforts
toward an understanding will continue.

(c) Trainin In June, thirty five indigenous nurses =nd medics
received the basc six week course. Thirty one of the thirty five students
passed the examinations, The four that failed were Montagnerds who had
difficulty with the language; howe'er, because they showed ouvious
enthusiasm and interest, they were provisionally passed to obtain full
qralification after OJT. Thirty three are employed at A sites and two
at this location. A new class is programmed for September.

(d) MEDCAPS. Previously no supplies have ben received specifically
for MEDCAFT' ew channel evidently has just opened via the Lne4 o4ical
Command and this will be exrloredfor obtaining supplie. WDCAPS have
utilized our regular supplies in the past. When'supplies become available
A team., can expand their programs. The hospital, at present, has personnel
to initiate a MEDCAF' team to supplement A team efforts.

(7) II Corps Tactical Zone. (Company B)

(P) Medical Care. The medical and dental records of USASF personnel
in B Compa y have been transferred from the SFOB to the C'LLO Hospital.
Cooperation ii th the 71st Evacuation Hospital has continued in dental and
medical specialties for USASF personnel.

(b) Veterinary Medicine. A plan has been developed to irmunise
do-s in the detachment areas with rabies V*c -ine.

(c) Medical supply has been the most severe problem area at the CIDG
Hospital in recent moths. For example, 6n 27 July 68, the ^IDG Hospital
was completely out of such essential items as Ringers Lactate and 5%
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Dextroeo/Aater (intreavenous fluids), adhesive tape 4 inch wee bandages,
4s inch cast plaster, and intravenous cathet'ers* Supply levels of disposable,
needles, disposable syringes,, blood ertipient sets, penicillin, and
chloroamphenual were critically low. Fortunately, the 71st Evacuation did
assist the CIDG Hospital to sme extent, but it is quite embarrassing
when a hospital has to ask another, hospital for such basic medical items
as those mentioned above. In fact, medical supplies reached swh a low
ebb that several patients had to be transferred to other hospitals in the
area. It is hoped that the. procurement of medical supplies frm (inwa through
the SFOB will prevent this problem from recuTing.

(d) Training. The CIDO Hospital completed a ten week basic medic
course, jo 1 Fontagnards and Vietnamese from II Corps. The course con-
sisted of didactic instruction and on the job training by Special Forces
medics, physicians, nurses, and laboratory technicians from CI3 Hosp-
ital with cooperation from personnel at the 81st Evacuation Hospital.
Experience has shown that an intermediata course following the basic
course is necessary if the student is to acquire any adeptness as a medic..
This program is being worked on at the present time and consists of more
on the job training than the primary course. Nurses from the 71st 9vacuation
Hospital were invited to tour the CIDO Hospital. As a result a number
volunteered to spend their free time workinC at the hospital not ony
in patient care but in teaching the indigenous personnel nursing and
sterile techniques. The two Montagnard medics workirg at the CIDG Hospital
were selected by the surgeon because of their basic intelligence'and their
aptitude for medicine. They accompany on daily rounds, asjist in oper-
ations and complete assigrnments in basic science and medical textbooks.
The projected plan is to tutor them and others of their caliber over a
period of years until they have attained a comparable level with that of
a Vietnamese doctor.

(e) MEDCAPS. Several MMDCAPS were conducted by the C Detachment in
the past UMTnree nths. Experience has shown that, except for the civic
action and propaganda value, MEDCAPS are a waste of manpower and are
impractical from a medical point of view. Statistics are being compiled
but most of the patients cannot be treated because of inadequate medical
facilities and the need for frequent follow up over 'prolonced periods.
Sufficient amounts of drugs to cure the illnesses cannot be given because
of fear of overdoses or because the drugs need to be maniforced for
possible toxicity and side effects. ?fDCAPS could be equipped with mobile
laboratory facilities or even portable X-ray units. Unfortunately, this
seems unfeasible. Arrangements could be made to medevac patients
requiring hospital care. This is also impractical because most of the
people are unwilling to leave their villares to come to the hospital.
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Therefore at the present time, IEDCAPS are of little value in serving
the medical needs of the indigenous population. Time would be better
utilized if one of the more intelligent natives (male c female) were
trained as a medic and returned to his village.

(8) I11 Corps Tactical Zone. (Company A).

(a) USASF Medical Care. Basic medical care is given to USASY personmel
4t the CliD hospital, including routine sick call and imiunization. Where
more advanced care is required, USASF rersonnel are sent to either the 93rd
Ev-cuation or the 24th Evacuation Hospitals in Long Binh. Emergency
dený,al work is done at the 93rd Zvacuation Hospital. Most non emer-
gency work is sent to the Group Dental Officer at Wha Trang.

(b) CIDm Care. The CIDG Hospital is composed of two 40 bed wards,
two operating rooms, a combination laboratory and X-ray facility, mess
hall and supporting activities. It handles emergen-ies, definitive,
and surgical patients. Ninety percent of all treatment is surgical in
nature. The staff handles between 30 and 50 cases a month, and an
average of 150 minor procedures which include DPO's (delayed Xrimary closure)
The hospital has an average of 80 patients per day under treatment.
The convalescent center at Long Binh will be able to handle patients
in another week or so. With the addition of a capable medical staff
whose only function will be convalescent work, it is expected that the
many long term care patients will recover much quicker than at present.
The hospital has a preventive medicine specialist and the Preventive
16dicine Program is formalized as a separate section. More of the
ipecialized techniques and equipment are being brought into use.
Inspections and visits to the camps in III Corps further expanding
the Preventive Medicine rProgram to the lowest levels of cormand where
it will be most effective. At present, we have no serious preventive
medicine problems in III Corps.

(c) Veterinary Medicine. At present we have no veterinary medicine
problems at Company A. There have been no significant diseases, epidemics,
or veterinary immunization problems.

(d) Medical Supplies. The medical operations for the CI0D Hospital,
B, and A detachments are a responsibility of the S4 section. This includes
all phases of command, supervision, and support. In the past, the only
problem was the long t.1i tn A-vq or more) required to train the medical
supply replacement. Training was needed since medical supply Speeealists were
hard to get and the position was usually filled with a 91BhS. Company A
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is now fortunate to have a genuine medical supply specialist. In
general the supply situation has been more than adequate and operations
will continue to improve when moved into the new building.

(e) Trainin. The training of the VNSF at the CIDG Hospital is the
principal traininC program in effect. At present there is one IMSF surgeon
and 14 NCO medics. They are being trained in both the medical and ad-
ministrative aspects of hospital operations. Much emphasis has been
placed upon improving the working relationship with the VNSV medic
counterparts. Joint US;,SF/VNSF were instituted and they have been very
helpful. The VNSF are now doing a greater volume of work, and much of
it is more advanced than before. Also there are more joint medlas.
activities.

(f) Miscellaneous. The hospital is expected to start a general "face
lifting" to include'modeliug the surgeon's office,wardm, latrine,
X-ray and laboratory facilities.

(8) rV Corps Tactical Zone (Company D),

(a) USASF Medical care. A and B detachment personnel requiring
medical or dental treatment'are sent to oeompany D on the f .rst available
aircraft. rersonnel wounded on operations are immediately evacuated
to the 3rd Surgical Hospital (Dong Tam). The Cpmpany D smrgeon holds
sick call daily. He is on call 24 howns a day to treat US&SF personnel
on an emergency basis. Patients that require special treatment am
placed in medical evacuation channels. Personnel requiring dental treat-
ment are treated by either the Dental Surgeon from 5th SF Op when he makes
his rounds of the Camps or at the 13th Aviation Battalion Dispeneary.

(b) CIDG Medical Care. During the reporting period the Company
D medical section treated 1700 CIM patients and 3150 dependants/
civilians. USASF medical personnel at the A detachments treated a total
of 23,307 CIDC patients and 22,998 dependents/civilians. A total of
1303 persons received inoculations. The preventive medicliw program is
concentrating; on preparing for the forthcoming flood' season. All person-
nel are receiving cholera and plague innocul*.ional areas are being rat-
proofed and water supplies are being checked to insure against centamination.
A Letter of Instruction is being prepared by cImrny D to outline the
responsibilities of camp personnel.

(c) Hospital r!rcrram. On 13 Juzae 1968 Coinpay D opened a 16 bed
disrensary for the treatment of CIBA/USAS? personnel. CIO persoinel
formerly could only be treated at ARVW/Civilian hospitals. The clinic
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Licludes a doctor's office, treatment room, laboratory, shower/toilet
and a 16 bed ward.

(d) Veterina Medicine. There are no probbem areas in IV Corps.
USASF medic personnel treat an occasional pig, cow, or other animal for
worms or pneumonia. All dogs that are pets of members of the various
camps have been treated for worm infestation and have received rabies'
innoculations.

(e) Medical Supply. Mbdical supply to IV Carps is generally
good. The folowing items, however are in short supply: Procaine
Pennicillin, l,5O0,,OOC units. Insecticide, spray, aerosol. Tetracycline,
250 mgm tablets. Bicillin, 1,200,000 units. Surgical tape, 3 inch.
Sponge, gua7e, surgical, 2X2,s. Myoolog cream.

(f) Training. Th, Company 0 medical section has outlined a program
of instruction where indigenous personnel employed at the various A teams
receive a course in laboratory procedures. Only 2 students receive
instruction at one time. This insures that the student receives person-
alised instruction. The instructor is Vietnamese so there is no language
problem.

"(g) MEDCAPS. All USASF medical personnel at A detachment Jevel
are contiir c•onducting medical patrols within their Area of Operations.
Many of these patrols are in conjunction vth combat operations. Company
D/V7SF C-4 conducted 3 MEDCAPS in the surrounding CAN THO Area. These
patrols are conducted in conjunction with the CA section. A total of
1138 patients were treated. Short supply of items in pwrgraph e. (4)
above have restricted the number of MEDCAPS.
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(1) Operations. During the reporting period all means of €ommmication
utilized within 5th SF Gp continued to operate at a high level of efficiracy.

(2) Training. A number of personnel assigned to the 5th SFGA in the 05B
MCS do not yet have the necessary proficiency to be a Speci&l Forces Radio
Operator. A communications orientation course has been estaMlished for them.
This course, consisting of 44 hours of instruction, has proven adequate to
insure that Radio Operators are proficient in Continuous Wave (CW) operations
and familiar with the communications equipment utilized in the 5th SPAL.

(3) New Concepts/Equipment.

(a) The Robins Model 671/0 71 foot crank-up tower is being utilized to
extend the FM capabilities between A and B detachments. Prior to this, there
existed a definite problem with FM communications between the B detachment and
its subordinate A detachments. The use of conventional relays or retransmission
facilities on the highest possible terrain features was unsuccessful in most
cases because of the difficulty of securing and protecting these suitable sites
for an extended period of time.

(b) The TSC-26 radio now installed in Co E (Signal) has not caused any
major technical problems which would require the presence of the two cIvilian
technical representatives originally assigned. Furthermore, Co E now has an
NCO who is technically qualified to repair this radio ant? the two civilian
representatives have been returned to ECOM contrcl. In the event that *in-
house" resources and personnel capabilities can not meet maintenance requirements
in the future, civilian technical representatives will be requested on a TDT
basis.

(4) I Corps Tactical Zone (C Company).

(a) Operations. Teletype operations (both RATT and TROPO) and the SSB
nets (both C7 and voice) are definitely the work-horses of the company. Twenty-
four hour corunications are maintained with higher headq-2arters on secre
teletype and with all subordinate camps on SSB. This capability provides aS
operation which is one of the most -reliable and effective in Vietnam. PM
communications are somewhat of a problem due to the fact that C CORpny does
not have direct communications with all camps. Memsages can be relayed to the
more distant camps but this system, though adequate 4s not desirable.

COMFIn F~ T I I_.
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(b) Training. Company C training provides specific instructinn in all
phases of radio operations. All instruction and training is OJT and has resul+-ed
in each man being proficient in any phase of compahy communications to include
base-station radio and A detachment radio operAtions.

(c) New Concents/Equipment. The new FP4 secure eimipment will arrive shortly
and will be evaluated diurinR the next quarter.

(5) II Corps Tactical Zone (B Company).

(a) Operations. The establishment of a tronospheric scatter circuit to
QUI NHON has greatly enhanced telecommunication to B-2'. A cirnuit tr IFFOR3V
has been established between S3, Co B and G3, IFFORCEV. It enables the opirations
sections to coordinate via secure communications. Equipment for the establish-
ment of the S3 circuit was not available at the time of circuit activation.
This problem was resolved by acquiring equipment on loan from the 54th Signal
Battalion. The efficiency of all means of communications within Co B is reliable
with the exception of two radio teletype circuts. These two circuits are due
for conversion to tropospheric scatter.

(b) New "oncepts uipment. An attempt was made to raise a balloon (Little
Joe Project with radio relay equipment attached. The balloon burst before an
adequate test could be conducted..

(6) II Corps Tactical Zone (A Company).

(a) O. CompanyA headquarters terminates two VHF teletype circuits,
one from fe-t-.33, HON QUAN, and one from DMt B-34, SO B PE. This is an
excellent means of providing teletype communications, however, the circuit
to HWN QUAN is of low quality and causes periodic problems in communications.
Conversely, the SGIG BE circuity ir of excellent ouality and provides a highly
reliable communications link. Requests have been submitted to USARV for additional
VHF circuits to Det B-32 and Det B-36. All operational B-detanhments and tht
36th K'MFC subordinate to Company A have radio teletype communications capability.
In the case of detachments B-33 and B-34,. this capabilit7 in nrimari.ly a backup
if their VHF circuits become in-operative. Radio teletyne is normally a reliable
means of communications; however, this reliability varies with changes in weather,
time of day and yearly selsons. It is also highly denendent upon the operator's
knowledge of radio theory ind radio wave propagation. For these reasons VHF
teletype is a much more desirable means of communications. SSB voice radio,
AN/FRC-93, provides the Commander's Radio Net to all detachments subordinate to
Company A. All B-detachments and the 36th MSFC monitor this net 24 hours a day
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while all A detachments enter the net upon request. A large volume of traffic
is passed on this net in the form of phone patches between Company A and
subordinate detachments. An average of sixty patches are effected daily with
the majority originatinr within the Company A Staff. As a result, the volume
of traffic transmitted over teletype means is greatly reduced. In addition to
phone patches, SSB voice is use(! 'or coordination of telety-e as well as a backup.
Special Forces in III CTZ are extremely fortunate since the terrain aermits
R. communications far in excess of the planning ranre for FM radios. It is not
unusual to communicate ovrir 100 kilcmeters with FV equinm-nt. In addition, NUI
BA DEN Mountain, the highest terrain in III CTZ, nrovides an excellent radio
relay site that has -roven vital to operations. Through this relay, any Special
Forces team in III CTZ cnn communicate with any othir. With the addition of
speech security equipment, the role of FM will be even rreater.

(b) 'Trainin. Company A has been exneriencing a critical shortage of
trained radio and radio teletvne operators. To offset this, both on-the-job and
crosb-training irogrAms have been initiated at the Company and B team level.

(c) New Concepts/Enuipment. The MSS of the 36th MSFC mist have a radio
teletype cnpability when denloyed. In the n-st this canability was proided by
an Ali/tRC-26D teletype van. As this vnn was quite large, mc•ment was a nroblem
every time a new K455 was established. To allev4 rte this nroblem, a modified
version of the AN/ARC-26D was obtained. TVe latter was mounted in a much smaller
van with wheels. This new van can easily be air lifted by heliAopter or C-123
aircraft while the wheels allow it to be towed for short iistances. It can be
positioned at an exact selected site within the MSS. This van has been used on
several operations and has p~mm itself superior 4o the nrevious system. Airboat
communications posed another problem. Company A is required to nrovide FM
communications for the airboat platoon$ located at Det A-30, TRA CU. After
extensive experimentation a satisfactory communications system was developed for
the airboats. This system consists of a RT-5S05/PRC-25 radio, a specially
fabricated mount, a waterproofed Air Force noise suppressor headset with
microphone (modified to fit an AN/PRC-25), a long wire antenna system, and
extra long connecting cables with a push button type switch to activate the
microphone. This system was installed in an airboat and tests were conducted
under full throttle conditions. From the runner's position radio contact was
established from the boat to Det B-35 approximately 20 kilometers away.
From the driver's position, contact could be established &. 3/4 engine speed.
Mounts and antennas have been installed in all airboats thereby permitting
radios to be interchanged between boats with little lons of time. Another
significant improvement in Comnany A communications was achieved since sneech
security equipment for FM radios has been obtained in suf'icient quantity to
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provide secure voice circuits between all detachments. This equipment is of two
types, the C-8/.rSEC and the KY-38/ISEC. A secure voice circuit has been installed
between the company A TOC and II FFORCEV using the AN/VRC.46 radio and a KY-8/TSEC
cipher device. By early August, all B detachments and the NUI BA LEN relay will
have secure FM voice circuits, using the KY-8/TSEC and terminating at Company A.
These secure circuits will provide a more expeditious backup mnans for teletype.
All operational A-detachments will receive the KY-38/TSEC but this requires use
of Radio Set AN/PRC-77. This radio set is similar to the AN/PRC-25 but is
adapted for use with the KY-38/TSEC. Headquarters, 5th SFGA, presently has 500
of these radios on order and until their arrival, the KY-38/TSEC cannot be placed
in operation. The reliability of this equipment is yet to be determined.

(d) Miscellaneous. The importance of land line (telephone) communciations
(both internal and outgoing) cannot be overstressed. At the beginning of the
rainy season, approximately 5a% of the dial system was rendered inoperative.
To prevent this from reoccurring, several steps were taken. All old internal
telephone cablos, mostly 1D-1 wire lines, were replmced with 26 pair calbee. The
dial system phones were repaired and alternate cables were installed between
Company Headquarters personnel (to include two hot lines) and, at the same ;ime,
provide spare lines to prevent lengthy telephone outage.

(7) IV Corps Tactical Zone (D Compaa).

(a) Operations. During the period I May through 31 July 1968, Cotnany D
communications center processed 3,401 inconinF. And 4,155 outjoing nessases.
Cmmunications center operations continued to be hampered •'v a shortage of
personnel. The signal maintenance facility began the renOrtine period -Ith a
backlog of 235 deadlined items. During the repr tinr neriod the ipnal
maintenance facility received 431 items for repair. 411 were re,.,ired and
returned to the detachments. 11 were deadlined for parts, ?l were evacuated
for higher echelon maintenance and none were awaiting evacuation at the end
of the reporting period. 211 were carried forward as deadlined. Completion
of a signal warehouse allowed the signal maintenance shop to expand its office
space. This expansion coupled with the addition of a signal parts clerk has
allowed closer supervision of the maintenance flow. As a result the signal
maintenance facility is able to pinpoint its problem area" and resolve them,
giving a more efficient maintenance flow. During the month of May. all single
sideband radio nets within Company D were monitored by the 101st Roadio *easarch
Company. A total of 31,557 transmissions were monitored 'nd four security
violations were discovered. Three types of practice dangeronis to transmission
security were also uncovered. In the month of July, Company D and all its
subordinate detachments FM radio nets were monitored by the 101st R-dio Reap•rch
Company, using a mobile station located at MOC HOA and an airborne monitoring
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station, No security violations or practices dangerous to transmission security
were detected. Also, in the month of July, Company D, B-41, and B-03 underwent
an inspection of their respective Crypto facilities by a team headed by the Group
Crypto custodian. No security violationq were found. Discrepancies in paperwork
were corrected on the spot.

(b) Training. All detachments have been directed to make all contacts on
the Group Emergency Net using the AN/XRC-109 radio set. While not the primnry
Special Forces radio in Vietnam, this radio is still the orimary means of
communication for Special Forces units in general. It is felt that the use of
this radio for emergency contacts will allow Special Forces radio operntors to
maintain proficiency in use of this set.

(c) New Conce tsa uipment. Due to atmospheric conditions durinp the rainy
season, RTT reception became poor in late morning and afternoon hours. This
resulted in SITREPS and IS14S being late in reaching their respective staff
sections. The deadline for the SITREP and ISUM -ras changed from 1500 to 1200.
This resulted in these reports being transmitted in the early moring. It can be
seen that this present deadline will have to be adjustad as the seasons of the
year and the corresponding atmospheric conditions change. The 5xd Signal Bn
camplated construction of a VHF RTT system to MOC HOA and CHAU DOC. This system
if for the use of MACV teams at these locations, removing MACV traffic from
Special Forces RTT nets.

(d) Miscellaneous. In many cases, submission of requisitions for signal
spare parts through normal supply channels resulted in delays in getting these
parts due to misrouted or lost requisitions. Coordination was made with Group
Headquarters to deliver spare parts directly from the Company D Signal Maintenance
facility to the Group Signal Warehouse. Results of this chanre have shown up in
the significant reduction of items deadlined for parts. Detachments were turning
in deadlined signal items to the Signal Maintenance facility in batches of 10 -
15 radios at one time. This was causing an unnecessary workload on the signal
maintenance facility, resulting in excessive downtime of dnadlined signal items.
A progrA was instituted to get all deadlined signal items turned in for repair
as soon as possible after they werd deadlined. Iinediate result of this program
was an unusually large backlog of deadlined signal items. However, as this
backlog was reduced, the downtime of deadlined signal items was correspondingly
reduced.
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n. Comptroller.

(1) Appropriated fund management.

(a) There has been considerable activity durinp July towards establishing
program managers within the primary staff for the in-country portion of the
Op3rations and Maintenance funding programs. Each apnlicable staff section is
to be assigned responsibility for the cost cell falling within its responsibility
cf operations. Cost ceilings will be provided on a quarterly basis. Comptroller
will furnish expenditure data so that progress can be measured against program
levels. In addition, the expenditures made for each program within a Company
will be reduced to expenditures per 100 CIDG soldiers. This will permit
comparison of Companies in terms of relative performance as well as total
expenditures, and will allow the Commander to objectively determine the effective-
ness of each C Detachment Commander to utilize resources.

(b) There has also been considerable effort to establish controls over the
PEM obligation authority. The primary difficulty lies in the fact that an
effective, responsive, and timely cost system is not in effect. Obligation
Authority consists of Ammunition--65%, and long lead time mission essential
equipment--35%. There is no problem in administrative control of the long lead
time mission essential equipment because all requisitions are tightly controlled
by the 5th SFGA and obligations are recorded at the time the requisitions pass
through the United States Counter Insurgency Office in Okinawa. There is a
problem in administratim and operational control of the ammimition Dortion of
the obligation authority because nearly all issues of ammunition are made by
Ist Log Cad in Vietnam to elenents of the 5th SFOA scattered throughout the RVIN.
ist Log Cmd does not currently have an effective method for docimentin-r and
costing these ammunition issues to 5th SFMA. This may be due in large part to
the fact that the 5th Op is but one of many customers within a principally free
issue amnunition system. It miriht be advisable to consider placing 5th SFOA on
i nond-reimburseable basis for issue of ammunition made by lst Log Cmd. The
p. imary disadvantage to this proposal is that it would eliminate financial
management control for ammunition from the Farasol Switchback funding s"tem.
Another disadvantage to consider is the effect free issue of ammunition to the
5th 3p would have on priority. The Group does not operate under a TOE or TA as
do the conventional units in TrN. Whether or not wunition issues are made
without regard to financial managemont controls, one thing is obvious, and that
is, that there still must be some means of timely and accurately reporting
amnmition issues to the C.A. 5th SFMA, in order to manage resources. Program
Directors for portions of the PEMA resources could also be established with a
more responsive cost accounting or resource utilisation rate accounting system.
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(c) There has also been considerabld adtivity in establiqhin- controls over
the Materials Category of the Operations and Maintenance Obligation Authority.
As with the control of the ammuniti -,n portion of the PDLA Obligation Authority,
the primary difficulty lies in the fact that an effective, responsive, and timely
segmented cost system is not in effect. About 25 million dollars of a 40 million
dollar a year C(A Material Category. funding program of snrpplies is issued by the
1st Log Cmd in RVN to the 5th SFGA. The remaining 15 million dollars is used to
obtain supplies or to let contracts throigh the U.S. Army Counterinsurgency Office
in Odinawa. Once again, as with the PEmA Obligation Authority, there is no
problem in administrative control of the pdtion of the Material Category OMA
allotment for supplies and contracts obtained or let through the CIO supply
office. There are some problems experienced br the Grou!, in receiving cost data
by diminutive cost cells for management and control purposes. There is a problem
in administrative and operational control of the incountrv issue portion of the
obligation authority because issues are made in country without having a timely
accuratep and efficient cost accoumtability or resource accountability system.
Whether or not Material Category issues from lst Log Cmd to 5th SFUA are made
without regard to financial management controls, one thing is obvious, and that
is, that there still has to be some way of documenting Material Category issues.
With an effective reporting system of in-country issnes, the CO 5th SVGA would
be able to manage these resources by appointing members of his staff as program
directorp.

(2) Proaramming and Bedzetiny.

(a) Comptroller exercised staff respodsibilitv for developing the nT 1969
Command Budget Entimate during the quarter. A phased plan for development of
the FY 1969 CBE was drawn up at the end of the -revious quarter, which outlined
the requirements for input from the other staff sections and set forth the dates
for when the input woifld be due so that suspense date set for submission by DA
and USARPAC could be met. It became necessary to nrepare the budget without a
MACV approved concept of operations in order to miet the 24 April 1968 suspense
date imposed by U3ARPAC. The Comntrollir and the S4 hand carried the -ronoeed
CBS to FA.• tc bt availnbln to explain chanpes in requirements o-mr ,'se
stated in '!,e 77 1969 Initial Irotram Budget Estimate which had been submitted
Aug 1967. Changes in budgetary requizements were caused by e-emy chan-- in
weaponry, disposition, And capability, but primarily by a proposal to expan and
reorg'nnze the CITG. Comptroll ,r And S4 remained at USARPAC from 25 April 1968
until 2 May 1968 with a proposed Operating Program and %udget which had not been
approvcd by HQ MACV. Comptroller, 5th ';FGA called CO 5th S37A to inform him that
a MKACV approved concept shouild be forwarded as soon as pos.ible to t3ARPAC.
f:omptrolJer received A-surance prior to departure from USARPAC that the FT 69
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proposed CBE would be forwarded to DA with a qualified recomnend approval
indorsement for planning- purpose3 subject to concept approval by CM1UM1ACV.
USARPAC decided, subsequent to departure o^ Comptroller, not to forward proposed
CBE to DA without a MACV approved concept of operations. Comptroller was notified
that the proposed FY 1969 CBE had not been forwarded to DA with the qualified
inliorsement referred to above on 18 May 1968. The budget officer and Cocptroller.
5th Op then proceeded to Ctinawa to obtain CI1O assistance in revising the CBE to
conform to a revised, but still not yet anpro-ed, 5th SFflA concent of onerAtionm.
Budget revision was completid 25 May 1968. Comptroller and budget Officer then
proceeded to HQ MACV and nres"-nted the revised FY 69 CBE. TIe revised concent of
operations had still not been approved by MACV. After two da-s of delibera*ion
and explanation of the entire revised FT 69 nroposed CBE, Ccorotroller 5th S1TA
obtained approval of the document to include revised concept of onerntions. The
document was then forwarded to USARPAC by MACV on 23 May 1968. USARPAC forwarded
the revised document to DA on 12 June 1968. Since then, CO 5th S-GA has b'en
notified that the document arriv~d too late in DA to be considered in issuing
the FT 1969 AFP (Annual Funding Program) and 1st Quarter Advice of Allotment.
The FT 1969 AF? and 1st Qtr Advice of Allotment had been made bv PA in *ccordAr"n
with the Initial Program Budget Estimate submit'ed by 11q 5th SFRA in Aug 106'.
The proposed FT 1969 rBZ is cur-ently under consideration at DA and CO 5th Sp
will be notified at a later tine about any additional funding.

(b) Comptroller exercised staff responsibility for developing FT 197.O
Initial Prograim Budget Estimate. This doc,'rent was drawn up iiing a rh',"-O
development plan similar to the plan used- to draw up the FY 69 Pro•n•n! •ed,•t'
Budget Estimfte. Dilficulties encountered were minimal even though consl•O1'0rle
time and effort was devoted to obtaining necessnry MACV anprovel for th(' con-:oit
of operations before dispatch to USARFAC.

(3) Non appropriated fund audits. The Comptroller cond'icted eudits OC non
appropriated mess funds. They sh",ed need for a more formal itnn'Ar~,%i
accounting system. Nunerous errors were uncovered -nd are ,ubject to a(udi.i, h

USA.V. Brigadier General Frank H. Linnell, D-.,-".v Chl,? of !7... 4A rl.-"I

Operations, Hq USARV, has offered the services of the USARV Staff to CO <'th SPGA
for formal inspections, aud±,•,, g'ii:ance, aiu sa.rtAce. . L'iii •re to obtai!,n

services of an audit instructor to give classn- to auditors of 5th rFQ "rMntro'lor
in all applicable non-anpropriated fund regulatior.s. 5th SFOA will th'
standardize the Mess Association to conform to req':ir.ment. of anpliAcr,, ':
regulations.
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2. (C) Raqmma tn •. Taons Ip.• t I S OhCoqpvpt4 nna .." 1n2Q1--÷4 y.

a. IPrsan•l. None.

b. oerations.

(1) Loct"An the Xna. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION, Dtming the reay season the enea is usually found on
hig ground along trails.

(b) EVALUATION. 3eiv defensive positions and trenches are flooded in
low aras and he is forced to move to higher ground.

(c) W0IOWODATION. Operations should not only cover areas along routes
of movement but should especially search all the higher ground in the area Of
operation.

(2) ktraction Techniques and Recoanition Signals. (MACV Uscondo School)

(a) OBSERVATION. The recon team members utilise a half panel which is
snapped open and closed to attract the attention of the lift ship. The panel
appears to blink and is much more discernable than if displayed in the normal
marnner. Nhen aqloying more than onb lift ship, it was found that only one
positioned itself on the panel while the others landed at their discretion and
required the troops to expose themselves unneccessarily. Utilizing a panel
for each touch down point alleviated this problem.

(b) EVALUATION. Extractions have been executed *1th mniimnm delay and
confusion utilising panels as described above.

(c) RECOWMATION. That the procedure of snapping or winking the panel
be utilised during extractions and that units also employ multiple panels for
multiple ship landing zones.

(3) .- *nn *" dAn t* Z M.k-f lY fie. (Cc A)

(a) OBSEBVATION. Ounship support has caused friendly casualties and
friendly artillery has wounded friendly troops on several occasions.
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(b) EVALUATION. While a modevac ship was on tne ground it received
one s-tal1 arms round and called directly to his gunship support. lathout
consulting the ground coumander the gunships fired into the friendly troop
positions causing casualties. Also, %hile FAC personnel were adjusting
artillery, the rounds were shifted too close to friendly troops and causea.
casualties.

(c) RECCO2MMDATION. Insure that all aircraft are briefed to fire in
support of the ground troops at the command of the ground conmmander only.
The ground commander should have the firnl decision as to whether artillery
it too close or not and the FAC should follow the precise instructions of the
ground commanler.

(4) Personnel on Combined Operations. (Co 0)

(a) OBSERVATION. On all combined operations there should be at least
one USASF advisor and one interpreter idth each uIDG unmx that is combined
with an American unit.

(b) EVALUATION. Even though each American company working with CIDG
forces has an interpreter, maximum control and benefit can be obtained only
when USAS? personnel and their own interpreter accomp&an the unit. On
cozbined LRP operations and combined sweeps American forces depend on qaick
response and interpretation of incidences developed by CIDG forces. Delay
due to a misunderst an ding reduces the effectiveness of the operation.
Usually the American unit 's interpreter has little or no knowledge of the
CIDG with which he is working and cannot effectively comimniv-ate with them.

(c) RECOPI)DATION. None.

(5) Cau Security. (Go A)

(a) OBSERVATION. Camps often d-tvelop a fixed pattern when s ending out
their camp local security. The security element will nurely mow out to a
position often used before and remin there during the night. This allows
the enemy to plot local security positions and to move large elements arowid
security positions safely and still pass close to SP campe.

(b) EVALUATION. Ambushes from the camp must be set up along different
routes each night. Listening posts with suflicient co-niications to call in
H & I fire must be established in constantly changing locations. Patrolling
must be conducted along continuously varying routes. If these practices are
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not followed, the entire concept of the SF camp being established along known
enemy lines of communleations will prove to be only partially valid.

(c) EECa-2=DA=O. That the same amount of operational planning be
given to the planning of local security at night as is given to regular
company size day operations. The local security if employed properly and
placed out a sufficient distance from the camp, will serve as an excellent
detector of VC activity and enemy movement around Sr camps will be disrupted.

(6) CS? and Armored Cavalry in Night Perimeters. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATIQ. At various times CSF unite are called upon to conduct
operations in which armored vehicles are used. When forming a perimeter for
night defense, these vehicles form up in a circle similar to the wagon trains
of earlier years. The CSF troops automatically make themselves comfortable
on top of, under, and between the vehicles. Armored vehicles at night make
good targets for VC mortar and B-4O rocket attacks. If the VC struck with the
CSF in such a position, it would cause much confusion and many friendly
casualties.

(b) IVAWATION. After explaining to the VNSF counterpart the possibility
of a VC mortar and B-O attack, he generally will be willing to move the CSF
out away from the vehicles. By forming a perimeter away from the vehicles,
one mortar round will not be able to cut up the entire unit. It also reduces
the possibility of VC rocket gunners getting In close range of the vehicles.
In this manner safety is provided for the troops and security is provided for
the vehicles.

() RECOM ATION. None.

(7) Operational Results. (Co A)

(a) CBSERVATI•C•. VNSF and CS? have a tendency to avoid contact when:
there are no tSASF personnel on ope:-ations or assined to the comp.

(b) EVALUATION. The VNSF and CSF have doubts about their ability to,
request, receive and adjust U.S. controlled fire support. They also fear
that the U.S, units may fire on them by mistake and that the Vh•F will not
be able to contact the U.S. units.
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(c) RECO MDATIOo USASF should thoroughly train their VNSF counterparts
on requesting and adjusting fire support. There should be one VNSF or interpreter
on all operations that can act as liaison with U.S. units. All CSF and VNSF
operationi should also kave one igf1.A speaking VNSF available to go up
with FAC or AO if additional guidance and coordination is needed.

(8) Developing Patterns in Preparing fdr and Conducting Operations. (Co C)

(a) OBSERVATION. Chmps have dev6lop.1 patterns which unintentionally can
give the shemy information as to starting time and location of operations.

(b) EVALUATION. It has been noted that camps usually hold their briefings
and rehearsals or put on tiger fatigues at approximately the same time prior
to each operation. When going into certain areaeN, a larger number of CSF
soldiers are usually used. Camps often use the same routes when departing
from the secure area that previous patrols used when they left to conduct an
operation in the same area. The CSF have a habit of using the same night
2ocations every time th q operate in a certain area. All of the above form
patterns which provide the VC with intelligence on c amp operations. Deviations
from these patterns usually result in catching the VC unaware a within
friendly ambushes.

(c) RBWOMMENDATION. A few USASF personnel wearing tiger fatigues for
no reason is one method of changing a pattern and confusing VC agents.

(9) NVA Convo Ambush Tatics. (Co C)

(a) OBSERVATION. During two major ambushes on convoys, the enemy troops
were positioned with their backs to a large body of water and were forced to
assault through the ambushed convoy in order to break contact.

(b) EVALUATION. This tactic has been very successful in the past.
Surprise was achieved because the ambushes occurred in areas previously
conmidered to be unlikely areas for a.'ushes. The assault was initiated
within a very short tims after the start of the ambush and before any supporting
force could be employed against them.

(c) RECOMMXATION. That this tactic be brought to the attention of all
-inits.
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(10) Extra Radicr Handsets on Operations. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION. it. has been observed that most radio failures on
operations can be attributed to faulty handsets.

(b) EVALUATION. Or. operations the radio handset usually receives the
majority of abuse and wear. It is caught on brush and vines in thick terrain
or the operator may &op it during a contact. It is also constantly exposed to
weather and dirt.

(c) RBCOýM DATION. One additional handset should be carried on all
operations. Radio inerato" should be cautioned and instructed in the orover
handling of th. handset. All handsets should be checked for serviceability
and waterproofing oefore am azier uA operatu~u,

(ii) VC Water Traffic. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. An anaylsis of VC water traffic along the Mekong River
from the Cambodian border to Hong Ngu has confirmed suspicions that the VC
watch and take advantage of the movement of river patrol craft.

(b) EVALUATION. As the patrol boats, river (PBR) cruise kv, VC river
traffic is halted. Once the PBR's have passed, the VC inmediately cross
the river or move in the opposite direction from the PER's. Apparently the
VC recognize the extent of the patrol areas and the time frame for PBR
operations.

(c) RECOhNDATION. Arrangments should be made for continued surveillance
of the river patrol area of operations. A decoy could be sent through with
other units on standby for immediate reaction. The use of a sampan which is
anchored in an advantageous spot for surveillance and reporting has proved
useful. Do not compromilse the surveillance element by allowing them to fire
upon or intercept the illegal traffic. Let the VC continue to believe that
any interception is a matter of misfortune rather than technique on the part
of the patrol element.

(12) Eedient Fougasse. (Co B)

(a) OBSERVATION. It has been observed that exuedient foumws. secarates
and does not maintain it, flammability when exposed to the extremely hot and
humid climate prevalent tnrougnuut v.•ALnam. It has also been found that
the fougasse may appear in perfect order, but still will not fire.
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(b) EVALUATION. None.

(c) RECOFIIDATION. The expedient fougasse must be checked and double
checked to insure that it does not dry up and become nonflamable. It should
be checked at least twice a month. Once the fougasse -'s six months old, a
test fire of certain cans should bg conducted.

(13) Displacement of the 4.2" mortar. (Go D)

(a) OBSERVATION. The range of the 4.2 mortar may be overcome by displacing
the mortar to alternate locations which allow coverage of the remote areas of
the TAOR.

(b) EVALUATION. At unscheduled times the 4.2" mortar should be moved into
a firing position to place interdiction fire on reported enemv locations. The
movement may be conducted by either boat 9 or wbo-1 . or track vehicles. Certain
targets allow for displacement to establsnhed FCB's. AT U,.ctA tio, a
security unit is required to accompany the weapon. Prepositinning of ammo at
FOB's must be followed with periodic inspections for continted serviceability.

(c) RBCOMYDATIONS. None.

(14) Detection of Enew BoobZ Traps. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. The enemy freqiently uses vines uid green foliage, which
are easily identifiable to him, as booby trap trip wires and to c~ver mine
detonators.

(b) EVALUATION. Vines and foliage normally are not found on the footpath
of a twail even though they may completely surround the trail. If this is a
warning device for the enemy, it can well serve as a warning device for
friendly troops.

(c) RECOMMEDATION, None.

(15) Booby Trapped Sips. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. It has been found that the enemy has intentionally
posted booby trapped sigp which were offensive to 'le CIDG.

(b) EVALUATION. One such sign was angridly torn down by a CIDG soldier and
the resulting explosion killed two and wounded two CIDG troops.

(c) RECOIOMDATIONo None.
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(16) Areas mined and booby-trapped IF the ene!X. (Co B)

(a) OBSERVATION. Heavily mined and booby trapped areas normally have
sections which are asaigned 4o one man. He serves as a guide when aneaq
units travel through his area.

(b) EVALUATION. None.

(c) RWOhMDATION, Wen patrolling, watch for particularly heavily
mined and booby trapped areas. When one is found, leave 'a stay-behind element
to attempt to capture the individual in charge of the area. If captured, he
can be forced to show the location of all mines and booby traps. Upon his
removal from the-area, the enemy suffers a great deal since they are also
unfamiliar with the mines and booby traps in the area.

(17) Operations to Assist Rice Harvesting. (Co C)

(a) OBSERVATION. There are large quanties of VC rice being grown outside
secure areas but the villagers are afraid to harvest this rice because of VC
taxation or lack of security. Operations should be planned to assist friendly
villagers with the rice harvesting and to deny the rice to the aieny.

(b) EVALUATION. Thjring the last rice harvest a concentrated effort was
made by all camps to harvest the rice outside their secure ai %as. A number of
methods were used, all of which met with success. One method was to have
the CW dress as civilians and accompany the civilians out to the fields to
harvest the rice. The CSF, normally 8-12 strong, carried their weapons in
bundles of sticks and hid radios within their clothing or ooking pots. One
individual would set up a PRC-25 or 10 radio in the edge of the woodline
while the others actually assisted in the harvest. All persons maintained
a continous surveillance over the surrounding area to observe for movm ent,
taxation, or harrassment.. Use of the radio facilitated in calling in artillery
fire on the VC or calling for a reaction patrol from the camp. A second method
was the use of saturation patrolling around the roads to prevent VC taxation.
A third method instituted was the helilifting of approximately 140 villagers
into a VC area while CE' secured the area. After the villagers harvested the
rice all personnel were helilifted back to the camp and village. Each villager
who participated in the operation was rewarded with the rice.

(c) REOMNIDATION. None.
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(18) De-1=n =IdU týllzation of a "RarpelliLng Bag."

(a) OBSINVATION. During operaticr~s in Qi'ch rappelling has been conducted
from helicopters, there e~dsted a prublem, of the nylon ropes becoming entangled
and knotted while tailing to the grolund. It was found that the imnprovised
"rappelling bag" pi'*.tured below succeisfully eliminated the problem..

IF
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(b) EVALUf•J-B:-• The materialo necessa- --- icrutruction are easily
-,bt a.r.r9,1e and it. c..n be censtrurzcd with a xtiogawm expenditure of effort
anI t•.i. •n rolied up, it ,qezures 18 inches in width amid has a diameter
f appro;citz'.1y ei•.t inches. 14- weight is 15 lbs. Therefore, it can be

• . ',r n' mant.-ted in the infiltration aircraft for immediate use. Approx-
#I' - etugty tfee of rope. is "double stowed" within the bag ans held by

rataininng bands. .1he remaining eingle strand of rope is used to se:ure the
r.,,at..t- the ,irrrf.f. The running end of the rope is fastened, utilizing a
bow .ne Knot, t:, a lent'.h of chain weighing from three to four pounds. This
i;eregth of chain Js sewn in a pocket at the bottom of the bag. Tl employ this
device, the entire bag is pushed out of the aircraft. The weight of the bag
with the chain attached pulle the rappeling rape out of the retainer bands a.
I.t drops to the ground.

(c) RCOflaDATION. r.ten the rappeling bag is utilized# it is recommended
th.at two personnel ex.i. 'he left door of the aircraft and one exit the right
door. TMI* allows the ai-craft contimnder to observe the infiltration. It Is
furfher recomriended that the "double snaplink" tectnique De e•t•wy•a w...
using the rappeling bag. Wen the first three individuals reach the ground,
they must back off e .t.e of ten to twenty feet away from the area below
the aircraft before unsr.apning. This is to allow for the lift of the aircraft
and enough slack or free rape for the following three personnel to quickly
snap into. "hen tI- second group reach the ground, they will not be hampered
by coming in cnntar.t with the baror the snaplinks l.ft on the line by the
previous three personnel.

T, rairting.

(1) _tatus of Incominz! erson:nel. (MACV Iecondo School)

(a) OU-iLRVATTOI. *!*rtonnel reporting, for assi•nment to 5th SFGA are
generally in poor physiesl condition and lack experience in the mandatory skills
such as map reading, survival, etc.. Althou$h some of theoe personnel ha,.
ieceIvad pre-depl-,yent tr '.ning, nran have never be tn subjected to surviAt,' ?
in a jungle envim"rnt or e,'pt*rienced being deployed by. helicoptor.

(b) NVALUATQ'*. -.las-.room t,.pe irntructlon alone does not properly
crient the soldier for duty in South Vietnam. The type of pre-deployment
trenir,' b.ing preneno,'d ih evidently inadequate in the subjects of mortar -

I:llery &djustment, c.-nzral )f TNC a!-, helitorne operations, l-d navigation,
:'t" l training, d str--1-al.
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(c) REC-1I)CT4ATION. That these subjects bq stressed in a.ll predeployment,
training being conducted at Fort Bragg aind other traininR .:enters. A copy of
the Group Combat Orientation Course POX was forwarded to For+ Aqgp*voi xS
survey team from CCKARC was appr. ised cf these shortcomings. Special Forces
trailni-4 at Fort Bragg should be slanted away frv vne U" rolfs and shou.ld
ernpha3iZo those subjects and techniquies most aporopriate to the present conflict.

(2) Personnel Qualified in the Viet~niese Lanruage. (Co 8)

.a) OESERVATI(C1* Virtually no operational detachment has a USAS? linpuist
qua-lified In Vietnutrese with a proficiency level3 or higher.

ib) IVALUPTICU. This situation puti the USASF advisor at a great disad-
vantage when dealing with his counterparts beeca use he must rely almost entirely
on~ an interpreter. Even if one assumnes that the interpreter is completely
loyal and rel.iab'-e, much is lost in translation, Though indigenous interprester/
translatqrs would still be required, the USASF linguist could checke trsnml.*irwt
or documents and could be used to disciiss those matters which the detachment
comm~ander does not want the interpreter to have accees to.

(c) RECGUSENATICK. That a sufficient numaber of USASF personnel be
programed for the long Vietnamese course at the Defense Language Institute to
enable assignment df qualified linguists to each opperational detachment. The
best person to be so qualified would be the Intelligence Seri'eent.

(3) Cap Strike Force Artillery Platoon. (Co A)

(a) 0OESVATIC1I. The Camp Strike Force personnel that have been selected
to receive artillery training do not appear to have a thorough krnowledge of
their job when they take over the guns.

(b) EVALUATMN. Camp Strike Forre personnel do not usually have sufficient
education to quickly grasp the fundamentals of artillery trainir,., "hey are
not always thie best qualified for +he iob, And soup ars not highly motivated.

Wc RECGF20MATIO14. Personnel selected for artillery training should be
the most educated, motivated, and dependable Camp Strike Force soldiers
available. If no qualified personnel are available, recruiting may be the
answer. If possible,, they should be sent to AMYI artillery school. Artillery
advisors should be assigned to the platoon on a permanent basis after the CS?
assumes control of the guns.
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(4) Hand and Arm Signa•1 3. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. CSF paltoon and rquad leaders are very weak in the
use of hand and arm signals and in the varions form,-tions that are used to
deploy their forces.

(b) EVALUATION. None.

(c) RECOMENDATION. That Patrol Leaders Cards be printed in VN and
that they be issued to all leaders down to and including, fire team leaders.

(5) Use of VNSF and CIDO instructors. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION. Iten instructing CIDG, it has been noted that they are
more responsive to instruction by their own people.

(b) EVALUATION. CIDO trainingl Imnroves 'ihan they are taught by their own
people. The CIDO show a greater interest And narticipa'e more when instructed
by their own personnel,

(c) RECCtgM, MATION. That VMSF and selected CIDG be used as instructors
when training CIM. These instructors shonld initially be trainel by USASF
personnel. The instructors should in t'irn trAin new instructors who may be
selected from among the ranks of the .stidenti themselves.

(6) Taca..Lal Refresher Traininp for VNSF and CIE. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATICO. It has been obs.rved that the VNSF and CSI for some
reason believe that the only required tactics in counter-guerrilla operations
are the ambush and raid. They are unfamiliar with even basic fire and maneuver
tactics in many cases.

(b) EVALUATION. A recent operation pointed out this deficiency quite
clearly. A 70 man friendly unit was movinr across an open area in caylight
and was taken under fire by an enemy squad in the woods approzximtely 300
meters to the front. The situation called for a fire and maneuver front,
but the operation conmander did not soem to linderstand this concept when he was
so advised. Everyone merely dropped in place and began firing in several
directions. Evantiially the operation commander formed an assault line and
initiated a long attack to the target. The enemy squad had received no well
placed fire and escapec, throWh the jungle.
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(c) RECOWNDATI1. Refresher training schould be conducted at least annrnally
and should include basic infantry tactics such as fire and maneuver. Leaderr and
troops alike would then be prepared for all contact situations and not just those
in which the friendly force has the initial advar tage &s in a raid or ambush.

d. Intelligence.

(1) Requirement to Treat "MAT" and 9M"DP Information in the same Manner as
US TECRET- and -ONFIDENTIA"'.

(a) OBSERVATION. The requirement to provide identical treatment for ARVN
security classifications on KIN-CONFIDENTIAL, MAT-SECRET basis has been successful
in that the documents are given the same treatment by US personnel; however, MAT
and KIN documents are not given this degree of protection in ARVN channels. MAT
documents are seldom, if ever, receipted for or ac-ountable.

(b) EVALUATION. Classified documents received from VNSF counterparts are
being locked in safes or stored in vaults by US personnel while the record conies
of the same documents are lying in the open in the counteroart's office. It is
caomon practice for USASF Team, which is unable to maintain a current, posted
operations and order of battle map due to inability to provide adequate protection,
to utilize their VNSF counterpart's map which contains the identical information
and is stored in the open. The protection requirements are waived by the ARVN
whenever operational necessity dictates or proper storage facilities are no+
available. However, the US requirements remain the same and operational capabilities
of US personnel are restricted. The 0-2 Section, VNSF, has been quite cooperative
in downgrading MAT documents to KIN. It seems unrealistic to treat these
documents in the same manner as US classifications, particularly if the originator
can arbitrarily downgrade them with a grease pencil.

( E) •COMT2M1ATION. That the present system be revised, and particularly,
that unaccountable, unnumbered ARVN hAT documents which are not signed for not
be brought under US accountability as SECRET.

(2) Operational Priority for Intelligence Requirements. (S2)

(a) OBSERVATION. Unit requirements for personnel, supplies, etc., are
processed on a priority tasis when needed for tactical operations or in
suppoxt of a tactical operation. However, all intelligence requirements are
handled in the same manner.
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(b) EVALUATION. Intelligence requirements and requisitions for logistical
and/or funding support could differentiate between normal housekeeping or admin-
istrative functions and actual operations. If a priority could be assigned which
would differentiate between the numerous requests for routine'support, activities
could expedite those useds which are for actual operations in support of tactical
elements.

(c) RXECOMIDATION.. That such a priority system be adopted for combat support
requirements'.

(3) Joint Intelligence Operations. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION. In the pas-, intelligence operations were not exploiting
the full potential of the Special Forces posture in Vietnam.

(b) EVALUATION. With a new Joint Policy Directive issued by American and
Vietnamese Special Forces, new emphasis is placed on all aspects of intelligence
and counterintelligence operations. The directive calls for close coordination
and cooperation between American and Vietnamese intelligence efforts. This increased
emphasis can only improve our intelligence and counterintelligence efforts.

(c) RECOMM@DATION. That directives requiring a joint VISF/TJSAS effort be
bilingual joint directives.

(4) Inadequate intelligence Nets. (Co X)

(a) CBSERVATION. It appears that many agents within the various agencies
know each other and fabricate stories to justify their monthly pay.

(b) EVALUATION. When new intelligence reported that tanks were in the Ben
Sol TAOR, there followed a large number of tank reports that were obviously
fabricated. The agents are not targeted, but are free to gather intelligence
on their own.

(c) RECOTM NDATION. All agents should be closely obeerved and those that
are not reliable should be relieved. A few well targeted, reliable agents are
better And more economical than a large number of poor ones.

(5) Delayed Intelligence. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION. Tay Ninh City has a very decentralized intelligence
gathering capability. At best, our intelligence gathering, dissemination, and
tactical reaction is poor.
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(b) EVALUATION. All agencies (Sector, JTAD, MSS, US Conventional Units, USASF,
VNSF) appear. to do a tremendous amoint of duplication in the areas of 013, ARLA,
Units, Personalitiesq AKA, and filing. Because of this, much information is not
disseminated.

(c) REC(4IE.NDATION. A central agency should be staffed and equipped to handle
the necessary essentials of intelligence. All other agencies would then be free to
feed all information to this agency and concentrate on areas of immediate interest.
When questions or need for SEI arises, this one agency would be the focal point for

.collection.

(6) Bomb Craters as Cache sites. (CO A)

(a) OBSERVATION. Dhuring the past two months several caches have been located
in bomb craters.

(b) EVALUATION. The enemy is making 9xcellent use of a commonly found man
made feattre. The terrain is dotted with bomb craters ,nd very little work is
required to convert them to cache sites. The fact that bomb craters are so mlerous
also gives the enemy an advantage in that troops are discouraged by the time
consuming task of searching every crater.

(c) RECCOMENDATION. That all units in SVN be advised of the VC/NVA use of

bomb craters as cache sites.

(7) Immediate Debriefing of VR Aircraft Pilots. (Co B)

(a) OBSERVATION. It has been found that maximum utilization of and reaction

to intelligence gained on VR missions can be obtained b! having the aircraft land
at the camp location on the same day that the VR mission was flown in its TAOR and
the pilot debriefed immediately.

(b) EVALUATION. None

(c) RECSENDATIC,. None.

(8) Use of Indigenous Pergonnel to Collect Intelligence. (Co B)

(a) CBS7RVATION. Many CIDO camps are located in areas that do not have
villages in the immediate vicinity of the scamp. If these camps are to have any
colle tion effort, it is necessary to hav agents travel long distances through
enemy held territory where mood intelli7ence can be acquired.
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(b) EVALUATION. Those camps that have been able to infiltrate agents into
areas located far from the camp have gained valuable intelligence. A system that
is being used eflectively at, the present time is to use CS? nersonmel dressed -in
black pajammq, armed with bolt-action rifles, and wearing sandals. This allowr
them to travel long distances without suspicion. This method of gataus•Ag
intelligence is highly recommended and works well in very remote areas. Project
Delta has successfully employed a similar conceat for some time.

(o) RECOMMENDATION. That reliable natives be enlisted to dress like VC

couriers and move to target areas to secure intelligence.

(9) Duties of the Intelligence Seweant. (CO B)

(a) OBSERVATION. In many camps the duties of the intelligence sergeant
have been curtailed oy other areas of responsibility. Many camps only have one
intelligence-trained person on. the site. When he goes on R and Rf or on an operation,
an intelligence gap is created. The B detachments often send requirements to the
camps to which only the. intelligence serreeant can respond.

(b) EVALUATION, The duties of the intelligence sergeant are very important.
Operations are based on intelligence and the intelligence sergeant should be able.
to substantiate operati-nal areas. There are many requirements involving CI/Col-
lection efforts that require much of the intelligence serreant's time.

(o) RECQO(4NDATION. Where shortages in intellig•ce-trained personnel exist,
the intelligence sergeant should be non-operational. This will enable him tc
devote full time to intellience and correct shortcomings within the amp program.
A detachments should be required to submit a weekly IMTSM and overlays detailing
information obtained fran returning operations. A two-way continuous flow of
intelligence information should thus be possible.

(10) Radio Security. (Co C)

,(a) CBSERVATION. Support units violate radio secrity continuously when
working with CIM camps.

(b) EVALUATION. Helicopter pilots, eseeciallv when new to operating with
C0 camps, continously use camp names instead of call signs. Camps have been
correcting these violations and support units informed of call signs and frequencies.

(c) RlCCOOMDATION. That all support unite be furnished SO3's or SOX extracts.
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1"l) Intelligence Liaison Contact Files. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. Maintenance of a file containing brief dissertations on
all liaison visits to other intelligence agencies, including personalities
contacted, matters discussed, iikes, dislikes, .nd personality quirks, can be a
big asset in establishina better liaison relationships.

(b) EVALUATION. Liaison with other intelligence agencies is a necessity
in the intelligence .leld. It is extremely important that good relations be
developed and maintained with other intelligence apencies and an important fact
in these is knonring personalities. It follows, therefore, that by maintaining
a record of liaison visits to include no t es on perionalities, the liaison efort
should be enhanced.

(c) RE•aunrDATIOUS. That detachments in-rire that intelligence liaison

contact files are maintained.

(12) Reporting Agents: SOR nimibers with Intellie-nce Reports. (Co D)

(a) OBERVATION. When subordinate detachmo.nts fail to report agent SOR
number in INTS•JM's or other intelli-ence renorts, it is difficult for higher
headquarters to properly evaluate the Information in the reports.

(b) EVALUATION. Evaluation of sources is one of the key tools used to
properly evaluate intelligence information reports. If the recipient of the
report has no idea of who the souroe is, he has effactively lost one of his
primary analytical tools for assesuing the information in the report. By
reporting SOR numbers in conjunction with reports, t mely and more accurate
assessments of information can be made as well. This also assists higher
headquarters in the evaluntion of each source for the -purpose of upgrading or
downgrading his reliability rating, or even terminatinr him.

(c) RECOMMEtATION. All intelligence reports from USASF/VNSF agents should

contain the agents SOR number.

(13) Use of Full Frame 35mm Cameras on Opertions. (Co D)

(a) CBSERVATIC?1. Full fr.me 35,mm cameras should be utilized on operations
rather than the half frame c~ieras.

(b) E7ALUAT7OTN. On mont o-erations 72 picturev are more than what is needed
and more often than not, a large n'iantitv of pictures are waxted. The half frame
prin;t also loses its clarity when enlarged to 8" x 10" size.
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(o) .EC'7I2=0.1-1,D 0I. None.

(1h±) Lack of Civilians irithin TAOR. (Co D)

(a) OISRVATI-,1. It has 'ieen found that the lack of civilian population
w.ithin a TAOI results in an inability to establish intellimence nets. This is
a serionq hbt not, iniurnountable hindrance to the establishment of effedtive area
inteuigence.

(b) E";ALUATIM. In TAOR's where no appreciable civilian population exists,
maximum consideration must be -4,'en to all intellimence gathering 9uns available,
e.g., visual reconnaissance aircraft, WiUs, reports from adjacent mldts, captured
documents, small unit reconnaissance operations., Sky Spot, contacts made, caches
found, and INISS from all leveln.

(c) RECrl"MIDATION. None

(15) Collection of Intelligence. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. Information coming from Vietnrnmese agencies is frequently
gi wn an inflated evaluation as to source and content. Incomplete reports are
either withheld or, in some instances, filled out with standard vague information.
(Example: a report contains no information about uniforms. The eryr usually
wear grey uniforms. Therefore, the agency adds this safe, vague information..)

,b) EVALUATION, A difference between the US and 'Tietnmnese rating, system
and the tendency for American Advisors to arpreseively criticize paps in the
collection and reporting system form an atosnhere in which the Vietnamese will
seek to avoid criticism by outwardly comulying with required changes. In addition,
ratinrcs are inflated because the VNI fear that a realistic rating will compromise
their effort and not pleeese the c:ounterpart.

(c) R',Ca•MMDATION. S-2 advisors sholId immediately establish a common ground
of understanding as to wvhat is -eant by each rating. He should also stress an
atmosphere of constructive criticism and avoid creating a situation where he is on
one side And the S-2 is on the other. The emnhasis should be on Imroving means of
co1•ection rather than criticising the lack of results.

(16) Exploitation and Evaciation of Captured Documents. Material, and
Personnel.'

,.a) OBS"RVATIN. Over and over, large quantities of material, doeuments,
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or even FWas have been dumped out at B detachments byr capturing units without any

"supporting information. Detainees, PW's and even refugees have been left with

Ao means of distinguishing which was which. Time and again this has led to

inefficient process4.fn of detainees, unnecessary overloads on interrogation resources,

and inefficient exploitation of intelligence sources. Often the processing unit

is given no idea as to location or circumstances of capture and has no point at

which to begin exploitation.

(b) 1VALUATION. The niecessity for quick action under the pressure of contact

and the haste and confusion of airmobile type operations in particular, contribute

to this problem, Too often the lack of specific instructions for capturing

personnel leads to complete lack of action on their part and they just dump

their captured items at the nearest occupied friendly location.

(c) REC2,0.TIIDATION. American units in the field and US advisors with

indigenous forces should be thoroughly briefed as to the proper procedures for

classifyi-ng and handling of captured material an& personnel. They should be

thoroughly familiar with the necessary minim-m informption which is to be furnished

by the capturing unit to the process-np unit. Unit SOP's, esvecially in airmobile

units, should emphasis basic action to be taken to insure that this information

accompanies the captured material or personnel to higher headquarters.

(17) Hrassment Tactics Against VC. 
(Co D)

(a) CESMRVATIONo The enemy's tactic of small terrorist type harassment

can be effectively '-tilized against the VC. Willing soldiers or Hoi Chanh can

go into known VC bivouac areas in small groups of three or less, throw grenades

or harass the VC with small arms fire just as the VC do to our outposts.

(b) EVALUATION. This practice has been effectively utilized. The enemy does

not expect this tactic. Its occasional use forces the enemy to spend time watching

for and thinking about it rather than resting.

(c) RvcXmCDATION. None.

(18) Intelligence from Market Trends. 
(Co D)

( M) CBSSRVATION. Special Forces Camps that purchase their produce from

the local civilian market should note the daily routine of both the civilian

buyer and seller of poods. Chanpes in the normal routine can be indications

of enemy activity.
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(b) EVALUATION. As an example, the sudden stockpiling of food by local
civilians could indicate that the enemy will commence offensive action and thus
prevent the import of goods into the market place. Lack of certain items may
indicate that the VC are imposing high taxation on the producer or is procuring
a large quanitity of the items for his own use. This could also mean an increase
of the number of troops in the area or a prolonged action by the enemy is about
to take place. Market gossip is also a valuable source of information.

(c) RECOK-4ENDATION. The CID camp's purchasing apent should be trained to
look for these trends and to report them to the intelligence personnel of the camp.

e. Lofistics.

(1) Sandbag. Polypropyl. FSN, 8105-926-2034. (Co B)

(a) CBSERVATION. The life expectancy of the sandbag, polypropyl, FSNs
8105-926-2034, is four to seven weeks.

(b) EVALUATION. This item is not satisfactory for use in semi-permanent
fortifications. Field use of the sandbag, polypropyl, has shown that it will
disintegrate when it is exposed in a hot, dry environment. The burlap sandbag
lasts from five to six months. The ISC has stopped requesting the polypropyl
sandbag, but substitute issue continues. Therefore, we must supply it to troops
in the field.

(c) RECCOMNDATION. The polypropyl sandbag should be used for hasty field
fortifications only. If the polypropyl sandbag is designed for use in semi-
permanent fortifications, it should be reevaluated.

(2) Treated MalMsian Hardwood. (Sh)

(a) OBSERVATION. Treated Malaysian Hardwood, an extremely hard and durable
lumber, is excellent for such construction ae bridges, wharves, bunkers, and
structures subject to prolonged periods of wet weather. However, since it is
extremely hard and rough cut, it is difficiilt to work with and not entirely
suitable for finished carpentry work.

(b) EVALUATION. The 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne) Logistical Support
Center has on hand considerable stocks of treated Malaysian hardwood in assorted
aizus from 4" x 6" down. This lumber is available for issue to aln activities
supported by the Civilian Irregular Defense Group program. This lumber is
available in addition to allocations of finished lumber.
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(c) REC ZMATIONo Units contemplatinm constriction of buildings that will
be subjected to prolonged exposure to water or damp weather should seriously
consider using treated Malaysian'hardwooO lumber because it will appreciably
increase the service life of the structure, reduce maintenance, and thus result
in an overall reduction of labor at the cost of a slim'ht increase of initial labor.

(3) Prerigged Supplies. (S4)

(a) OBSERVATION. Emergency preripged supplies consisting of ammunitions,
medical items and water were formerly maintained at the ISC in a ready to drop
posture for possible emergency resupply requirements. These prerigged supplies
required constant maintenance, inspection, and care.

(b) EVALWATION. The content of prerigped supnlies are based on probable
requirements, which may or may not be specifically the supplies required when the
resupply is affected. The ISC has the capability to pull, package, and rig supplies
within the time frame in which aircraft can be made available for dropping the
supplies.

(c) RECCM MENDATION. In order to provide the kind and auantity of supplies
requested when an emergency resupply is required, the supplies should be pulled,
packaged and rigged at the time the requirement is made known. (This procedure
is now in effect at the ISC.)

(4) Expedient M106 Recoilless Rifle Mobile Mount. (S$)

(a) OESERVATION. A 3/i ton trailer chassis can be utilized, after
modification, as a mobile mount for the M106 recoilless rifle in the absence
of a 1/4 ton vehirle.

(b) EVALUATION. The M106 recoilless rifle m,:st be highly mobile to operate
effectively against tanks or in a camp defense role. Sufficient vehicles are not
available at A detachrments to allow use of the 1/4 ton vehicle as a mount for the
106 recoilless rifle.. A 3/4 ton trailer can be modified for this purpose by
removin!7 the body from the chassis9 cutting the chassis fraime down and adding a
flat sheet metal bed. The 106 recoilless rifle can then be attached to the
chassis. The results are a highly mobile weapon which can easily be maneuvered
by three American soldiers. It is also easily towed and fired from behind a 1/4
ton or 3/;h ton truck. The bed of the trailer can also be adapted to safely carry
8 rounds of ammunition in their fiber containers.

-13
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(c) RECOF11,MATIOn None

(5) Airboat Battery "Quick Disconnect" Capability. (SW)

(a) OBSERVATION. Airooat3 nus3t have a battery "qnick disconnect" catability
because the battery must be disconnected in order to prevent accidental startinm
when the airboat is not in operation.

(b) EVALUATION. Airboat batteries have not b-on available in supply channels.
The 12 volt battery commionly used in 1/4 ton and 1/4 ton trucks arovides th. -q-hr
voltage and is of the correct dimensions to fit into the airboat battery boX., but
the airboat battery quick terminal disconnect is not present. Battery terminal
lug clamps can be locally purchased or obtained from local salvage points. A 1/8
inch bolt can be Velded to the battery clamp and a wi.ng nut placed on the bolt.
By attaching the clamp to each of the 12 volt battery terminals you have a suitable
substitute for the a.rboat battery quick terminal disconnect.

(c) RECC1ENDATION. None.

(6) Patrol. Indigerous Rationa,(FIR). (SW)

(a) OBS:RVATION. Operational rations, Patrol Indigenous Rations (PIR),
should be distributed automatically on an equal bhsis to all using units vithovit
regard to desires for any particular menus.

(b) EVALUATTON. PI are allotted to the 5th Special Forces according to
-a contract for a specified amount of rations by five specific types of menus.
These rations are shipied from Japan and Okinawa to F"5,s at Da Nang, Qui Nhon,
Nha Trang, and the Comnand L1alsoA Deuachment in Saipon RVN.. Requests for PIR's

by type have previously beer- submitted by A and B detachments to the FSP's and
the menus which were more desirable were requested in larer quantities than
the less desired menus. Some requisitions were filled, some partially filled,
and due outs maintained for the unfilled portion of the requests. This procedure
caused needless administration burdens which were reduced b., automatically
distributing all rations received on an equal basis to all using units. By
having the ISC or FSP's prepare the 'A Form 2765-1 (issue slip) for actual
quantities shipped tc eaer unit, requisitions and due outs are eliminated.

(c) ,RECOUENDATION. None
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f. Organization. None.

g. Other.

COK!UNICATIONS

(2) Emergency DC Pcwer. (Co C)

(a) OBSERVATION'. An obvious source of 28 VDC to power AN/VRC-4? radios
is sometimes overiooked by inerperienced orerators. One such source is the
generator.

(b) EVALUATION. All operators should know where and how to obtain emergency
power when the primary source fails. A 28 VDC source is available on most
generators, either through an outlet on the front nanel or by a connection directly
to the battery. Generators are operated ?h ho,,rs a day and nrovide a constant
and reliable 28 VDC source which is capable of handlinr one or more VRC-47 radios.
It is also a good source of primary power for radio sets.

(c) RZCa4ENDATION. None.

(2) Caomand Net Operations During an Attack. (Co C)

(a) OBSERVATION. During heavy contact or when a camp comes under attack,
the company command net becomes overloaded and cannot handle all the traffic.

(b) EVALUATION. When a namp is dnder attack or a patrol in in heavy contact,
they require almost exclusive use of the command net. Traffic from the other
camps still has to be passed during this time.

(c) RECa49ENDATTON. All otner stations in the net should be switched to an
alternate frequency. This permits the camp in trouble to have exclusive use of
the primary frequency-, while the NCS still maintains normal traffic with the
other camps on the alternate frequency.

(3) Installation of Alternate Antennas. (Co C)

a) B SERVATION. Alternate antennas must be available to maintain
com•munication when the primary antenna is knocked out.

(r) EVALUATION. Mortar or rocket attacks cause extensive damage to
exposed antennas and usaxial lead-ins. When alternate antennas are installed
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and the lead-ins come into the same bunker at the same place, both antennas
can be rendered useless by one round servering both lead-ins at once.

(c) RECOOINDATION. Bury the alternate antenna and lead-ins approximately
six or eight inches under the groind. The antenna and lead-in must be sealed to
prevent grounding. Care must be taken not only to separate the antennas, but
also to separate the coat lead--ins. If they come into the same bunker, they
sho'uld not have the same poir.t of entry.

(4) Use of the HT-I Radio in Bunkers. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. It has been found that the use of an external antenna is
necessary to provide adequate communications when the HT-I radio is used from
within a concrete bunker equipped with PSP stand off.

(b) EVALUATION. None,

(c) RECOW-MNDATION. Bunkerm should be equipped with external antennas;
a whip or RC-292 should be used with coax connections from the antenna to the
radio set. If possible, wire lines should be laid and buried as an alternate
means of comrunications.

(5) Air Ground Frequencies. (Co D)

(a) SBSERVATION. Special Forces FM A/40 frequencies are contained in
numerous SOI extracts throughout the QTZ and there have been many. SO! compromises
Oy ither unsar. This has resulted in confusion and delay in getting out changes
to the compromised item to all subscribers.

'.b) EVALUATTON. None.

(c) HECOMHENDATION. A complete FM A/0 reserve SOI item should be held by
each subscriber. In event of compromise by any unit, all subscribers should be
notified that the reserve item is in effect.

(E) Interchangable Antenna Systems For Multiple Radio Complexes. (Co D)

ýa) OBSERVATION. Three radios, the FRC-93, the PRC-74, and the AN/ARC-IO9,
all use the same type of antenna. The only difference is the manner in which
the antenna is coupled to the set. An interchangeable system can be effected
so that any antenna may be used with any radio.
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(b) EVALUATION. Connaci, a short section of coaxial cable to the FRC-93
and terminate it with a female noupiingo Then cut a second short section of
coaxial cable with a female coup.Ling on one end. Bare the opposite end
approximately one inch, thereby allowing the same antenna to be used for the
AN/GRC-I09 and the AN/GRC.,7u. (This common cable will have to be alternated
between radios for use of one or the other radio.) The female ends of the
coaxial cables are set in wood blocks. All that remains to be done is to
terminate all antennas witt a male couplinp nnd label each am to frequency.

(c) RECOMMENDATION. None.

(7) Utilization of Antenna 27TA/PRC (long) on Operations. (Co D)

(a) OBSZRVATION. It has been found that on operations the short antenna
is insufficient for maintaining good communications with the CF, therefore
requiring the use of the long anterma. The long antenna opened to full length
necessitates slow movement thr ougn heavily vegetated terrain.

(b) EVALUATION. Ad6quate camununications and ease of movement can both be
realized by extending the long antenna two or three sections and then taping
the remaining sections to the top sectiun.

(c) RECCIMENDATION. None.

(8) Batteries for the HT-I Radio. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. It has been found that the use of civilan (comnercial)
1.5 volt batteries will cause corrosion of the battery compartment and damage
to the radio due to battery leakage. This is especially true of Japanese
manufactured batteries.

(b) EVALUATION. None.

(c) RECGMNDATION. That only BA-30's be used in HT-l radios. However,
if civilian batteries must be used for any reason, the battery compartment
should be checked everiy two or three days.

FINANCE

i,9 Prnarrp r ug*Lit (Caupt)

",'a) OBSERVATIOW1o It si absozlutely essential that an approved concept of
cpera&icr, s 'for the next fls,-al y-ar be obtained prior to submission of the
Cammand Budget EstImate tr, the c.rrevponding fiscal year to higher headquarters
f'.r approval.
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(b) EVALUATION. Set discussion of this subject found In paragraph In (2)#

t'fAi report*

') Ra0C NDATIO Nome

Pa•

(io) CID POLWAR Team. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATION. The POLWAR Team concept has proven extremely effect-'.ve
when training and employment receive command emphasis.

(b) EVALUATION. Prior to the POL2.AR Training Course, the CIDO POLWAR teams
in most detachments were wnder strength, unrmotivated, and had no knowledge of
their duties. The training program has rapidly changed this situation and now
each team is actively engaged in promoting the support of the CIDG in their
camps and are producing outstanding results when compared with any previous
programs,

(c) RECOMMENDATION. CIDG personnel that are placed on POLWtAR teams should
be interested in this type work. They must be highly motivated and willing to
put much individual effort into their work. These ends can be achieved through
proper support and guidance on the part oe the USASF CA/PO officer or NCO. The
detachment commander must also show great interest in the program and ocitinously
encourage his counterpart to do the same.

(ni) POLWAR Team Projects. (CO A)

(a) OBSERVATION. The effpctiveness and motivation of the POLWAR teams can
be enhanced if the teams are allowed to determine their own projects to the
greatest extent possible

(b) EVALUATION. None.

Cc) RECOMMENDATION. That lists of projects not be presented to POLWAR teams
simply to be acccmplished. Suffioient latitude must be allowed for team initiative
1n order to develop a truly effective team.

ý12) Posting. of Health Posters. (Co A)

(a) CBSERVATION. Most MEDCAPS do not have sufficient personnel to
accomplish all assigned tasks and also post health posters throughout the village*
It nas been found that children, when properly motivated, are most effective at
posting the health posters and tellinp' the neople that the MEDCAP team is in the
village.
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(b) EVALUATION. Health posters are a very Important part of all MrDCAPS.
They are a constant reminder to the people as to who their friends are/ And to
the protective measures to be taken to safeguard their health.

(c) RECGME ATION6. None

(13) Medical Treatment of Civilians while conducting Operations. (Co D)

(a) CaSERVATION. It has been found that when civilians are given medical
aid by personnel conducting a combat operation, they will often respond by freely
offering information of intelligence value.

(b) EVALUATICN. In many cases civilians have knowledge of areas where the
enemy has previously been or is presently located. They often are aware of booby
trapped areas. When friendly forces show their interest and concern for the people
by offering mcdical treatment for minor ailments, they are assuring the local
population of their good intentions and are opening a door through which current
intelligence can be received and immediately acted upon.

(c) RECCLMNDATICW. That an extra medical kit or two be carried on operations
just for this purpose.

(11) Effective Civic Action Projects. (Co A)

(a) OBSERVATICN. Frenuently large well rltnn.$ 'ivlt Action nrolo#t.s have
had negative r~sulta, have failed to overcome apathy or at least have failed to
create enthusiasm.

(b) EVALUATION. Civic Action projects are not as effective as shotld be.
More effective Civic Action projects have been produced by followin$, these
guidelinesi For your initial project in an area, select a project that the
pecple want, even if more practical nrolects are needed. Short-term projects
%here the pecple can readily and quickly see the end zdsult are necessary before
enthusiasm and confidence can be created for a long-range project. As much, if
not more of the planning, equipmert, and personnel must be devoted to concurrent
psychological operations as to the Civic Action project itself. Use self-help
projects whenever possible. It may take longer, but the people will appreciate

the ernd result more and they will recognize many other projects they can perform
themselves where only a minimum amoumt of material for support is required.
Fna~ly, never distribute commodities without having the appropriate gomrnment
offi-Jal present. Your presence will speak for itself and his support may prove

irnvý_table at a later date.
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(a) RECQ0ME2DATICN. That the guidance outlined above be followed when

planning and conducting Civic Action projects.

(15) Bulgar Wheat as a Food for Refugees. (Co C)

(a) BSERVATION. In the past, tfie Montagnards have refused to eat Bulgar
wheat. It was thought that this food was unfit for refugees and they would only
eat it as a last resort.,

(b) EVALUATION. Bulgar wheat was found to be of nutritional value. It was
also foumd the Montagnards only refused to eat Bulgar wheat which was old and
which they felt was contaminated.

(c) RECOOMDATION. That Bulgar wheat stock be stored and shipped under
the O77FOO principle. In other words, the first stock put into the warehouse
is the first stock shipped. Also, with each amount of Bulgar shipped a series
of leaflets on how to prepare Bulgar whould be attached.

(16) Distribution of CA Comiodities. (Co D)

(a) • •URATICO. When giving support to a school or hospital, it has been
found that distributions at regularly schedw led intervals are more effective
than sporadic bulk contributions.

(b) EVALUATTON. None

(c) RECMO(NDATION. That ca onodities be.distributed on a regular basis.
The facility being supported interprets this as a demonstration of our concern

.for them rather than as a payoff.

(17) Leaflet Dissemination. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. It has been demonstrated that face to face PSYO!S has
always been the most effective.

(b) EVALUATION. At the present time too much emphasis is being placed on
leaflet drops. More emphasis needs to be placed on haod-deli1ered leaflets.
One of the major problems is to convince R11/PF troops to take leaflets with them
to the field.

(0) RECO1MATION. That leaflets be given out to villagers and placed along
trails, in bunkers, and other locations whenever possible. Leaflets would not be
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at the mercy of the winds if distributed in this manner.

(18) PSYOP5 Report . (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATICN. Since the last reporting period, 4 -eidents of PSYOPS
value have slipped by unexploited. One case was the release of civilian prisoners
which had been held captive and used as a labor force by the VC.

(b) EVALUATION. Had a camera been present and pictures taken, a local
PSYOPS theme would have been very effective. General information on the incidont'
was disseminated throughout the area.

(c) RECOMKMATIOK. Emphasis should continue to be placed on the necessity
of having a camera accompany all operatiors and pictures taken of all incidents
which might be of value.

,(19) Resettlement of Refugees. (Co C)

(a) OBSERVATION. On a recent operation, a patrol returned to the camp with
a large nurber of refugees who had been living in an enemy controlled area. It
was the plan of the patrol to bring them back into the no fire zone and resettle
them there in a new Mife hamlet. The CA/PO personnel 'in the camp were quite
unprepared to handle the situation.

(b) EVATIJATIOU. No plans had been made prior to the patrol's departure to
bring back and resettle refugees. There were limited supplies on hand and the
others were slow in arriving. There was little time for coordination with
either district or higher headqarters with various organitations with the
capability of aiding refugees. In short, such a nropram needs planning and
coordination before it can be successfully exdcuted.

(c) RECCJO2INDATICN. Before any detachment takes it upon itself to implement
a refugee resettlement of any nize, it should first carefully plan and coordinate
with all organizations concerned to make sure that the progam is feasible and in
the best interest of the GM,.

MEDICAL

(20) CIDG Medical C•r. (SURD)

(a) CBSERVATION. While attempting to improve medical care for CIDM, it
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was noted that USARV Reg. # 40-50 was ambiguous in describing care available
to CMDG in US hospital facilities.

(b) EVALUATICN.. The regulation now states that care will be provided on
an emorgency basis for CID0 patients. It would be of great benefit to have this
rewritten to state that surgical care will be provided on a routine basis. This
would make it umnecessary to do general surgery at the CIDO hospitals t lius freeing
some medics for A team duty, allowing the Surpeon more time to get out in the
field, and greatly reducing' the supply requirements of the hospitals.

(c) RECGINDATION. That USARV Reg. # hO-5O be rewritten as above. This

change is now under study at USARV Headauarters.

(21) Emergency Thoracentesis. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. A thoracentesis is the aspiration of fluid and air fronm
a chest wound through the thoracic cavity and is often a life saving procedure,
particularly if evacuation is going to be delayed. Needles of the required
length are not always available, but it has been found that the air-inlet needle
frnm a serum albumin set is a very effective substitute.

(b) EVALUATICK. Since the air-inlet needle has a knurled knob instead of a
normal hub, it is necessary for the user to fashion an adapter. This adaptation
can be accomplished by means of the sterile rubber tubing which is also found in
the albumin set and which fits snugly over the needle end and stopcock or syringe.
Sterility, which munt be maintained throughout the procedure, can be accomplished
by wearing surgical gloves during assembly.

(c) RECCWNDATICN. None.

(22) Contact Dermatitis. (Co D)

(a) OBSERVATION. A type of moth exists in tho Delta resion of Smi+.1A Vletnm
which can produce a dermatitis characterised by a rash and itching. Although
HCTA or Dibucaine will relieve the itching temnorarily, it is much wore desirable
to prevent the symptoms.

(b) E7ALUATTC?. This t'-e of moth is abmut one Inch long, is white or
yeliow in color, And has a pointed head. Although they are not found alive
durinp, the dry season, the dead moths collect in storerooms ,nd other closed
placed. Pernannel engaged in cleaning or workinr in such places may come in
contact with dust cor.tatninr the offending agent at any tine of the y"r.
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(c) RECO)MD*TIWH. 'When the moxns are in evidence and cmtcct has been
made with them, showers should be taken quite often. It is also advisable to
cover the tops of insect bars to prevent the offending agent from rubbing off
the moths and filtering down on the individual. Personnel engaged in cleaning
enclosed areas are also advised to shower as soon afterwards as possible.

'23) Control of Medications, (Co A)

(a) "BSERVATION. It was found that control of medications being dispensed
to indigenous patients was inadequate.

(b) EVALUATION. It was learned that some medications which had been
dispensed in quantity to indigenous patients were either given to other people
or sold on the market.

Wc) RECOMODATIONS. That those medications intended for indigenous patien s
be held in separate containers marked with the patients name and that the petiený
be required to return to the dispensary at required intervals to receive the
medication.

(24) Premediated. Self-inflicted Gunshot 'founds Among CIDG. (Co B)

(a) O3SERVATION. In the post, a minor wound (self-inflicted or not) allowe
the CIM soldier to be sent to the nearest ARVN hospital closest to the A
detachnent and resulted in extended absences and a reduction in manpower.

(b) EVALUATION. CIDG personnel admitted to hospitals for minor injuries or
wounds frequently extend these absences due to lack of adequate control of
released patients. In most cases the record systems are casual, contain no
factual release date and result in the CSIG personnel actually being AWOL (but
unchargeable due to the poor records system). Detachment medics have treated
in the camp dispensary injuries and self-inflicted wounds which did not involve
major vessel, nerve, or bone damage. These occasions were also used to conduct
medi-al cross training of othor members of the detachment and CIDG medics. This
practice has discouraged self-inflicted wounds and has therefore reduced the
tifre lost by CIDG malingering in cities or villages adjacent to ARVN and provincial
hospitals;

.c) RECIOTMNDATION. That A detachment medics treAt in the camp dispensary
al- CIDG injuries anW self-inflicted wounds not involving major vessel, nerve, or
bone lamage,
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HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES AF*R, VI*-TM, APO San Francisco 96375 1 1 OCT 1968

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTI: GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

1. This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons LearneJ
for the quarterly period ending 31 July 1968 from Headquarters, 5th Special
Forces Group (Airborne), 1st Special Forces.

2. Comments follow:

a. Reference item concerning the status of incoming personnel, pages
102 and 103, paragraph c(l): Concur. Personnel arriving in RVN for
assignment to the 5th Special Forces Group should be in good physical con-
dition and well grounded in the basic principles necessary to conduct
small unit tactical operations and survive in a jungle environment.

b. Reference item concerning requirements to treat MAT and KIN
information in the same manner as US SECRET and CONFIDENTIAL, page 105,
paragraph 2d(l): Nonconcur with the reconmendation. Paragraph llh,
AR 380-5 establishes the policies and procedures for the handling of
foreign government originated classified material.

c. Reference item concerning exploitation and evacuation of captured
documents, material, and personnel, page 110, paragraph 2d(16): Concur.
MACV and USARV directives and regulations prescribe the correct procedures
for identification and processing of captured material and personnel.
Action will be taken by this headquarters through command publications to
remind commanders and intelligence officers at all levels of the directives
in effect.

d. Reference item concerning sandbag, polypropyl, FSN: 8105-926-2034,
page 112, paragraph 2e(l): Concur. Procurement of burlap (cotton) sand-
bags has been terminated. Only polypropylene (FSN 8105-926-2034/2035/2036)
and acrylic (FSN 8105-935-7101) will be available in the future. Polypropylene
are presently stocked in USARV depots whereas the first acrylic bags are
scheduled to arrive in RVN in October 1968. Defense Construction Supply
Center (DCSC) indicates that acrylic bags have proven superior to all other
types in every test.
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e. Reference item concerni.g CIDG medical care, page 121, paragraph
2e(20): Nonconcur. USARV Regulation 40-50 authorizes emergency medical
care for occupational injuries. This care is equated to that provided
civilian war casualties, under the provisions of USARV Regulation 40-46.
USARV medical facilities are not staffed nor equipped to provide routine
medical care to Vietnamese civilians as a matter of general policy. The
only routine medical care for Vietnamese civilians is provided by the
military Medical Civic Action Program (MEDCAP II). MEDCAP is directed
toward improving local health requirements, but is limited by operational
requirements.

FOR THE CO4MANDER

w. C. AIP ~',

CPTAGC
Assistant Adjueta en,vOral

Cy furn:
HQ 5th SFG
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SUBJECr: Operational Report of HQ, 5th Special Forces Gp

(Abn) for Period Ending 31 July 1968, RCS
CSFIOR-65 (Rl) (U)

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO San Francisco 96.558 2 DEC 1968

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development,
Department of the Army, Washington, D.C. 20310

1. (U) This headquarters has evaluated subject report
and forwarding indorsement and concurs in the report as
indorsed.

2. (C) Reference (page 91) paragraph ln(l)(b):

a. In view of the PEMA fund managemen.t problems
encountered by USACISO, this headquarters in February 1968
proposed to DA to change the Operation Switchback PEMA
funding and accounting ptocedures. Proposal was not
favorably considered by DA due to current interpretation
of legal restraints by vario'is government agencies.

b. This headquarters in October 1968 recommended that
DA continue its effort toward elimination, beginning with
FY 70, PEMA field financing for the Switchback Program.

c. DA indicated that two possible solutions are now
being considered, i.e., free issues of PEMA items or
improved billing procedures to include direct billing from
1st Logistical Command to USACISO.

d. Proposed changes in funding and issue procedures
are now being studied by the DA Switchback team now
visiting PACOM area (3 November - 3 December 1968).

3. (C) Reference (page 92) paragraph ln(2): On
15 October 1968, DA announced the OSD action concerning
the proposed increases to the FY 69 and FY 70 Switchback
Program.

4. (C) Reference (page 102) paragraph 2c(l): This
headquarters recommends that the POI at the Special
Warfare School be ievised to stress the CIDG Program as
opposed to preparing the SF for unconventional warfare,
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5. (C) Reference (page 103) paragraph 2c(2): Personnel

who attend the one-year course at the Defense Language
Institute can speak Vietnamese fluently. Those personnel
who attend the "short courses" in Vietnamese are limited
to a few phrases. As a minimum, the detachment Intelligence
Sergeant should be a graduate of the one-year course.

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

C. L SMO0TT
cM0 AGC
Aaa AG
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STATISTICAL DATA

I I III IV

1. (C) assions: CTZ CTZ CTZ CTZ TOTAL

a. Squad. 4262 882 5427 13385 31936

b. Platoon 1180 2486 149 8122 1328

C. Company or Larger 254 569 522 1647 2992

2. (C) Contacts:

P.. Contacts resulting from Friewle y 171 388 233 277 1(69
Offensive Action-

b. VC attacks on installations and 105 46 241 99 491
convoys:

c. Incidents: 28 30 8 136 202

3. (C) Confirmed VC Losses:

a. EXA 390 549 431 591 1961

b. CPTR 29 36 38 168 271

c. Quarterly Comparison of Confirmed V Losses Country-wide:
KIA CFTR

3d Quarter 67 U14 291
4th Quarter 67 2041 228
lzt Quarter 68 2492 457
2d QuArter 68 1961 271

.. (C) USASF Losses:

a. KIA 3 7 8 8 26

W. wIA 32 20 23 23 98

~.2 1 0 0 3

d. Quarterly comparison of USAL)F Casualties country-wides

)d Q',deter 67 16 92 1 109
4t. Q,:arter o7 37 1146 18

Q'zaet, 6ý7 274 1 283
*4w~ ter 68 2;98 3 Ln7

rin', • . .- 2"7rA ORLL for Q.arterly Perltd &di '1 SIuT 1968
JL AT i 1&ý%x 1.NTZ..,VU.L

,J UL 'IS AFT4 1:2 YAia,
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STATISTICAL DATA (UONT) CTZ CTL SL .TZL TOTA

3. (C) W41F lo es.

a, K.Li 7
ýb. MU. 6 8 13 5 32.
e. ALLA 1 1. 2
d. Quarterly compna-4on of VM-W

casualtli Countmt-w1de.
JL IA ICA TOTAL

3d Quarter 67 2 -U
4th Quarter 67 7 26 2 35
lst Quarter 68 13 31 6 50
2d Quarter 68 7 32 2 4.1

6. (C) CIDO losses,

. hA 94 120 238 196 51.8
b. WIA 231 458 654 325 1668
o. VIA 30 23 10 58
,. Quart..ery om•arison of. CIDo

Casualties ccunt, ry-wideo, IA El MA

3d Quarter 67 260 1012 28 1.300
4th Quarter 67 4a21 1254 1% 1779
lot Quarter 68 430 1477 237 23A4
2d Quarter 68 548, 2668 58 274

7. (C) I/WF lassees

a*. LA 62 4 1 40 107
b, VIA 12 5 110 200

'd. Quarterly compar-isn of HI$?F
casualties counti7-wde. TOT3dQuater 67 56 167 1 224
4th Quarter 67 136 371 28 535
1st Quarter 68 221 414 105 71,0
2d Qaurter 68 107 200 3C'7

1. e Weapons

et. Friendly Weapons Lost 228 158 97 176 659
b. 3hwW Weapons loet 211 321 161 785 1478
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The following items are recommended for inclusion in the Lessons Learned
Index:

ITEM 1

* SUBJECT TITLE

I ~~~ ** ~FOR OT RDE # _________________

•** * PA G E #_.... ....... .... .... . . . ... . .. . ..

""*ITEM 2

SUBJECT TITLE _______________________

FOR OT RD # _...... .. . . .. . . .......

PACE #

ITEM 3

SUBJECT TITLE
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ITEM 4
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ITEM 5

SUBJECT TITLE
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PAGE #

• Subject Title: A short (one sentence or phrase) description of the item
of interest.

"'"" ** FOR OT RD # : Appears in the Reply Reference line of the LIetter of Trans-
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